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PRIDE
/prīd/
noun
1. a feeling or deep pleasure or satisfaction derived 
from one’s own achievements, the achievements 
of those with whom one is closely associated.
synonyms: pleasure, joy, delight, gratification, 
fulfillment, satisfaction, a sense of achievement.

2. a feeling that you respect yourself and deserve 
to be respected by other people.

YOUR IDENTITY OUR SUPPORT!
Providing safe space since 2012! / bangseattle.com / bangbarber.com

http://bangseattle.com/
http://bangbarber.com/
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DISCLAIMER: This product has intoxicating e�ects and may be habit-forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, 
and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with 

consumption of this product. For use by adults twenty-one or older. Keep out of the reach of children.
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HOT BALLS AT THE GYM
We saw you drying your nut sack and taint 
with the hair dryer at the gym. What the 
fuck, dude?

HOT HEAD AT THE BANK
You were a buxom drag queen standing 
on Broadway near Chase Bank in a black-

WE SAW YOU
STRANGER STAFFERS WERE THERE AS IT HAPPENED

NO PHOTOS, PLEASE
Hey, fuckboy at my college who decided 
it’s acceptable to take pictures of strang-
ers as they walk to class: FUCK YOU. Fuck 
you for when you refused to delete the 
picture after I demanded you delete it. 
Fuck you for when I asked why not and 
you immediately got defensive telling 
me you “wouldn’t use it to masturbate.” 
(That’s not the first thing that came to my 
mind, but now I’m concerned.) Fuck you 
for demanding I ask nicely if I wanted you 
to delete the picture while you couldn’t be 
bothered to show the same courtesy. Fuck 
you for deleting the photo while proceed-
ing to tell me because it was a public 
college you had every right to take my pic-
ture. You don’t. Finally, fuck me because 
I was too afraid to report you afterward. 
Fuck it all. I’m too tired for this shit.

—Anonymous

“THE SCROT” AT THE STRANGER OFFICE Only a sack this big could warrant 
detailed cosmetic attention.
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To submit an unsigned confession or accusation, send an 
e-mail to ianonymous@thestranger.com. Please remember 

to change the names of the innocent and guilty.

purple gown: Your hair literally looked like a 
flame engulfing your skull. You’d clearly put a 
lot of thought into your wig’s color and shape. 
So hot, girl.

BUS BRO DUO
On the northbound 5 bus, you two dudes were 
both wearing gray hoodies, black pants, and 
squarish glasses. Oh, and you both had nearly 
identical bright blue and violet mohawks. De-
spite your similarities, you were sitting at least 
four seats away from each other, completely 
absorbed in your own phone games. (What up, 
Smashy Brick!) Was there some glitch in the 
Matrix? Were you both very hair-conscious 
twins who happened to be in a tiff? Or were you 
just two dudes fighting conformity in precisely 
the same way?

BERNIE BRO SOLO
It was a Friday morning, the day after Bernie 
Sanders delivered an online address to his sup-
porters to update them on the “future” of his 
campaign. Trailing Hillary Clinton in every 
count except pure enthusiasm, lots of people 
expected Bernie to drop out that night. But 
you know Bernie. The future of the campaign, 
he announced, was that he was not going any-
where. The next morning, you walked along 
10th Avenue toward Pine Street on Capitol Hill 
wearing a black “Bernie for President” T-shirt 
and a sleeve of tattoos. Staring straight ahead, 
you looked sad but mostly just determined.

URBAN IDITAROD
“Get that squirrel! That’s right, get that squir-
rel!” You said to your two dogs—one a Russian 
wolfhound and the other an eager pit bull—as 
they pulled you up Boren Avenue on your Roll-
erblades. But there was no squirrel around. It 
was a trick. Or maybe the squirrel was invisible 
and only you and the dogs had the ability to see 
it. The pit bull was falling for it, but the wolf-
hound wasn’t about to be pressed into sled-dog 
labor. This about the 214th time we have seen 
this horrific bit of makeshift dogsleddery on 
the hills of First and Capitol. Put the Roller-
blades ON the dogs, and then we’d be talkin’.

NEW  COLUMN!

WE CAN HEAR YOUR DOGS BARKING 
FROM ACROSS THE STREET
On a gray and drizzly Tuesday, you were a 
young woman carrying a very big canvas bag 
and walking south on Westlake Avenue in 
South Lake Union with your friend. As you 
strolled past an empty storefront on the street 
level of Amazon’s Nessie building, its windows 
covered with black paper, you talked about 
your shoes. They were black suede lace-up 
sandals with four-inch stacked wooden heels. 
A cold wind blew across your exposed toes 
and heels, and the pale flesh of your feet oozed 
out from between the laces on the top of your 
foot. “Oh my gosh, they are soooo comfort-
able—even the heel is, like, bouncy,” you told 
your friend. “Mmm-hmm,” she replied, as she 
moved much more easily in her black leather 
slip-on sneakers. “No seriously,” you insisted, 
“sooooooo comfortable!”

LESSONS IN ELOCUTION
We saw you at the Whip Restaurant and Gal-
lery in Vancouver, BC. You were white, male, 
and 35ish. You were sitting at the bar and 
talking to a group of men you had just met. 
You explained to them that you made a living 
from re-voicing TV shows and movies. What 
you have mastered in your life so far are the 
many accents of the English language. You 
provided details on the differences between 
a Birmingham accent and a Scottish one. You 
made a show of your Australian and Brooklyn 
accents. You told the men, who were drink-
ing beer and listening with great interest, 
that voicing came down to the tongue, teeth, 
lips, and, most importantly, the muscles in the 

throat. When you have a command of those 
muscles, then it is easy to imitate any sound. 
You also said that lots of practice was needed 
to reach this level of command. “You need to 
fail, fail, fail until the muscles in your throat 
start learning… You know what FAIL stands 
for? First attempts in learning.” The Church’s 
“Under the Milky Way” played as you freely 
offered information about your profession.

LESSONS IN ILLEGIBILITY
You are a series of windows on the west side 
of the Allen Institute for Brain Science, facing 
Ninth Avenue in South Lake Union. Behind 
your glass panels are an arrangement of blue, 
magenta, and white letters, artfully layered to 
look like nerves and synapses from a distance. 
Printed onto the glass of one section are sev-
eral sentences: Within these walls we ask ques-
tions. What makes us human? How do cells 
work? Behind the sentences is a bright-white 
panel with big letters spelling out words such 
as How, What, Do, and Makes. As we squinted 
and struggled to read the white words on the 
window, obscured both by the white back-
ground and the reflections on the glass, we 
found ourselves wishing that someone, anyone, 
during the design and installation process had 
asked, “How can we makes this text legible?”

HOUSE OF THE RISING MAN BUN
Near Denny Way by the Whole Foods, you 
were sporting a topknot the size of a grape. If 
there’s a competition among Seattle men for 
the tiniest man bun (and we think there is, our 
eyes do not deceive us), then by golly, you may 
have taken the crown. ■

Music Journalist Issues Apology/
Clarification for Sexist Profile 
of Sky Ferreira in LA Weekly

The LA Weekly article “Sky Ferreira’s Sex Appeal Is What Pop Music Needs 
Right Now” generated widespread outrage when it was published on June 
17. The paper’s music editor has already apologized for running the story, but 
The Stranger has obtained an apology/clarification by the profile’s author, Art 
Tavana, excerpted below: 

I just wanted to say I’m 

sorry for what I wrote. I 

know my prof ile of Sky Fer-

reira upset a lot of people 

and I understand why. As a 

disciple of Bangs and Melt-

zer, I have cultivated an 

intentionally provocative 

prose style that thrives on 

enacting a certain disre-

gard for the conventions 

and protocols of polite 

society, and I have made 

a fledgling career out of 

running toward that. To 

put it crassly, that is my 

“brand.” But I realize this uproar isn’t about polite vs. impo-

lite or rock ’n’ roll vs. squaresville. It’s about a deeper ques-

tion of human respect and aesthetic discernment. 

It’s not my habit to apologize based on reader response, but 

this isn’t a usual circumstance. I’m deeply sorry to Ms. Fer-

reira and to all the readers who responded to my piece with such 

disdain. I should never have used the expression “killer tits.” 

Upon reflection, the terms “awesome breasts,” “luscious bazooms,” 

or “sweet boobage” may have been more appropriate and caused less 

offense.

I will strive to do better in the future.

Respectfully,

Art Tavana

Sky Ferreira

mailto:ianonymous@thestranger.com
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GREATER SEATTLE POSTCARD 
& PAPER COLLECTIBLES SHOW

WHERE Kent Commons, 525 4th Avenue North, Kent, Wa.

WHEN  Sat June 28th 10-6 & Sun June 29th 10-4

ADMISSION $5 Good for both days. FREE With ad

For further information 
call Jeremy LeRoque at (626) 665-9435

Dealers from throughout the west coast will be displaying 
and selling almost half of a million old postcards, paper 

collectibles and ephemera. Free appraisals of all old paper 
collectibles will be given with the price of admission!
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NEWS

list of rotating professional labor arbitrators. 
“This is a good sign,” said Walker, though 

he cautioned that professional arbitrators are 
often reluctant to take strong stands for fear 
of alienating parties on either side.

Anne Levinson, a retired judge who serves 
as the city’s official police accountability audi-
tor, had recommended the DRB be replaced 
with a process using randomly selected hear-
ing examiners—and that disciplinary appeal 
hearings be made open to the public. 

The new contract would make the disci-
plinary hearings open only to “certain outside 
parties”—members of the Community Police 
Commission and a citizen observer appointed 
by the mayor. Ron Smith, president of SPOG, 
told The Stranger in 2014 he was happy to 
make the DRB hearings open to the public. It’s 
unclear why the negotiated proposal falls short.

Civilian Oversight

The Seattle Police Department’s watchdog 
agency, tasked with investigating citizen 
complaints, is the Office of Professional Ac-
countability (OPA). But the OPA has long been 
hamstrung by the union contract, which 
required it to use only police officers as inves-
tigators, even though the agency is supposed 
to represent independent civilian oversight. 
OPA director Pierce Murphy, a civilian, faces 
mistrust from the community because, as he 
puts it, “‘Why should the police be trusted to 
investigate themselves?”

A soft-spoken Jesuit who once trained to be 
a priest, Murphy came to Seattle in 2013. He 
is widely credited with turning things around 
at the once-troubled Boise Police Department, 
where he was able to hire civilian investigators.

In Seattle, Murphy has wanted to utilize 
a hybrid staff model, using both civilians and 
police. SPOG has directed a steady stream 
of vitriol at him in its internal newspaper. In 
January, it all but declared him an enemy of 
its members, calling him a “wolf in sheep’s 
clothing.” The editor of the newspaper claimed 
Murphy “has shown little regard for our con-
tract and our rights,” and that the department 
“has very little or next to no major misconduct.”

Under the new proposed contract, the OPA 
would finally be allowed to hire civilians—but 
only for intake positions. Civilians, not mem-
bers of the SPD, would interview people with 
complaints about the police at the first stage 
of the process. But there’s a catch: The pro-
posal would require whoever is hired to have 
“ten years of sworn experience,” effectively 

Inside the City’s Negotiations 
with the Police Union

Leaked Documents Show Seattle’s Progress, 
and Lack Thereof, on Accountability for Cops

BY ANSEL HERZ

limiting the pool of potential applicants to 
current and former cops. Murphy could not 
hire civilian oversight professionals like him-
self. The body of Murphy’s staff would remain 
SPD officers: Police investigating themselves.

Murphy and his small staff still have six 
months to complete an investigation under the 
terms of the contract. If he misses the dead-
line, no discipline can be imposed on an officer.

Tweaks

Looking over the rest of the proposed tweaks 
to the contract, one wonders, “Why was that 
even in the contract to begin with?” (The city 
would no longer pay the SPOG president’s 
salary, the police chief would be given discre-
tion to promote any of the top five scorers on 
training exams instead of promoting solely 
on the basis of the exam score, the chief could 
delegate more responsibility to assistant chiefs 
when it comes to disciplinary decisions, and 
more.)

Campaign Zero, a national group that 
grew out of the Black Lives Matter move-
ment, has analyzed police union contracts 
around the country. We shared the documents 
we obtained with Sam Sinyangwe, Campaign 
Zero’s New York–based cofounder. The pro-
posed SPOG contract still contains “many 
provisions that undermine accountability and 
are simply not present in many cities’ con-
tracts,” said Sinyangwe after reviewing them.

On big-ticket items, Sinyangwe believes 
the city hasn’t come up with the goods: “The 
statute of limitations on [OPA] investigations, 
allowing discipline to be challenged through 
arbitration, erasing records of written repri-
mands, etc.—at least 9 of the 100 largest US 
cities’ contracts have none of these types of 
provisions (cities like Dallas, Denver, Fremont, 
Fresno, Nashville, Aurora), and many more 
have fewer of these provisions than Seattle.”

He called the results of the city’s negotia-
tions “mediocre at best.”

Sinyangwe’s criticism stands in sharp con-
trast to statements from the mayor, police 
chief, and the Obama administration, which 
has been touting Seattle as a “national model” 
on police reform.

Mayor Ed Murray is said to be eager to 
conclude the Department of Justice consent 
decree and declare victory in the police-
reform effort before running for reelection 
in 2017. The city council will also need to ap-
prove the new contract.

Murray, whose administration handled 
the negotiations, was endorsed and backed 
heavily by SPOG as a candidate. When SPOG 
president Smith blasted the Obama adminis-
tration for allegedly waging a “war on cops” 
in a since-deleted Facebook rant last year, 
Murray condemned the comments.

That was a rare moment of discord be-
tween the police union and the mayor. ■ 

C oncerned about police conduct? 
Want federally mandated reforms 
addressing excessive force and ra-

cially biased policing in Seattle to work? Then 
you’ll want to familiarize yourself with the fine 
print in the city’s latest proposed revision of 
its 80-page contract with the city’s  largest 
police union, the Seattle Police Officers’ Guild 
(SPOG).

Lisa Daugaard, cochair of the Community 
Police Commission, likened the renegotiation 
of SPOG’s contract to the “Super Bowl” of po-
lice accountability.

Hundreds of rank-and-file Seattle officers 
will be asked in the coming weeks to vote on an 
updated version of their contract—the product 
of 18 months of negotiations between SPOG and 
city officials. The union’s board has approved 
the proposal, which would modify the existing 
contract and lay down the rules on pay, account-
ability, and performance for the next four years.

The negotiations are supposed to be con-
fidential, by state law. Fourteen pages of 
internal documents obtained by The Stranger, 
however, reveal what the city has offered the 
union and what police officers will be voting on.

Disciplinary Appeals

One of the most consequential proposed 
changes is a reconfiguration of the Disciplin-
ary Review Board (DRB), a three-person 
tribunal consisting of two police officers and 
one arbitrator.

The DRB considers appeals of disciplinary 
decisions and has often overridden penalties 
imposed by the police chief. One notorious 
example was an attempt to fire Officer Don-
ald George in 2007 after he angrily slammed 
a teenager’s head into a patrol car seat. The 
DRB reinstated George.

Local and national experts had pushed for 
the DRB to be abolished.

“Giving peer officers a voice in discipline is 
just offensive,” said Samuel Walker, a polic-
ing consultant. “Discipline is a management 
prerogative.”

But according to the documents, the city 
has proposed heavily modifying the DRB, not 
abolishing it.

Under the new contract, the DRB would be 
reduced to a one-person arbitrator selected 
on a case-by-case basis from an agreed upon 

JAMES ANDERSON / ISTOCK
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After Being Displaced by 
the Greenwood Explosion, 

One Resident Is Now 
Facing Homelessness

BY ANA SOFIA KNAUF

A n explosion caused by a natural-gas 
leak leveled three businesses and 

shattered storefront windows around Green-
wood Avenue North and 85th Street early on 
the morning of March 9. Where Mr. Gyros, 
Neptune Coffee, and Quik Mart had been, 
there was just a pile of rubble. Miraculously, 
no one was killed.

Now, just over three months later, the 
block is beginning to return to life. While the 
Angry Beaver and the Bureau of Fearless 
Ideas have yet to reopen, Chocolati and Cozy 
Nut Tavern are bustling again.

But for Hal Miller, life is far from normal.
Businesses weren’t the only things 

displaced that morning. Miller, 60, and 
12 other people lost their homes. Miller 
lived across the alleyway from the blast 
in an apartment building above Gorditos 
Healthy Mexican Food. The force from the 
explosion blew in the windows on the south-
east side of the building. Luckily, Miller’s 
apartment wasn’t damaged, save a few 
things falling off of his shelves. But after 
city inspectors discovered the building was 
contaminated with asbestos, Miller and his 
neighbors were barred from going back to 
their apartments.

The owner of Gorditos, Shannon Ramirez, 
also owns the apartment building where Miller 
lived. Ramirez told The Stranger after the ex-
plosion that his tenants could move back in by 
May. But May has come and gone.

In the immediate aftermath of the ex-
plosion, a woman Miller was dating let him 
stay with her at her home in Monroe. But 
after about two months of living together, 
the relationship fizzled. According to Miller, 
she was generous enough to let him stay a 
couple weeks longer while he found some-
where to go.

Despite poring over Craigslist housing 
ads and phoning homeless shelters to see if 
they have any vacancies, Miller hasn’t had 
any luck.

“I’m really running out of time,” he said 
over the phone. In retrospect, Miller said he 
should have called shelters and asked to be 
put on their weeks-long waiting lists from 
the start, but he didn’t think he’d be out of a 
home for this long. Now Miller is preparing 
to camp out on Seattle’s streets.

Miller, who is unable to work because 
of a string of eye surgeries in the last four 
years, said he lives on about $660 a month 
from his disability checks. His monthly 
rent for his bedroom in Ramirez’s building 
was $375—dirt cheap for Seattle. Although 
his rent took up around three-quarters of 
his income, the apartment was a lifeline for 
him.

“That place [the apartment building] is 
kind of your last chance before you hit home-
lessness,” said Miller.

In a recent interview, Ramirez said he 
does not plan to raise the rent in his building, 
now being retrofitted to comply with current 
building codes, when it reopens.

Ramirez blames the city’s permitting 
processes for the delay. But last week, con-
tractors installed new windows and fixed the 
brick wall that faced the explosion. Now he 
estimates that his tenants can move back in 

by August 2.
For Miller, that means many more weeks 

without a home.

Red Cross workers offered help to 
Miller and his displaced neigh-

bors. They were assigned caseworkers 
and each was given a Fred Meyer gift 
card so they could get some new clothes. 
Miller said the Phinney Neighborhood As-
sociation (PNA) also gave him two checks 
totaling $4,200. The money came from 
fundraisers for their Greenwood Relief 
Fund, which was intended to support resi-
dents and businesses affected by the blast.

Miller spent the money on clothes, food, a 
cheap laptop, and chipping in on rent at his 
ex’s place. He also spent a few nights in an 
inexpensive motel when his ex had visitors. 
He now has a little more than $400 left. With 
only meager disability checks and virtually 
no support system, Miller is stuck.

According to Jeff Cornejo, development 
director at PNA, he doesn’t think they will 
be making any more disbursements to dis-
placed residents. The organization is low 
on resources, donations are barely trickling 
in, and there aren’t any plans for another 
fundraiser.

Cornejo said he feels for Miller but isn’t 
sure how to help. PNA is not a social-services 
center, he pointed out, and their ability to 
connect displaced residents with resources is 
limited.

“We’re a community center,” said Cornejo. 
“We put on events, we have a soup kitchen 
and a senior center. We do those kind of 
things, but we’ve never done emergency pre-
paredness or this housing issue. It’s a larger 
problem.”

Colin Downey, regional communications 
director for the Red Cross, told The Stranger 
that the organization’s volunteers worked 
with 12 of the 13 building residents. While 
the building’s reopening date is dragged out, 
he encourages Miller and his neighbors to 
reach back out to the organization for help. 
But Downey was also realistic.

“They’re disasters, and it’s difficult to tell 
how long it’s going to be,” he said. “We don’t 
have endless financial means to make every-
thing whole.” ■ 

Comment on this story at
THESTRANGER.COM/NEWS 

HAL MILLER Standing on the fire escape 
of his apartment building on 85th Street. 

Shop local artists 
and makers!
Visit our website and follow  

us on social media to stay up-to-date on 
all our events!

SEATTLEMAKERSMARKET.COM
 facebook.com/SeattleMakersMarket  @seattle_makers

 @seattlemakersmarket  seattlemakersmarket.tumblr.com

http://thestranger.com/NEWS
http://seattlemakersmarket.com/
http://facebook.com/SeattleMakersMarket
http://seattlemakersmarket.tumblr.com/
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We’ve got what YOU need to 

SHINE for PRIDE this year! 

Pride Decor - Costumes

Wigs - Make Up - Balloons 

Wedding Party Supplies

   Champion Party Supply- 

Your 
Pride 

Headquarters

CHAMPION PARTY SUPPLY
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK IN OUR NEW LOCATION:

1461 ELLIOTT AVE W • 206-284-1980

Getting married? 
Let us help!

FREE PARKING ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF OUR BUILDING!

WWW.CHAMPIONPARTY.COM

What if… 

THE SKY WASN’T  
THE LIMIT?

seattlecentral.edu

THE college on Capitol Hill. 
It’s Time.

Start achieving your dreams  
in a vibrant, supportive and 
diverse college community.

http://www.championparty.com/
http://seattlecentral.edu/
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BIG BUSINESSES SIGN ON TO CAM-
PAIGN AGAINST ANTI-TRANS BIGOTRY 
Amazon—Seattle’s favorite villain and a 
company known for its lack of community 
involvement—has now joined the fight 
against anti-trans bigotry in Washington 
State. On June 17, Amazon and other 
tech companies—including Microsoft, 
Facebook, Google, AT&T, and T-Mobile—en-
dorsed Washington Won’t Discriminate. 
That campaign is fighting Initiative 1515, 
a measure that would allow businesses to 
discriminate against trans people by requir-
ing them to use the bathrooms associated 
with their biological sex rather than their 
gender identity. “Washingtonians agree 
that our economy does best when every 
American can participate both as patrons 
and as employees,” reads a pledge the busi-
nesses signed. Amazon donated space and 
food for a Washington Won’t Discriminate 
fundraiser where the endorsements were 
announced. At that event, Sarah Moran, 
a trans Amazon employee, asked all other 
gender nonconforming people to come 
onstage to “stand together and be seen.” 
Businesses “know discrimination causes 
people to leave,” Moran said. “It causes a 
brain drain.” HEIDI GROOVER

FORMER ANTI-GAY-MARRIAGE CAM-
PAIGNER NOW CONSULTING FOR I-1515 
In the final weeks of signature gathering, 
Just Want Privacy, the group campaigning 
for anti-trans Initiative 1515, has brought on 
some notable extra help. Chris Plante, the 
former deputy campaign 
director for Washington’s 
failed anti-gay-marriage 
campaign in 2012, is now 
gathering signatures for 
Just Want Privacy. Plante 
also remains an indepen-
dent contractor on retainer 
for the National Organi-
zation for Marriage. Like 
Just Want Privacy, NOM 
and Preserve Marriage 
Washington once used con-
cern about children to lobby against LGBTQ 
rights. Plante once said that gay marriage 
turns children into “little teacup dogs—
it’s an accessory to put in my purse.” Just 
Want Privacy has gathered 75,000 signatures 
so far. They need about 250,000 signatures 
by July 8 to qualify for the November ballot. 
SYDNEY BROWNSTONE

POLICE SHOOT REPORTEDLY SUICIDAL 
MAN WITH KNIFE Police shot and criti-
cally wounded a man in the Central 

District on June 19. Police say they 
received a 911 call that afternoon regard-
ing domestic violence and a reportedly 
suicidal man. When officers arrived three 
minutes later, at about 1:45 p.m., they 
found the partner of the man, but the 
man himself was nowhere to be found. 
Then he appeared. Video of the shoot-
ing shows 16 seconds elapse between 
the officer’s first sight of the man and 
shots being fired. The officer yells at him 
seven times to drop the knife as he walks 
forward holding one knife in each hand. 
He doesn’t. When he’s roughly one car 
length away, she fires six shots and he 
collapses to the ground. “Oh, fuck me,” 
she says. Other officers tell him to stay 
on the ground. As of press time, the man 
remained in critical condition at Harbor-
view Medical Center. As in other cases, 
the department will now investigate 
itself: An SPD unit called the Force 
Investigation Team, or FIT, will lead an 
examination of the circumstances and 
the use of deadly force. Police have not 
released the names of the man or the 
officer, who has been placed on leave. 
ANSEL HERZ

CAPITOL HILL PRIDE FESTIVAL WILL 
LAST ONLY ONE DAY Despite numer-
ous appeals to the Seattle Office of Film 
+ Music + Special Events, the Capitol 
Hill Pride Festival will be only one day: 
Saturday, June 25. Although Charlette 
LeFevre, the event’s cofounder, submit-

ted a request to extend 
the festival to Sunday, city 
officials ultimately denied 
the request. According to 
city officials, Seattle po-
lice officers would need 
to increase security at 
PrideFest in downtown 
and there wouldn’t be 
enough officers to cover 
both events. This con-
cerned LeFevre, who has 
been running the festival 

since 2009. “Regardless if there’s a street 
festival or not, we expect thousands of 
people back on the Hill. We just want 
to make sure there’s a secure environ-
ment,” said LeFevre. In a recent e-mail to 
CHPF vendors and supporters announc-
ing the denied extension, LeFevre said 
that the organization “will continue to 
strengthen security and advocate for lo-
cal businesses and nonprofits over more 
corporate Pride demonstrations.” ANA 
SOFIA KNAUF

TRANS VISIBILITY Sarah Moran asked all other gender nonconforming people to 
“stand together and be seen.”

Plante once said 
that gay marriage 

turns children 
into “little teacup 

dogs—it’s an 
accessory to put 

in my purse.”

WASHINGTON WON’T DISCRIMINATE

Try a Free Class!
Wed. June 29@ 6:30pm

525 21st Ave, Seattle, Wa • sevenstarwomenkungfu.org

Intro Kung Fu Classes
July 5-Aug 11 T/� evenings  $160 +tax  
$100 Say you saw us at PRIDE!

We embrace gender diversity and welcome all people who identify as women.

Trans Women Voice
Safe, reasonable lessons

206.706.3322
Thumbtack.com/janetrayor

Meet Rouge vocalist @ Maximilien 1st Th. 

http://sevenstarwomenkungfu.org/
http://thumbtack.com/janetrayor
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WARNING – THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS MARIJUANA. WHEN EATEN OR SWALLOWED THE INTOXICATING EFFECTS OF THIS DRUG MAY BE DELAYED BY 
TWO OR MORE HOURS. SHOULD NOT BE USED BY WOMEN THAT ARE PREGNANT OR BREAST FEEDING. FOR USE BY ADULTS TWENTY-ONE AND OVER. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. PRODUCTS CONTAINING MARIJUANA CAN IMPAIR JUDGMENT. DO NOT OPERATE A VEHICLE OR MACHINERY 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF THIS DRUG. THIS PRODUCT HAS INTOXICATING EFFECTS AND MAY BE HABIT FORMING.

FREMONT FREAKS 10MG THC
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O W N  F R E A K

FREAKS

AVAILABLE IN 
APPLE, LEMON, 
ORANGE, LIME, 
PINEAPPLE OR 
GRAPEFRUIT.

Light, low tolerance THC serving 
sizes. Control your high & ease into 
the experience. Great for camping, 
hiking or sharing with your friends.

CRAFTELIXIRS.COM

Fremont Freaks dried fruit cannabis edibles  
are perfect for the edible rookie!
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8 DIFFERENT  
STRAINS OF STRAINS OF 

All Natural 
Mood Elevator 

Opiate  
Replacement 

Lasts for hours  

OPEN EVERYDAY 
UNTIL MIDNIGHT

1556 E Olive Way Capitol Hill 
206-323-HOLY

Glass by 
Delenne 
Peralta

Just Harvested: Orange Bubba, Jack Skellington, Green Crack, 
Super Silver Haze, Dutch Hawaiian, Space Dream, Blue Dream 

and Platinum Girl Scout Cookies. 

Two New Retailers: Ruckus (Capitol Hill) & The Healing Leaf (Lake 
Stevens).  Ask your favorite retailer for Sea of Green Farms products!

SEATTLE’S FIRST AND FINEST 
206-588-1308   www. seaofgreenfarms.com

FIRST TO BE LICENSED IN SEATTLE AND KING COUNTY UNDER 1-502

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair concentration, coordination, and judgment. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the 
influence of this drug. There may be health risks associated with consumption of this product. For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children.

WEED

By all accounts, Denver’s cannabis tour-
ism economy is thriving. As highlighted 

by a recent New York Times article, potheads 
are gallivanting about the city, dabbing on 
minibuses, visiting cannabis concierges, and 
reclining poolside with joints at cannabis-
friendly lodgings. PotGuide.com lists more 
than a dozen cannabis-friendly hotels in 
Denver alone, plus bed-and-breakfasts and 
Airbnbs, as well as more than a dozen “social 
lounges” in Colorado, but no such businesses 
in Washington State. Why?

Our regulatory climate has a lot to do with 
it. While there are certainly bed-and-break-
fasts and Airbnbs in Seattle that advertise as 
cannabis-friendly, they aren’t legally allowed 
to do so. That’s because any business—even 
a business operating out of a private home—
that advertises itself as cannabis-related must 
have a cannabis business license with the city. 
“If a hotel were to advertise marijuana-spe-
cific rooms, it would likely bring them under 
the umbrella of the city licensing ordinance, 
which allows for it with a license, but those 
licenses cannot exist under 
current state law,” said Ju-
lie Moore, communications 
director for the city’s Fi-
nance and Administrative 
Services department. Pub-
lic consumption is illegal 
under state and city law.

According to David 
Watkins, general manager 
of the Inn at the Market 
and a former board mem-
ber of the Seattle Hotel 
Association, hotels don’t 
advertise themselves as 
cannabis-friendly but simply look the other 
way. “No hotels downtown have smoking 
rooms,” he noted. “If we smell marijuana 
in the hallway, we will ask the guest to stop 
smoking. We have to do that every once in 
a while. We won’t call the cops. But if some-
one’s eating an edible cookie in their room, 
that’s their business.”

In Colorado, lodging facilities are allowed 
to let guests smoke marijuana in up to 25 
percent of their rooms, according to David 
Rowland, citywide communications adviser 
for the City and County of Denver. However, 
they cannot charge guests for marijuana, 
nor can they offer free products to guests by 
charging $100 above market rate for a room, 
as one cannabis bed-and-breakfast was do-
ing. In fact, Denver has clamped down on 
illegal consumption, raiding at least two can-
nabis lounges recently. (In Seattle, hotels are 
also allowed to designate up to 25 percent of 
their rooms for smokers, though actively al-
lowing cannabis consumption is verboten.)

There’s also the matter of city pot tours. 
Denver boasts about a dozen tours, while Se-
attle has only three. Rowland said Denver’s 
law regarding cannabis consumption inside 
vehicles is similar to open container laws. “If 
you’re in a limo or private shuttle or some-
thing like that, the driver obviously can’t 
have it and no one in the front passenger 

seat,” he said. “But the back of the vehicle, 
that is allowed for.”

In Washington, passengers of commercial 
vehicles are not allowed to have open contain-
ers of pot, let alone smoke it. Pot must be in 
the original sealed container and stored be-
hind the backseat or in the trunk.

On a recent Kush Tour in Seattle, I spent 
three and a half hours in and out of a van, 
looking at pot, talking about pot, and think-
ing about pot, but was strictly prohibited 
from actually smoking any pot. At the end, 
my guide announced the tour was over, ush-
ered us to a well-ventilated lounge area in 
the privately owned Seven Studios building, 
informed us that we were cordially and pri-
vately invited by the glassblowing studio to 
“hang out,” and then left.

“The official answer is ‘I have no idea what 
you’re talking about,” said Michael Gordon, 
cofounder of Kush Tourism, when asked about 
the work-around. “When the tour ends, it’s no 
longer our responsibility, but they do have that 
lounge up there and people do seem to mean-

der up that way.”
David Blandford, vice 

president of communica-
tions for Visit Seattle, said 
that while he’d like to mar-
ket the city as a cannabis 
destination, his hands are 
tied: “Visit Seattle and 
other marketing organiza-
tions have to be cautious 
about how they advertise 
or promote to travelers. 
Legally, we’re not in a posi-
tion where we can promote 
usage other than home-

based. It does create a lot of challenges for a 
marketing organization.”

Seattle’s restrictions on pot tourism are 
yet another unintended side effect of the 
Cannabis Patient Protection Act (SB 5052), 
which specifically prohibits cannabis con-
sumption in any business. Regardless of 
Seattle’s feelings on the matter—City At-
torney Pete Holmes is a notable advocate for 
well-regulated, responsible public consump-
tion facilities—state law takes precedence 
and the city is obligated to enforce it.

In the meantime, Seattle is leaving a 
whole lot of cash on the table—although how 
much is hard to say. “Marijuana tourism is 
so new that there really is very little [data] 
out there, it’s all anecdotal,” said Blandford. 
The evidence, however, points to stacks on 
stacks. “April is the highest month in revenue 
for legal marijuana in Colorado,” he said. 
“[Four-twenty] brought an influx of travelers 
to Colorado for this marijuana holiday.”

The time to update Washington’s laws on 
public consumption is, said Gordon, within 
“the next year and a half, because California 
is going to go [legal].”

“We have the opportunity right now to 
brand ourselves as a tourism destination,” 
he continued. “It’s obvious that we’re failing 
when you look at the tourism dollars coming 
into Colorado.” ■

Why Seattle Is Failing 
at Pot Tourism

BY TOBIAS COUGHLIN-BOGUE

Listen to Dan Savage’s 
podcast every week at 

savagelovecast.com

http://www.seaofgreenfarms.com/
http://potguide.com/
http://savagelovecast.com/
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W hen my girlfriend, Mary Anne, 
suggested I accompany her to 
Charlotte, North Carolina, to 
meet her family and help move 
her childhood things out of her 

dad’s garage, I somehow wasn’t listening to the 
“North Carolina” part. 

The only place in the South I’d been was New Or-
leans, where I had sex with a woman in a pool five feet 
away from a hot tub where two men were having sex, 
surrounded by people lying around naked on lawn 
chairs who didn’t care enough to lift their sunglass-
es. I figured my experience in North Carolina would 
differ from this scenario, but honestly I hadn’t been 
watching the news. Mary Anne told me Charlotte was 
like Bellevue, so I imagined it as sort of a fancy strip 
mall featuring narration by William Faulkner.

Then, of course, I started reading about House 
Bill 2, a piece of legislation signed by Governor Pat 
McCrory that went into effect earlier this year and 
that prevents local municipalities in North Carolina 
from passing LGBTQ antidiscrimination laws. It also 
infamously requires trans people to use the bathroom 
corresponding to the gender assigned to them at birth. 

The imaginary strip mall in my mind became popu-
lated by heavily armed bigots. “Will we get shot if we 
hold hands?” I asked Mary Anne. 

“We’ll be fine,” she said. But she also said, “You 
never see out queer people there.”

I was scared. Growing up in Seattle, I’ve never had 
to be careful. My biggest fear when I came out at 14 
was that I would have to wear clogs. I imagined ab-
sentmindedly kissing Mary Anne in a Charlotte Olive 
Garden parking lot and getting beaten and raped by 
some investment banker in a Confederate flag–draped 
Hummer. (My apologies to the good investment bank-
ers of the world—bear in mind, this scenario in my 
imagination also involved commentary by a long-dead 
author who never even lived in North Carolina.)

As a mostly male person in a woman’s body, the 
big issue for me was bathrooms. I usually use men’s 
rooms—I figure if I’m going to get stared at anyway, 
I’ll use the pisser whose decor looks best with my 
shoes. I pass well enough that my presence in wom-
en’s rooms alarms some women, but not well enough 
to completely avoid the same alarm from cis men 
when I use men’s rooms. 

I didn’t know where I would be able to excrete 
anything in North Carolina. What if I used the wom-
en’s room but (given how I dress) ended up scaring 
a conservative woman and had to show my cunt to a 
security guard just to get myself out of a legal cess-
pool and his own rapey power trip? What if I used the 
men’s room and some cis guy tried to “put me in my 
place,” desperately bolstering masculinity he defined 
by one fragile body part?

My one idea: What if we just tried to pass as a 
straight couple the whole time?

I wondered what my grandpa would do. Having 
never known the guy as an adult, it’s easy for me to 

think of him—a man who held hands with Martin 
Luther King Jr. in a civil rights march and who, as a 
psychiatrist, was not afraid to hug gay AIDS patients 
when even their families wouldn’t go near them—as 
an ideal male role model. Realistic me knows he ad-
hered to fragile American gender roles as much as 
any Hummer driver, and that he was a fucking ma-
niac. If someone outside a bathroom demanded he 
drop his pants, he’d have pulled a .45 and blown their 
brains out. That is not the kind of American I want 
America to consist of—but in his spirit of fierce indi-
vidualism, I decided to be myself completely on this 
trip unless my life or someone else’s depended on hid-
ing. As I got on a plane with the love of my life at 3 
a.m., I thought of him playing pirates with me at an 
age when most people wanted to know why I wasn’t 
wearing a dress. I resolved to be brave.

h

A t the Common Market, a bar, cafe, and 
grocery store in a Charlotte neighborhood 
called Plaza Midway (which seemed to be 

an appealingly catch-all subculture gathering place), 
the signs on the bathroom doors were labeled “which-
ever,” their emblems each a stick person wearing half 
a dress. Someone had drawn Prince symbols on both, 
and glued Bernie Sanders’s face over one of them. I 
was stunned. Metal kids smoked with the local yoga 
crowd out front, and the back patio had an impres-
sive wooden canopy decorated with tapestries and 
crocheted potholders. A sculpture of steel flames 
rose over the back gate, above a flower garden. Graf-
fiti included a green mandala and the word “wanker” 
splashed in drippy purple. 

After a stop at a pirate-themed bar called Snug 
Harbor, we drove through Mary Anne’s old neighbor-
hood, full of McMansions. I had a powerful urge to 
pee on the lawns of these ugly wastes of resources. 
Mary Anne thought this was funny, but was too sur-
rounded by former neighbors to encourage it.

I thought Mary Anne and I would be afraid to 
express physical affection in public, but nothing hap-
pened that even made us think twice. We kissed and 
held hands in the aisles of Belk, a department store 
whose slogan is “modern southern style.” I bought 
a perfectly fitting boys’ seersucker suit for $50. The 
cashier called me “sir/ma’am,” and the casual and 
consistent way the words ran together suggested 
she actually gave less of a fuck about whether I was 

either or both than some employees in Seattle depart-
ment stores. We exchanged retail horror stories with 
another clerk, laughing about people pissing in dress-
ing rooms and littering floors with king-sized boxes of 
Goobers with all the chocolate sucked off.

One night, we went looking for gay bars. A sup-
posed lesbian bar called L4, whose website advertised 
a ’90s faux-futuristic aesthetic comparable to Man 
Ray (RIP), was closed at 10 p.m., if it was ever open. 
A bar called the Station was also closed. Next door 
was the Plaza Midwood Country Club, with a sign 
that said “members only,” though they were happy 
to serve us. Inside, people played pool and watched 
sports on enormous flat-screen TVs. We were told the 
Station used to be a gay bar, but is no longer.

In the parking lot, we met a young woman who 
was really into being Wiccan, a tall black guy in jog-
ging gear, and an elderly plaid-wearing white guy 
who loved birds and reminded me of my dad. When I 
told him my dad shared his interest in bird-watching, 
he actually ran into the bar to tell his wife he wasn’t 
the only one. I mentioned that I planned to write that 
North Carolina appeared to be populated by friendly 
people, no more bigoted than Seattleites, whose local 
government was failing them, and they agreed with 
that. When my plans to move in with Mary Anne came 
up, all three congratulated us.

We heard a drag night was going on at Snug Har-
bor, so we had to go back. The place was packed. I was 
surprised that the drag queens were exclusively cis 
women, but femme drag is awesome, and it was defi-
nitely a queer party. It was more intersectional than 
any queer party I’ve seen in Seattle. Young danced 
with old; people of every ethnicity crowding the stage 
when Peaches’ “Fuck the Pain Away” came on. One 
woman was there with her mom. A guy approached 
me and Mary Anne just to tell us we’re a beautiful 
couple. I noticed less kissing and hand-holding and 
people in leather dog masks exchanging blowjobs on 
pool tables than one sees at Seattle parties, which 
caused me to wonder if Mary Anne and I had been 
less cautious in public than we should have been.

At one point, the DJ stopped the music to talk 
about the recent changes in Charlotte. The gist of his 
speech was that the new and old residents should be 
good to each other, and that, after all, they had gath-
ered to have a fun party. There was a roaring toast and 
the dancing resumed. Though moved by his words, it 
was clear no one present needed encouragement.

From there we hurried to our first official gay bar, 
which oddly would be closing at 11 p.m. It had ma-
genta curtains and I think a disco ball, though as I’d 
been going hard for several hours, it may just have 
been a really sparkly shot glass. We drank with a guy 
in dramatic lavender makeup and a floor-length mink 
coat. He complained of being eighty-sixed from a gay 
bar for using the women’s room while in drag, which 
no one present could make sense of. We made our way 
to a nearby metal bar where we closed out the eve-
ning getting pool lessons from a group of guys who 

My Girlfriend and I Just Visited North 
Carolina, and We Did Not Get Beat Up

We even got to go to the bathroom. And then we took topless 
photos outside governor Pat McCrory’s Mansion.

By Sarah Galvin

Growing up in Seattle,  
I’ve never had to be careful.  
My biggest fear when I came 
out at 14 was that I would 

have to wear clogs.
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AT THE NORTH CAROLINA STATE CAPITOL Re-creating the iconic photo of the sailor home from war dipping a beautiful girl for a kiss.
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were dressed like bros but acted like they’d known us forever. It struck me that 
the language of style is different in every city—every outfit a subtle description of 
identity conveyed by combinations of garments. As I’m reminded of the music of 
language by the sound of languages I don’t know, in Charlotte I was reminded of the 
benefits of not reading too much into appearances.

We saw bros again later at a place called Angry Ales, but this heavily-tattooed-
linebacker variety of bros made Seattle bros look like crystal swan figurines in 
backward baseball caps. These North Carolina bros were much quieter, but the 
stares seemed meaner. “These are, like, bankers,” said Mary Anne’s friend from 
high school. “They just graduated from college and are making a lot of money. This 
is a high-end place.” I dared not use the men’s room. There were two women’s 
rooms, “divas” and “dames.” Deciding that a diva is basically an extra-feminine 
dandy, I used that one.

h

A gas station outside Raleigh was the first place I used a men’s bathroom. 
Men stared, nothing happened, Mary Anne and I drank Red Bulls and 
continued on our way. We saw a dude in a truck with a Confederate flag 

license plate and a guy on a motorcycle wearing a Nazi military helmet. We passed 
ancient, decrepit tin-roofed farmhouses (which brought Faulkner to mind again). 
I wanted to meet Civil War soldiers, or at least buy a switchblade from one of the 
pawnshops emblazoned with silhouettes of rifles. The hypermasculinity of the place 
appealed to my own gender identity in a confusing way, though I knew my identifi-
cation as a man would be seen as a threat here.

I was simultaneously disgusted by the obvious bigotry and celebration of vio-
lence I saw (gun shops abounded) and excited by Wild West danger and adventure. 
I hated the idea of hurting anyone, yet recalled with great fondness my grandpa’s 
shooting lessons, which seemed a celebration of life and its brevity. I wanted to hold 
the scary guy on the motorcycle and the old guys having a Bootsy Collins dance 
party in a parking lot and the man in the pickup with the Confederate flag plate—I 
wanted us all to love each other and revel in our similarities, and tears slid down 
my face at the impossibility of that childish wish. I hoped at least that none of them 
would kill each other as my girlfriend and I sped by beneath the pines.

The next gas station bathroom I used deserves mention—there were signs all 
around the women’s room saying “WOMEN ONLY, NO EXCEPTIONS.” No such 
signs surrounded the men’s room, so I peed in the men’s room. Perhaps they don’t 
know transmasculine people exist? I thought.

After dinner in Raleigh with Mary Anne’s dad and her brother at a vegetarian 
restaurant, the first place I’d seen openly queer people since Snug Harbor, Mary 
Anne and I went for a nightcap at Hooters, out of a combination of morbid curiosity 
and both being dirty old men. Tables of guys shared wings, couples watched TV, and 
one woman sat there looking distinctly stood up. I wanted to buy her a conciliatory 
drink but worried the gesture would be misinterpreted. In the parking lot, I asked 
to buy a cigarette from a young couple. “We’ll just give one to you,” said the woman.

“Those things are expensive,” I said. “Are you sure?” 
“Don’t be black,” she replied, handing me a Newport menthol. 
“I was being equitable?” I said. Mutual stares ensued. We left.
The next morning was a Mother’s Day celebration for Mary Anne’s grandma, 

Grandmerrie, whose first words to me over the phone at Christmas had been “I 
love you.” I expected tension from a certain Mother’s Day guest, a relative of Mary 
Anne’s we’ll call Cotton. Sure enough, Cotton brought up HB2 before we even sat 
down to brunch. “I just don’t want any little girls getting molested,” he said.

“What’s to stop that from happening now?” said Mary Anne. “A door?” 
“A door and a cop,” said Cotton.
“Cotton,” I said, “imagine you, just as you are right now, in a woman’s body. You’d 

feel uncomfortable using the women’s room, wouldn’t you?”
“Yeah,” he said.
“This is my life,” I said. “I don’t feel any more comfortable being forced into a 

traditionally feminine role than you would.”
He seemed to consider that. I wanted to get into how the binary is a crock of shit 

anyway, and had I really wanted to play hardball, I’d have mentioned little boys 
were no less likely to be molested than girls, but this day was about Grandmerrie, 
so I abandoned the conversation and devoted my attention to her, whose enduring 
beauty is a testament to the cosmetic powers of love and gentleness.

Later, Grandmerrie took Mary Anne, Aunt Emma, and me to mother-daughter 
tea at the spiritual center she frequents. There was a queer priest, a real witch with 
a coven (one of the coolest surprises about NC was the apparently large population 
of witches), and a wide variety of ideologies, ages, and professions. I was touched 
that Grandmerrie included me, and by her unconditional value of Mary Anne’s hap-
piness. She had recently learned to text and, touchingly, often included the women 
holding hands emoji in her messages to Mary Anne. This women-only space didn’t 
make me uncomfortable—the part of me that is female felt celebrated. So many spac-
es designed “for” women are a thinly veiled means of controlling them. This event, 
designed by women, made me feel comfortable with my binary-smashing gender 
identity and closer to my new family.

Later, we returned to the small Raleigh arts district, on Person Street, where 
Emma runs a hair salon. Mary Anne and I talked about the way Mother’s Day 
had gone. She explained that in the South, your options are either to abandon the 
culture you are raised in or to create your own culture by starting a liberal business 
like Emma (who surrounds herself with like-minded people and answers to no 
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one but herself) or moving to Seattle and becoming an artist like Mary Anne.
It must be terrifying, I thought, being from a place like North Carolina—

you conform regardless of your identity, personality, and desires, or essentially 
face exile from your loved ones, community, everything you came out of. I felt 
an uncomfortable pang of sympathy for bigots who have spent their lives in fear, 
struggling to conform, often aware they are something entirely different than who 
they are forced to present to the world. 

h

T he funniest (and hottest) part of the trip was when Mary Anne and I 
re-created the iconic photo of the sailor home from war, dipping a beauti-
ful girl for a kiss, in front of North Carolina’s state capitol. No one was 

around except for a young couple with a baby who looked like they’d just come 
from church. We were half-drunk and wearing mostly clothing we bought from a 
goth taxidermist. We thought the whole scenario was hilarious. Despite the cam-
eras and the cars going by, we couldn’t resist taking topless photos in front of 
Governor Pat McCrory’s mansion. I would have expected this to be a scary en-
deavor—we were in Mordor—but we’d just come from a bar full of North Carolina 
citizens who felt the same way about McCrory that we did, and I was certain if my 
grandpa had tits, he would have done exactly the same thing (probably while wav-
ing an AK-47 over his head).

Engrossed in conversation on the way back to Charlotte, we didn’t notice we 
were nearly out of gas. We figured out there was a gas station three miles away, 
only to discover an empty parking lot where the gas station should be. It was very 
dark by now. Fat bugs slapped loudly against the windshield. About every 10 blocks 
was an old farmhouse or a double-wide. There was something profoundly creepy 
about the place, which was called “Jonesville,” too close in both of our minds to 
Jonestown and its massacre. There were more churches than houses. A billboard 
looming over the two-lane arterial read “Marriage = one man + one woman.”

 On the way to what we desperately hoped was a functional gas station, we 
discussed what to do if we got stuck out here. Normally it would be safer to knock 
on a door together, but having no way to know whether the residents of that area 
shared the billboard’s sentiment, we decided it would be safest for femme Mary 
Anne to do the talking while I watched, ready to call 911.

When we saw the lights of a Shell station ahead, we embraced. It was open. We 
were going to be fine. The building the gas station was in also housed a church, a 
law office, and a live bait shop. We couldn’t get out of there fast enough.

On the plane home, we talked about how weird it was that the scariest moment 
of our trip was essentially in our heads. Had I been alone, I might have thought, 
“Well, there are billboards with delusional right-wing messages on them in Se-
attle; who’s to say I have more to fear here?” But I was with someone who grew 
up in North Carolina, whose intuition told her something really bad might happen 
if the car broke down.

My overall impression of North Carolina was that few people seemed to have 
what they actually wanted, or even to be aware that they could want something. 
There are people living a “traditional” lifestyle, which seems to involve the inclu-
sion of big corporations in every aspect of life, and striving for “normalcy” based 
on biblical values. Then there are people like the DJ at Snug Harbor, or my girl-
friend who, after 13 years of Catholic school, moved to Seattle, started making 
art, and now plans to marry a genderqueer person at a ceremony officiated by a 
vacuum wearing a gold wig and googly eyes.

I suspect the bigots, the Pat McCrorys of the world, have lived lives grotesque-
ly contorted by this iron maiden of “normalcy” and by the fear of losing every 
comfort and relationship if they fail to squeeze into it. They lash out, trying to 
punish those who have had the courage to escape, or people like me who have had 
the unbelievable luck of being born free in a place like Seattle.

These hateful people do not represent the average citizen of North Carolina. No 
one I spoke to could figure out how McCrory and the other politicians in favor of 
HB2 even got into office, though “gerrymandering” was a word I heard a lot. The 
way people behaved to me and Mary Anne, even those who encountered us drunk-
enly squeezing each other’s boobs through shirts covered in hush-puppy crumbles, 
reflected the desires of every human—for connection, friendship, and love.

While I was in Raleigh, US Attorney General Loretta Lynch officially con-
demned HB2 and announced the federal government would sue the state of North 
Carolina. “None of us can stand by when a state enters the business of legislat-
ing identity and insists that a person pretend to be something they are not,” said 
Lynch. “No matter how isolated or scared you may feel today, the Department of 
Justice and the entire Obama administration wants you to know that we see you, we 
stand with you, and we will do everything we can to protect you moving forward.”

Doesn’t that fill you with pride for our country? I was shocked at the directness 
and moral correctness of this address to the trans community. The good news is 
that the forces of bigotry and fear are rapidly weakening. Mary Anne speculates 
that HB2 was a panicked response to widespread positive change—in the South, 
gender roles are a big deal, she explained, and it would make sense that a threat to 
something so crucial to a large number of people’s validation would incite a back-
lash. Emma told us that an article has been circulating in Raleigh that explains 
the idea of gender as a spectrum in a way that people are receptive to. If I’d spent 
my life stifling my desires and denying my own identity for an ideology now crum-
bling before my eyes, I’d be panicking too. All over the United States—all over the 
world—it’s sinking in that people no longer have to be isolated and scared. They 
can be who they really are, and be loved. n
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I n Williamsburg, Brooklyn, there’s a bar called 
the Metropolitan. I don’t know how long it’s been 
around—but for as long as I’ve been around, it’s 

been gay.
In 2012, the editors at a now-defunct alternative 

magazine assigned me, a very green 21-year-old, to 
write a piece about the Metropolitan. At that time, the 
neighborhood was changing and the new neighbors 
didn’t like the bar’s backyard garden. They didn’t like 
the cackling and the hooting and the hollering that 
went on past their bedtimes. And they did have bed-
times. The bar’s newer neighbors in the apartments 
that surrounded the garden had day jobs, ones that 
started early in the morning in downtown offices. The 
neighbors complained to the local community board, 
which eventually suggested that the state liquor au-
thority not renew Metropolitan’s license.

On my quest to report on the liquor-license flap, 
I headed to Metropolitan’s garden with a notepad in 
hand. I ended up talking to four gay women, scribbling 
down quotes about the neighbors’ complaints. And 
then it happened—as a reporter, I couldn’t have asked 
for better color: Our conversation was interrupted 
by a flying bottle of Pellegrino. It had come from the 
apartment next door. “They definitely have a Vespa,” 
one woman said, “and a French bulldog.” I remember 
looking down at the leaking Pellegrino and looking at 
the women laughing under the Metropolitan’s twinkly 
string lights. I was dazzled, grateful as a reporter for 
the scene with the flying bottle, and grateful as a living 
being for them.

At that moment, something in me had started to 
shift. Maybe it was my terrible experiences with men 
that made me start to take my crushes on girls more se-
riously. Or maybe it was just the right time and the right 
place to start listening to myself. I had always known I 
liked girls in that way, maybe even more than boys.

The previous year, I also had to reckon with the fact 
that I had fallen in love with my best friend. When she 
asked me to sleep with her, I thought my heart would 
burst. Too bad she had a boyfriend. Too bad that, 
despite the intimacy we shared, she still considered 
herself “straight.”

Luckily, around the same time I had my heart bro-
ken, I found a pack.

The pack’s matriarchs—including a woman I 
worked with at the magazine—took me in. They 
called me “baby dyke” and introduced me to their 
friends at the Metropolitan, invited me to their dance 
nights. They encouraged me to make out with people 
who were going through breakups. We went shirt-
less at Pride and jumped in the Washington Square 
Park fountain. We drank mimosas in the sun until we 
couldn’t see. For a 21-year-old in the process of com-
ing out, stepping into a queer space with a pack meant 
stepping into a zone of love and acceptance.

But more than a year later, I was still reckoning with 
what it meant to be queer. I ended up dating a guy and 
lost my pack. By the time I exited the relationship, the 
scene had changed. Going to the Metropolitan didn’t 
mean a garden full of gay women battling Pellegrinos 
thrown from nearby apartment windows. The Metro-
politan remained a standby for older gay men, but the 
scene for queer women had moved on.

As my dear queer friend “Sadie” informed me, the 
scene had moved not too far away, to South Williams-
burg, to a bar called the Woods. Every Wednesday 
night, the Woods offered a queer dance party, and it 
drew every boi for miles. But I was nervous about 

attending. Despite feeling sexually liberated, I had yet 
to find longer-lasting romance with a woman.

I didn’t think I could do it. Women, unlike men, 
were intimidating to me. I figured they would be able 
to see through me right away—would be able to see 
the scared middle-school dork with fantasies of touch-
ing Scary Spice. I couldn’t be Shane from The L Word. 
(I couldn’t even be that psycho Jenny.) I was me. And 
I was convinced no one—especially not a woman—
could ever know me and love me at the same time.

Nevertheless, with Sadie’s encouragement, I came 
to the Woods on a Wednesday night. I clung to her, 
gripping a beer and standing awkwardly around 
her pack. Gorgeous queer women were everywhere: 
femmes, bois, and American Apparel’s entire selection 
of turtleneck crop tops. I felt like a teenage Model UN 
delegate who had somehow stumbled upon a group of 
nymphs bathing in a mythological spring.

It didn’t take long for one of Sadie’s friends to swim 
up to me, circle her arms around my waist, and ask 
me about my astrological chart. She was beautiful, her 
long black hair in twists down to the small of her back. 
I can’t remember what I said to her, but it was prob-
ably gibberish.

Then she leaned in and kissed me.
I had kissed women before, but this kiss felt differ-

ent. It was torturously soft, so soft it seemed to make 
time itself slow down. I felt dizzy. Sadie’s friend took 
my hand and led me outside the bar, led me past the 
six-foot-something Eastern European bouncer with a 
crew cut, and into the street. She guided my back to a 
wall and kissed me again, this time more deeply.

We were exposed then, outside the safety of our 
queer space. Anyone who walked past us could see us, 

but Sadie’s friend didn’t care. She kissed me again. It 
felt like breathing. Out there on the street, it even felt 
like having a superpower, like breathing underwater. 
She asked me to stay there a while, and I was terrified, 
but I did.

Two years, a cross-country move, and a same-sex 
relationship loved in public later, I ended up back in 
New York City to be with a relative going through che-
mo. Then Orlando happened. I found myself outside 
another storied gay bar—the Stonewall Inn—during 
a vigil for the dead.

I had never seen so many gay people so quiet or 
so many New Yorkers on a city street with nowhere 
to go. People walked around slowly, as if stunned, as 
if they had been hit with a baton between the eyes. A 
couple of people punctuated the silence with calls for 
gun control or votes for Hillary. This wasn’t anything 
like the queer spaces that helped me come out. I felt 
lonely and unsafe, even though I was surrounded by 
thousands of people like me. I wanted to leave.

Then I saw her: Sadie, standing maybe 10 feet 
away. Neither of us had told each other we’d be there, 
and in this crowd, seeing a close friend was a statisti-
cal improbability. We moved through the crowd into a 
hug that gave a rush of relief, and she let me cry in her 
arms. I hadn’t realized I had been holding my breath.

The toughest battles for LGBTQ rights were 
fought before I was even alive. I hadn’t been born 
when queers fought the cops at Stonewall, when ACT 
UP demanded AIDS be taken seriously. Because of 
them, I’ve been able to love in public, been able to 
move beyond a conviction that a woman who knows me 
would always find me unlovable. But after Orlando, 
something in me feels hollowed out. My superpower 
feels depleted, the ability to breathe gone.

But my queer pack is still here. We’re loving one 
another still, and harder than ever before. We take 
turns breathing for those who have lost their breath, 
and we’ll continue to holler past everyone’s bedtime. 
We will make sure that vicious loners with guns and 
desperate politicians won’t win. We will make sure 
love will. n

Coming Out of the Woods
How Queer Spaces Gave Me Superpowers

By Sydney Brownstone

After Orlando, something  
in me feels hollowed out.  

My superpower feels depleted, 
the ability to breathe gone.

q u e e r  i s s u e

RACHEL ROBINSON

FIND YOUR PACK Queer spaces save queer lives.
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O n the slope of a leafy Seattle hillside sits 
a handsome 1904 home in which a por-
trait of a human skeleton hangs over the 
mantel. It’s an X-ray of a woman who has 

a ribbon of metal screws driven into her spinal column 
like railroad spikes.

“That’s a former partner of mine,” says Max Camer-
on. He’s giving me a tour of the first floor of the home, 
which is immaculate. There’s an antique wooden rock-
ing horse in a reading room, a thriving green garden 
outside the kitchen window, and a metal cage just large 
enough for a person next to the fireplace. “She had sco-
liosis,” he explains of the portrait.

Max gives public workshops and personalized 
instruction through Max’s Bondage Lessons (bondage-
lessons.com). The first time I ever saw him, he was tying 
up someone at the Cuff. Today, he is dressed in a black 
T-shirt tucked into belted jeans, and with his gray beard 
and crinkly-eyed smile, he looks like a dad on the verge of 
deploying terrible jokes to the dozen or so guests who’ve 
assembled at his home. It’s a Thursday night. “There’s a 
bathroom here, but there’s no lock, so just yank it open 
if you want to make a new friend,” he calls out and then 
gestures to the brightly lit basement. “Shall we?”

Downstairs smells musty, bricky, the familiar scent 

of every basement in the world. A large wooden grid 
wrapped with rope has been moved out of the way next 
to some bamboo rods and heavy chains, making room 
for folding chairs and a card table with cups of water. 
As the guests find their seats, a woman in a cute striped 
dress explains that with the proper hypnotic sugges-
tion, she can convince her partner that she’s opened a 
gash in his body to eat his organs.

I’m here to attend a lesson in erotic hypnosis, one 
of many kinky classes Max offers at his home and at 
sex-education facilities around the city. Sometimes he 
teaches, sometimes he coaches couples one-on-one, and 
sometimes he brings in guests, as tonight.

Max is straight, but his clientele predominantly iden-
tifies as queer—as does he. More on that in a minute.

“I’m super-aware of power,” he told me over beers a 
few days prior to class. “There’s power everywhere in 
the world. In which of us buys a drink. When a cop pulls 
you over. In personal relationships.”

He paused at that last observation, as if he hadn’t 
meant to say it, and then chooses his words carefully.

“I had a long relationship with a gal who became my 
wife,” he said. “I was her daddy. It appealed to me, and 
it was helpful for her to get the support she needed to 
go through med school.” This was in the late 1980s, and 

neither Max nor his wife had given any thought to power 
dynamics or kink at the time. He supported her through 
school, but then once she became a doctor, “she walked 
through the world differently. And our dynamic changed 
in ways we didn’t expect. She wanted a peer, not a dad-
dy,” he said. They divorced sometime around 1990.

After that, Max found himself longing for a rela-
tionship in which he was explicitly in control. “I began 
understanding I was kinky,” he said, then chuckled. 
“Floggers. Everybody had a flogger back then.”

But in the early ’90s, he had no idea where to ex-
plore power and control. On a business trip to Portland, 
Max saw a flyer for a kinky group called OregASM (the 
Oregon Association of SM) and tore off a slip from the 
fringe of phone numbers at the bottom. His heart was 
pounding as he slipped it into his wallet. “I was sure 
there was nothing on the piece of paper but the phone 
number,” he said. He carried it with him for months be-
fore working up the nerve to call, and when he did, it 
was from a phone booth—as if he needed to prevent the 
call being traced back to him.

The number had been disconnected at some point in 
the intervening months. His search for kink had reached 
a dead end, he thought.

But then he was vacationing in Vancouver, BC, with 

The Straight Guy Who Teaches Queer 
Folks How to Have Wild Sex

Max Cameron, Proprietor of Max’s Bondage Lessons, Isn’t Queer in the Romantic 
Sense—But He Considers Himself Politically, Socially, and Morally Queer

By Matt Baume

q u e e r  i s s u e

MATT BAUME

Max Cameron
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a girlfriend when he spotted a group of peo-
ple dressed in leather and goth apparel slipping 
through an unmarked door in the Gastown dis-
trict. “I bet that’s a kinky party,” he said, and 
they both rushed back to their hotel to grab the 
bondage gear that they’d packed just in case.

Hurrying back to the doorway, they 
knocked and startled the shit out of the kink-
sters inside, who thought they’d managed to 
keep their gathering secret. Once explanations 
were made, one organizer said, “Oh, you’re 
Yanks. You must know that group in Seattle.”

“What group in Seattle?” said Max. He was 
given a PO box address, and when he returned 
to the city, he composed a letter. A few days lat-
er, Allena Gabosch called. She was the co-owner 
of the Beyond the Edge Cafe, and to this day 
remains a leader in the local kink scene. Allena 
interviewed him to make sure he wasn’t a creep 
and then welcomed him into the scene.

“I knew I liked the D and S,” he said, 
meaning dominance and submission. But he 
had no idea what he was doing. “How do I be 
in charge?” he’d ask himself. “There must be 
rules. In porn, there are rules.”

He did his best at first, attending mixed-
gender parties and experimenting with 
submissives both male and female. Allena 
invited him to a “protocol dinner” at Beyond 
the Edge—essentially a meetup where ev-
eryone is following very precise instructions. 
“Girl,” Max told his partner, “here’s what I 
want you to do tonight. I don’t want you to 
make eye contact. I want you to keep your 
eyes lowered.” It was a protocol he’d seen 
other doms use, and he figured it would work.

But it didn’t. Though his partner was hav-
ing a great time, throughout the dinner her 
lowered eyes only made him feel as though she 
was angry. Finally, he cracked. “For the love of 
God, stop doing that,” he finally told her.

From that point on, “the notion that I could 
pick up someone else’s rules and use them was 
gone.” He started to wonder, “If I have some-
body willing to give me what I want, what DO I 
want?… It felt really terrifying. How am I sup-
posed to do this? Where are the instructions?”

He leaned back.
“How do I hit guys’ balls with a paddle and 

then snuggle with them on a couch?”
Still, Max absorbed what skills he could: 

how to tie knots, which angle of paddling 
produces the most satisfying thud, how to 
secure a handcuff in a way that the keyhole 
isn’t obstructed. At one point, a reigning Ms. 
Leather noticed that he was particularly ad-
ept at the technical skills and asked if he’d 
like to teach a rope class in Florida. He had 
a great time teaching and noticed that the 
students in the class were heavily queer: half 
gay men, a quarter dykes.

That was in the late 1990s, and Max began 
offering more classes on hard skills like rope, 
leather, hoods, sleep sacks, and whips. But de-
spite gaining acceptance as an instructor, he 
still felt out of place as a straight man in a gay 
world, and as a kinky man in the straight world.

BDSM carried risks—to this day, it’s still 
murky whether practitioners are vulnerable 
to charges of assault. Being found out as kinky 
can complicate child custody cases, or em-
ployment, or housing. Former partners have 
accused Max of disregarding their consent, a 
potentially ruinous charge that he disputes.

As a freelance IT consultant, Max was par-
ticularly vulnerable to the consequences of 
being found out. On the advice of queer friends 
who knew a thing or two about closets, he came 
out as kinky and polyamorous only on the rare 
occasions when it was absolutely safe to do so.

That changed one night in Columbia City. 
Years ago, a group of leathermen who lived a 
few blocks apart in the suburbs would throw 
huge parties. Seventy or so people showed 
up on Friday nights and partied continu-
ously until the crescendo of a Sunday brunch. 
“They had these big dungeons, and it was a 
big deal,” Max recalled. But because almost 

everyone there was gay, “I felt weird doing 
scenes. I felt like I was intruding and disre-
spectful. I felt like I was being a cock tease.”

Eventually, he expressed his concerns 
to an organizer, who simply rolled his eyes. 
“Max, we know you’re straight,” the leather-
man said, and then he evoked a chant of 
queer liberation: “Get over it.”

Max was thunderstruck. “I play with 
lots of women I don’t fuck,” he realized. “Of 
course I can go to a party and play with men 
and not fuck them… Those parties were the 
end of my discomfort in queer space.”

From that point on, Max began to take 
ownership of his own heterosexual queerness.

“I consider myself quite queer,” he said. Not 
sexually, but “politically, socially, morally queer.”

“What does that mean?” I asked.
“It just doesn’t fucking matter. Just do 

what you’re attracted to.”
That’s an attitude he hopes to impart to his 

students. At this point in his career, he said, 
“most of what I do is not technical. It’s how to 
build a scene. Or relationship. How to push 
the parameters and throw away the rules.”

He now offers group classes and private 
coaching, with most of his clientele focused on 
same-sex relationships. Some of his skills are 
fairly simple, by his standards, like plain old 
whips and chains. Others are more elaborate, 
such as when he threads piercings through 
his chest, attaches them to something solid, 
and then leans away to feel the tug deep in-
side his skin.

Two recent clients came to him for help 
with some animal role-play. One was a cow-
boy in real life, having done cattle roping, 
and brought a large dark crystalline hunk 
of rosin. Rosin is a sticky abrasive, generally 
used to improve the grip of rodeo rope, and 
under Max’s coaching, the dom ground it into 
his submissive partner’s skin.

“It was brutally rough,” said Max. “A lot of 
hitting and punching. And the language was 
brutal.”

But it was what they both wanted, though 
they’d been afraid to say so before coming to 
him. It was a fear that reminded Max of an 
early experience whipping a woman. He’d been 
holding back, and then she glanced back at him 
with a dismissive glare that said, “Is that all?”

“In ways I hadn’t realized,” he said, “I was 
afraid of hurting her too much. Not physical 
injury. Anger, resentment, relationship dam-
age. Being a bad person.”

“Those are reasonable things to worry 
about when you’re whipping someone,” I said.

“Without having those worries, you’re an 
asshole!” he agreed. “You don’t hit people. 
You don’t act mean to people.” He lowered his 
voice. “Except sometimes you do.”

With that gay couple and their animal 
play, he said, he had few hard skills to teach 
them. Instead, he taught them to listen. “At 
the end of the day, I gave them permission to 
do it. I led a discussion where they could say 
they both wanted to do this thing. I facilitated 
them hearing each other’s permission.”

And that’s the shape that his lessons often 
take. Not just how to tie knots, but also how to 
open up. Not just threading piercings through 
the flesh of a person’s back like a corset, but 
thinking about why a person would want that. 
“Communication and trust and how to express 
what you want,” he said. “How to trust your 
partner when they tell you what they want.”

These days, Max has one primary rela-
tionship, and a few smaller ones that come 
and go. His current partner is highly service-
oriented, and every night he ties her up and 
sleeps on the end of the rope so she has to 
wake him to get out of bed.

She used to make him coffee every morning, 
but lately that’s had to taper off due to her hec-
tic schedule. She’s currently a student, and Max 
is doing what he can to support her education.

“At the end of the day, it’s a relationship,” 
he said. “All the other stuff is built on top.” n
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The Risks for Gamers Who Don’t 
Fit Neatly into Gendered Boxes

I n a culture obsessed with dragons, mag-
ic, and time travel, it might be hard to 
imagine how real-world gender issues 

could possibly come into play, but once you 
look closely, they’re as present as ever—just 
wearing different costumes. From Conan’s rip-
pling muscles to Captain Kirk’s parade of sexy 
space-ladies to Daenerys’s apparent clothing 
allergy, it’s clear that nerd subculture has all 
the same gender issues as the mainstream, just 
wrapped up in more chain mail and spandex.

Whether they’re conventions, game 
tournaments, organized Meetups, or good 
old-fashioned parties, explicitly nerdy spac-
es (physical or virtual) represent a risk for 
anyone who doesn’t fit squarely into their 
“proper” gendered box. What I’ve experi-
enced as a cisgender woman is shocking, but 
it pales in comparison to what people face for 
being openly queer, trans, or gender fluid.

I spoke to a lot of nerds who are active in 
various communities, including women and 
genderqueer folks, and not a single one was 
willing to go on the record with personal sto-
ries, for fear of outing and harassment. That’s 
how bad it is out there. But with a few details 
changed for their protection, here is a small 
sample of the experiences I’ve heard about:

• Arguing with an anonymous person 
about a video game online, and within min-
utes, having a Google Maps street view image 
of her house show up in her personal e-mail.

• Running her company’s Twitter account 
for months, mentioning her obviously female 
name once, and being inundated immediately, 
at work, with explicit death and rape threats.

• Kissing his boyfriend while both dressed 
as anime characters and being physically 
ripped from each other by a fan who screamed 
he wouldn’t stand for this character “doing 
that kind of faggot shit.”

My own minor but innumerable examples 
include knowing how it sounds to be called 
a “stupid cunt” by a boy’s voice that hasn’t 
dropped yet. In some ways, nerd culture 
seems to take the worst parts of toxic mas-
culinity and run with them, all the while 
convinced that nerds are so different, even 
better, than the mainstream. And that belief 
is, I think, the root of the problem.

There’s a strong sense of being the un-
derdogs of life for most nerds, probably best 
exemplified by Revenge of the Nerds. Nerds 
are picked on and physically unimposing, 
but they’re also the smartest people in the 
room—and if they could prove it, everything 
would be different. This makes it difficult to 
discuss things like privilege—someone who 
feels ignored and belittled is likely to have a 
hard time imagining that his gender could af-
ford him any advantages.

That’s understandable. It’s also, frankly, 
bullshit. The stereotypical nerd is awkward, 
gangly, socially stunted, and pretty much al-
ways male. Hell, the most prominent female 
character in Revenge of the Nerds is, essen-
tially, the sexy prize one of the nerds wins for 
being the smartest. While that film gave male 
nerds a vision, however dubious, to aspire 
to—for the rest of us, it only reinforced our 
invisibility. By virtue of our chromosomes or 

what’s in our pants, our options are decoration 
or interloper. That’s a heartbreaking lesson to 
learn, especially when it’s so intimately con-
nected to something we’re passionate about.

In middle and high school, I was terribly 
self-conscious, even ashamed, about being a 
nerd. There was no shortage of cultural mes-
saging to suggest that this was the correct way 
to feel. So when I spied someone wearing a Tri-
force T-shirt or reading a George R.R. Martin 
book, there was an instant, desperate spark of 
hope. My tribe! I’ve found another one.

I’ve always been what was called a “tom-
boy” in childhood, which I’d now simply call 
unfeminine or androgynous. As I began to 
be surrounded by peers who were happily 
experimenting with all the trappings of adult 
womanhood, I started frantically trying to 
smother the happy, daydreaming, T-shirt-
wearing dork inside me. Nerdy interests 
might have been okay, discomfort with femi-
ninity might have been okay, but both? For 
a female teenager? That was a recipe for 
eternal shunning—or so I was unshakably 
convinced at the time.

I gravitated toward openly nerdy social 
groups, which tended to be heavily male-dom-
inated. As a tomboy, I mostly fit in well. Here, 
my lack of femininity wasn’t a social liability; 
in fact, it was like a badge of honor! I wasn’t 
like most girls, with their fixation on makeup 
and jewelry, their vapid magazine reading, 
their shallow gossip. I was “one of the guys,” 
the highest compliment I could hope for.

It’s only in hindsight that it becomes 

obvious how much this environment shaped 
my development, how I never nurtured any 
remotely “feminine” part of myself. To this 
day, I have no idea how to apply makeup; a 
significant part of my identity is wrapped up 
in not caring how I look; I exert tremendous 
effort to avoid appearing overly emotional; I 
avoid romance novels despite my abiding love 
of lightweight, quick-reading literature. (I 
could go on, and on, and on.)

There was a period of time when I found it 
endlessly hilarious to tell other girls, especially 
my friends’ girlfriends, to “make me a sand-
wich.” The guys always got a big kick out of 
that one. Sometimes I actually got a sandwich 
out of it. Sometimes those same guys demand-
ed that I make them a sandwich, and I laughed 
at that, too. This wasn’t a culture of overt, hos-
tile misogyny; we all thought we were so much 
better than that, so it was perfectly fine to joke 
about it, to act it out with a wink and an in-
flated sense of our own cleverness.

But by trying to escape the pressures of 
“mainstream” culture, I just wound up find-
ing a different box to force myself into. The 
only difference is that I got to pride myself on 
seeing through all the typical teenage drama 
and pat myself on the back for knowing better.

I think things are changing for the better, 
I really do. Slowly and painfully, but changing 
nonetheless. Even the bilious group tantrum 
known as Gamergate (google at your own 
risk) has ironically helped raise awareness of 
just how much change is needed within the 
video-game world in particular. Game com-
panies are beginning to realize that there are 
audiences hungry for diverse representation. 
Many conventions are stepping up (and bet-
ter enforcing) their antiharassment policies. 
Beloved nerd celebrities are speaking out 
against sexism and bigotry in unprecedented 
numbers. We have a very long way left to go, 
but the momentum is building, and I know I 
don’t intend to stop trying to make the nerd 
world a welcoming place for every single per-
son who wants to be here. n

It’s Hard Being a Nerd and a Woman and Queer
By Katie Allison

By trying to escape the 
pressures of “mainstream” 
culture, I just wound up 
finding a different box to 

force myself into.
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My Encounters with  
’80s Porn Star Al Parker

T he first time I saw him was on a giant 
screen at a bathhouse in the summer of 
1984. Sitting on a carpeted banquette, 
with only a white towel wrapped around 
me, I watched him climb a tree to rescue 

a skydiver tangled in a parachute. He and the skydiver 
had sex in the tree, of course. The room was filled with 
men transfixed by the screen. Their faces, illuminated 
by the flickering light, looked up in awe, as if they were 
watching a mother ship land.

“Who is that?” I asked the guy sitting near me.
“That’s Al Parker,” he whispered. “He’s a fucking 

legend.”
Everyone’s focus was on the tan, ripped, bearded 

man on the screen. With his dark piercing eyes and 
chiseled features, he emanated an unapologetic, raw 
sexual charisma that I hadn’t seen modeled before, not 
among men, not in movies or television, and certainly 
not in Utah, where I’d grown up. The spell in the room 
broke when the credits rolled. The other guys in towels 
returned to wandering the bathhouse.

“I’d love to paint him,” I remember thinking.
It wasn’t hard to find Al Parker videos. In many 

stores, he had his own section. I studied him, his expres-
sions, the way he moved, the way he made sucking cock 
a religious experience. Maybe I thought that because 
he reminded me of Jesus. I wanted to be like him. I 
stopped bleaching my hair and got a shorter cut. I tried 
growing a beard, but it made me look Amish.

At this time, almost everyone in the public eye—
celebrities, politicians—were still in the closet. Gay 
culture had just entered the nightmare of the AIDS 
crisis. Living in Los Angeles, I worked at the Pleasure 
Chest, a store that sold biker jackets, leather chaps, 
boots, hankies (which came with a pocket-size foldout 
hanky code), paddles, tit clamps, magazines, and vid-
eos. It was a different world back then. Hanky codes 
and most porn magazines have faded out of existence, 
along with the stores that sold them.

One day, I was holding a 20-inch double dildo over 
my shoulder when I saw someone’s reflection in the 
glass case. “Can I help you?” I asked.

I raised my head, and it was him, Al Parker. 
“Poppers and one of those cock rings,” he said. His 
close-cropped beard revealed naturally rosy cheeks, 
and his tight jeans accentuated his crotch.

“Size?” I stammered.
“Large,” he said.
“Of course! I mean, coming right up,” I said, sound-

ing like I was serving cheeseburgers.
Or maybe that’s how I remember it because later, 

after moving to San Francisco, I got to gaze into his 
dark, soulful eyes again while waiting tables at a diner.

Orphan Andy’s was a classic greasy diner with two 
window tables, a row of booths, and a long counter. The 
Tiffany lamps looked plastic, and the fake potted plants 
looked thirsty. The jukebox played everything from 
Edith Piaf to the B-52s. Orphan Andy’s existed outside 
of time—or in all eras at once. It filled up after the bars 
closed, sometimes with a line out the door. I worked the 
quiet afternoon shift. Regulars told me stories about 
the glory days—before the acronyms and dark diag-
noses. Every Thursday, the gay paper was filled with 
pages of the faces of newly dead men. Ruby, a retired 
security guard, abruptly announced one Thursday, “I 

don’t want to hear about it. I don’t want to know any-
more—who died,” and slammed her paper down.

“I refuse to go to another goddamn funeral,” said 
Gary, a 76-year-old leatherman. “Just throw me over a 
fucking bridge.”

“Right now?” said Ruby.
“My ashes, you asshole!” Gary said.
Ruby cackled. “After you die, old man, I’m not go-

ing to make any new friends. I refuse to watch another 
person wither.”

Grief hung over the city like smog. I hadn’t lost 
anyone close, but I grieved for how life had been—the 
smiles I used to get from men on the street, the linger-
ing eye contact, the exchange of glances to the crotch. 
It was okay if it didn’t lead to a hookup, there had at 
least been a connection, a mutual sense of “I see you,” 
a measure of validation. As men were dying, I’d come 
to feel invisible, like an out-of-focus extra on the set of 
someone else’s nightmare.

When the diner was slow, I’d watch the endless 
parade of strange and beautiful passersby. Sprinkled 
throughout were the walking sick: gaunt, frail, sallow-
skinned men, unable to keep pace with the hurried 
throngs, sometimes escorted by a partner or caregiver, 
but mostly alone.

I got tested back in Los Angeles, but I was too afraid 
to get the results. I’d convinced myself that I was robust-
ly healthy. I took vitamins and had a gym membership. 
Sometimes I even worked out. I rarely got sick, except 
for that ear infection that put me in the emergency room, 
or those annoying night sweats, and that weird spot on 
my leg that I continually obsessed over.

h

O ne day at Orphan Andy’s in 1992, I turned away 
from a table of men who’d just placed drink or-
ders. I froze as I realized that one of them was 

Al Parker. Just try to act normal, I told myself. Then I 
accidentally knocked down a tower of plastic glasses.

By the time their food was ready, I’d mustered enough 
courage to say, “Once I sold you a cock ring and a bottle 
of poppers.” He and his friends laughed. Then Al Parker 
introduced himself by his real name—Drew. I introduced 
myself with the nickname I use among friends, Shane.

Returning to the kitchen, I heard someone call: 
“Shane! Come back, Shane!”

Drew was holding up his empty glass for a refill.
“Come back, Shane” became our running joke at 

Orphan Andy’s. When anyone else said it, I grimaced. 
But when Drew said it, I got goose bumps. He came to 
Orphan Andy’s often, though never alone. He was either 
with friends or with his partner, Keith, who had silver 
hair and serious crystal-blue eyes, like an Alaskan husky.

“Has anyone ever painted your portrait?” I asked 
Drew one day after taking his order.

He laughed: “Yes, as a matter of fact. Quite a few 
times.” I thought of him sucking dick in that tree. Then 
he said, “You want me to pose for you?”

In my shock, I didn’t know what to say. I’d never 
drawn from a live model before.

“I work from photographs,” I said shyly. “I wondered 
if you had any pictures I could use, with your permission.”

He smiled and said, “Sure, I might have something,” 
and reached into his pocket and pulled out a business 

What I Learned About 
Him—and Myself—After 

Painting His Portrait
By William Lunt

q u e e r  i s s u e
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card. “Give me a call.”
Thunderstruck, I took his card.
After I worked up the nerve to call him, he 

gave me directions to his place and told me 
it was the only lavender house on the street. 
There was loud barking when I rang the bell. 
The door opened, and a white dog continued 
to bark as Drew held his collar.

“He’s friendly. He just wants to smell you.”
Drew led me to the dining room where 

a picture window revealed a breathtaking 
view of the city. He was wearing a tank top 
and parachute pants. Even a billowing in-
seam couldn’t disguise his massive bulge. His 
muscles were defined, but out of his jacket he 
appeared quite thin, almost frail.

“I’ll be right back,” he said, leaving the room. 
There was a book on the chair beside me: Living 
with Chronic Illness—A Physician’s Guide.

Drew returned with a light box and hun-
dreds of slides.

“Just pick the ones you want to use.” He 
stood close as I put my eye to the viewer. In 
my peripheral vision, I saw him scoop the 
book off the chair and take it into another 
room, along with the dog.

“You know,” I called out, “I’m not like a 
great artist or anything. I don’t have any for-
mal training, but I like to paint people.”

“So,” he answered, “paint me.”
I looked at as many slides as I could. I 

wished he were still standing next to me. A lot 
of the photos were studio shots with other men. 
Al Parker oiled up at the beach, Al Parker in a 
truck, Al Parker in the city, Al Parker in the for-
est—always blissfully naked with his dick out.

After I’d made my selections, he saw me 
out the door. “Let me know when you’re fin-
ished. I’d love to see it,” he said. I was thrilled 
to have a built-in excuse to see him again—
outside the diner.

h

I n my small apartment, I used my kitchen 
for a studio. After weeks of artistic perfor-
mance anxiety, I turned on my airbrush 

and began to paint with air and ink. It didn’t oc-
cur to me to wear a mask or open the windows. 
I thought I was channeling some divine cosmic 
force, but I was really just getting high on the 
paint fumes. Day after day, I’d return to that 
semi-lucid state. Time folded away. It took me 
a while to capture Drew’s likeness.

Eventually, out of a dense fog, he ap-
peared in focus.

“Hi,” I said to his face. “Welcome to my 
kitchen!”

I surrounded him with cascades of aqua-
marine intergalactic stardust. Inspired by a 
card I pulled from a tarot deck, I also painted 
the moon. He was fucking the moon, looking 
like an archangel or a mythical god.

I got to Orphan Andy’s that day with my 
fingers stained indigo, dusted with a fine 
splatter of white stars, just like in the paint-
ing. I was serving Ruby chicken soup when 
the phone rang.

“Shane, it’s Keith, Drew’s partner. I can’t 
find Drew’s wallet. Did he leave it there?”

I opened the lost-and-found drawer, think-
ing how awesome it would be if I found Al 
Parker’s wallet. I could offer to bring it to 
their house and show them the portrait, too. I 
looked under the cash drawer. It wasn’t there.

“Sorry, Keith, it’s not here, but tell Drew I 
finished the portrait!”

There was silence.
“Shane, Drew died today. It was 

unexpected.”
I didn’t know what to say.
“Call me in a few days. I want to see your 

painting. You’ve got our number, right?”
“Yes, I do. I’ll call you,” I said, and hung 

up the phone.
I was still in shock. After telling Ruby 

what happened, I kept repeating, “I finished 
his portrait today, and now he’s gone.” That’s 

how it was. Some men died suddenly. Some 
wasted away.

I looked at my hands.
“You’ve got a smudge on your cheek, too,” 

Ruby said.
“I’m leaving it,” I said. It was his sky.

h

A few days later, I took a cab to Drew’s 
house to show Keith the painting. 
He held it against an empty wall in 

the foyer. A shaft of light from a window lit up 
the image of Drew.

“All it needs is a frame,” he said. “We’re 
having a memorial open house in a few weeks. 
Can I borrow it?”

I told him it would be an honor. Back at 
my apartment, I leaned the painting against 
the wall and wept as it beamed at me. The 
following day, I made an appointment at the 
clinic to get tested.

If I tested negative, I’d get a handful of 
condoms and be sent on my way. If I tested 
positive, I’d get an information packet—re-
sources, treatment options, support groups. 
A slender man with curly hair entered the 
waiting room with a manila envelope and 
softly called out my case number.

He escorted me into a small room and 
closed the door. I’d assumed the worst, and 
I was right. On my way out, he gave me the 
number of a crisis line.

“Honey, take this,” he said, reacting to my 
lack of reaction. “When the gravity of this 
sinks in, you’ll want to talk with someone.”

“Thanks,” I said brightly. But all I could 
think about was how I could never tell my fam-
ily. They can never know, I decided. I kept on 
walking, passing my apartment. I remembered 
a psychic lady on TV saying that they’d find a 
cure within three years. She must be a good 
psychic to be on TV, I told myself. I saw my re-
flection in a storefront window and was oddly 
comforted by the extra weight I’d gained. I 
don’t look sick, I told myself, and 31 is too young 
to die. Then again, so is 40, the age Drew was.

The obituary announced the open house, 
and a lot of men, many dressed in leather, 
were lined up outside on the sidewalk when I 
arrived. I wasn’t surprised by the big turnout. 
People had flown in from all over the county 
and even Canada to pay their respects. In-
side, everyone spoke in a hushed, respectful 
tone, like in a chapel.

I wondered if Keith decided not to hang my 
painting, because I didn’t see it anywhere—
maybe it was too New Agey. Maybe he didn’t 
like my frame. The line slowly proceeded into 
the living room. Two uniformed men stood 
guard on either side of a wooden box on a ped-
estal. It was Drew’s ashes. The lid of the box 
was open, exposing a compartment filled with 
small personal items, including a cock ring 
and a brown bottle of poppers. Then the line 
funneled into the dining room, where Drew’s 
close friends were gathered around the table. 
My painting of Drew was hanging on the wall 
behind them with potted ferns placed around 
it, like it was watching over them.

I eventually sold the painting to my friend 
Grant, who was Al Parker’s scene partner in 
one of his last videos. Then Grant passed away.

I was still working at Orphan Andy’s in 
1996 when I read about the breakthroughs 
announced at the International AIDS Confer-
ence in Vancouver. Combination antiretroviral 
therapy was shown to reduce viral loads. A lot 
of us were skeptical after witnessing drug 
treatments fail so many people—drug treat-
ments that not only didn’t work but made 
the agony of dying worse—but over time, I 
noticed the obituary section shrink from sev-
eral pages down to one. I’ve lived well past my 
40th birthday. I never dreamed I’d live long 
enough to write a period piece about this time 
in our history and the important part a porn 
star played in my life. n
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W hen I was a child, I didn’t fantasize 
about being an actor when I grew 
up. But that’s what I am. I didn’t 
dream that I’d be a receptionist, 
either, but that’s what I do now. I 

didn’t really think much at all back then about being 
an adult. Life just happened to me, and I watched. As 
I got older, if I had to make a life choice, I seemingly 
made it on a whim. Or I didn’t choose at all. Mostly, I 
just watched. Like a benevolent alien in human skin, I 
observed the ways of those around me—like an alien 
who had friends he cared about and passions he pur-
sued, an alien who felt love and pain but who knew 
deep down that there was a limit to those connections. 
Like I was in the world but not of it.

I imagine that’s how a lot of queer kids feel grow-
ing up.

One of my first gay mentors—though I doubt he 
thought of it that way—was a guy I worked with in 
the early 1990s named Flynn. I was a valet at a hotel 
in downtown Seattle. He was the receptionist. I was in 
my early 20s. He was in his mid 40s. He was gay. He 
was hilarious. His wit was wicked and his jokes were 
sometimes catty and cruel, but only toward those who 
had it coming. He was wise without being showy. He 
was showy when we needed a show. He was welcoming 
and warm and kind, but you had to be worthy of his 
kindness—you had to have kindness in you. I wanted 
to be just like him when I grew up, when I, too, be-
came a gay man of a certain age.

He taught me what I needed to know just by being 
so gleefully himself. When I try to describe him to oth-
ers, the best I can do is to reference a character from 
the movie Victor Victoria: Flynn was like Toddy, the 
gay best friend (aren’t we always) to Julie Andrews’s 
titular character. Robert Preston buoyantly inhabited 
this character and showed me how a gay man could 
be funny and fierce and unapologetic and kind. As an 
added bonus, Toddy also ends up hooking up with Alex 
Karras in the end, and that man was a goddamned ted-
dy bear stud, so that gave me hope. (And yes, queen, 
I know. We only see them as a couple once, sitting in 
bed together like two of the Golden Girls in a road-trip 
motel, but come on. It was the early 1980s. If you want 
everything given to you by pop culture, you are going 
to go to bed very hungry indeed.) But Preston’s Toddy 
was just a character. Flynn was real.

I worked with Flynn for two great years and then 
I decided that I was done being a valet. I quit with 
no plan for what was next and stumbled (as I often 
did) into my next random job. After I left the hotel, 
I visited Flynn once at the house he owned with his 
partner, Darrel. (I’ve changed both of their names.) 
It was exactly the kind of home that I long for today. 
Small. Cozy. Put together. Just enough. Not fancy. A 
home. This was back when a receptionist in Seattle 
could own a home, but that’s another subject.

I didn’t call Flynn anymore after that visit, even 

though I now wish I had. I knew he, too, had left the 
hotel and was going to be starting another job in an 
office. One of the unpleasant truths of being a bit 
disassociated is that I can sometimes be bad at friend-
ship. Feeling like a tourist here on earth does serve me 
well when it comes to acting, but it’s not great for my 
relationships. I love people intensely, but when they 
drift away, my attention sometimes moves to the next 
thing in front of me. I didn’t keep up with Flynn, but I 
thought about him often.

A few years later, I heard that he had killed himself. 
He jumped off a bridge. On Christmas Day or Eve. I 
can’t remember now. He told Darrel that he was going 
to the store. He never came back.

h

Y ears later, I realized I had grown up into the 
man I had wanted to be. That Flynn showed 
me how to be.

In addition to being a theater artist who can put on 
a show, I’m also a Canadian who’s gay and living in the 
United States, so it follows that I’m funny. That’s just 
what a gay Canadian living in the United States is. I’ve 
had my share of reviews, both positive and negative. I 
try not to give too much credence to reviews, but I’m 
not an actor who avoids reading them.

In March of 2012, The Stranger published a short 
piece about me that was extremely flattering and that 
felt like a major milestone in my artistic life. It was 
just a paragraph. No profile in the New York Times 
to be sure, but it did talk about a performance I had 

given that year, and the headline was hyperbolic in its 
praise of me, if also a little morbid. “Now you can die 
happy, Stephen Hando,” it read. Oh, my. Next to the 
headline was an illustration of a tombstone with my 
name on it. I’ll confess the first time I saw it, my throat 
tightened a bit. But my gay Canadian humor is of the 
darkest hue, and I appreciated the tone and the recog-
nition. I realized that I had, in fact, done some of the 
best acting of my career, and I felt like I was on the 
cusp of something great.

In less than a year, things in my life would change 
so drastically that any humor I had found in that ar-
ticle was replaced by a rueful irony that was cold as ice 
and completely stripped of any joy. Who knows how 
depression works. All I know is, sometime after that 
article came out, I lost my way. I was swallowed up by 
a sense of hopelessness so intense that I felt living was 
too much to bear. It was depression of a kind that I had 
never experienced before. Every day, every single day, 
for two years, I woke to the thought: This is the day 
I’ll do it. I’ll kill myself today. The light I’d had in my 
eyes was gone. I was never happy. I honestly thought 
that I could never be happy again. “Now you can die 
happy, Stephen Hando.” Fuck. I missed my chance.

The only time I found any comfort at all was when 
I was asleep. Mostly my dreams were good ones. In 
my dreams, everything was back to the way it was. I 
was okay. My friends and my partner were with me, 
and it was like nothing had ever gone wrong. But then 
I would wake up—and remember I was going to kill 
myself today. So I slept. A lot.

During that time, I let almost everything go. I was 
going to die soon, so why bother? I lost almost ev-
erything. The performing I did during this time was 
uninspired at best and humiliatingly inept at worst. My 
friends reached out again and again, but eventually I 
stopped returning calls. I neglected e-mail pleas. They 
did all that anyone could do, but they are adults with 
lives to live and troubles of their own and eventually 
they stopped trying. I walked to the edge of killing 

My Day Job, My Artistic Career, 
and the Man Who Saved My Life

I Used to Seem Like I Had 
It Together—Singing and 
Dancing and Getting Rave 
Reviews—and Then One 
Day That All Changed

By Stephen Hando

The light I’d had in my eyes 
was gone. I was never happy. 
I honestly thought that I could 

never be happy again.
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myself every day, but I never took that final 
step. Why not? That, also, is a mystery to me.

But the answer must have to do with my 
partner, Jeff. In the middle of this extreme 
detachment on my part, Jeffery, my partner 
of almost nine years, the man I love so deeply, 
stood by my side. It must have been a hor-
rible, lonely, terrifying time. The very core of 
who I was changed, yet he stayed with me. 
I was cold and cruel in ways I didn’t know I 
had the capacity to be, and he endured it. I 
don’t know what he saw in me that made him 
stick around, but I am so grateful that he did.

I think now that we all have the capac-
ity for darkness. It just takes the right 
unfortunate combination to unlock it, and 
everyone’s combination is probably differ-
ent. I pushed Jeff away again and again. 
He countered by offering his love. He was 
stranded, with no guidance, but he kept try-
ing as hard as he could to pull me back. He 
cooked me meals that I refused to eat. He 
ran errands I couldn’t complete. There was 
yelling, there were ugly, painful actions on 
both sides, but he didn’t leave me. And be-
cause of that, somehow, I survived.

Eventually, through a temp agency, I 
found myself placed at the only job I have 
ever loved. A job that brought me back to 
life. I work at a local health care clinic. Part 
of my job involves talking with people who 
have just discovered that their lives are al-
tered forever. I’m often one of the first voices 
they hear when they reach out for help. They 
desperately need someone to be present for 
them in that moment. It demands so much 
compassion and presence that it helped pull 
me back out of whatever abyss I had fallen 
into. It woke up a heart I thought was dead. 
But it wasn’t dead. It had merely been hiber-
nating. And slowly I became myself again. 
Mostly. We are all a work in process.

Like Flynn, I work the phones. It means 
the world to me to have that connection with 
him. My coworkers are hilarious and com-
passionate, and I care for them so much. 
They inspire me to make them laugh every 
day. Now I get to be the witty older man who 
knows a thing or two about a thing or two. 
About why people behave the way they do. 
About things that are good and emotions 
that are painful.

I think now about Flynn and his partner, 
Darrel, and I have so much compassion for 
both of them. I think about my fiancé, Jeff, 
who showed me what it means to love some-
one. How strange to say those words: “My 
fiancé, Jeff.” It’s a reality that I could never 
have conceived of growing up. I think about 
that great group of friends who tried for 
such a long, long time to pull me out of the 
emptiness. How frightening my inexplicable 
distance must have been. How frustrating. 
Ultimately, how exhausting. And I think 
about my parents back in Canada who had 
their hands so full with their own terrible 
struggles that I kept all of mine hidden from 
them. But they must have suspected. Their 
son had simply disappeared.

I don’t know that there was anything 
Darrel could have done to save Flynn. I 
know there was nothing specific Jeffery or 
any of my friends could have done for me, 
except what they did. They tried so hard 
and for so long, and I am grateful beyond 
words that they did. We have to try as hard 
as we can to save the ones we love from the 
demons that they are fighting. We have to 
love them as hard as we can. What saves a 
person? I don’t know. Life is lovely, but it can 
be cruel. But I live in it now in a way I did 
not before—as a member of the human race, 
not an observer. I feel more deeply and fully 
than I had before, and for that, at least, I’m 
grateful. It’s made me a better man. I wish 
Flynn had stumbled upon that thing. I wish 
his new office job could have saved him. I 
wish he could know me now. n
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I n the fourth episode of the second season of 
Transparent—if you’re not caught up, go get 
caught up and come back to this (spoilers ga-
lore below)—Ali visits Grandma Rose at the 

nursing home. Grandma Rose has dementia, and Ali 
(played by Gaby Hoffmann) has a different hairstyle 
in every scene, so it’s no surprise that Grandma Rose 
doesn’t recognize her. What is surprising is that Grand-
ma Rose thinks Ali is someone named “Gershon.”

Who’s Gershon? Ali explains to Syd (played by Car-
rie Brownstein): “I think Gershon was Rose’s brother, 
but it’s all very murky—they don’t tell me anything.” 
All Ali knows is that Rose and Gershon left Berlin in 
the 1930s.

And then suddenly we’re in Berlin in 1933, but only 
for a few moments: Young Rose is walking into some 
kind of institute, a transgender woman is smoking a 
cigarette in a book-lined room, there’s an interaction 
between young Rose and the transgender woman, Git-
tel, but we can’t really make sense of the conversation 
because we have no context for it.

Then we’re back in the contemporary era—the 
whole season scrambles time this way—and Ali is 
camped out in the stacks of a library, reading about 
epigenetics. She looks up and says to Syd: “Oh my 
god, this shit is fascinating. Did you know there is such 
a thing as inherited trauma in your actual DNA?”

“No, I did not,” says Syd, with perfect Carrie 
Brownstein flatness.

“They did this study on bunnies where they gave 
them electric shocks while they were smelling cherry 
blossoms, and the bunnies’ babies, and their babies, 
the grandbabies—they were all afraid of cherry blos-
soms,” Ali says.

Transparent is a character-driven show, full of 
subtleties and unlikable people and true Los Angeles 
weirdness, and the viewer is forgiven for assuming 
that epigenetics is just another of Ali’s random quests. 
But it’s not. The idea of trauma as a shared trait among 
family members, and passed down from generation to 
generation, even among family members who never 
meet each other, is the crux of season two.

This theme allows the show to offer its more sub-
versive purpose: an impressionistic history lesson 
about gay culture. It’s obvious that the show has lots 
to say about trans culture (its greatest achievement is 
launching characters into the mainstream unlike char-
acters we’ve ever seen before, like Maura), and it has 
a truckload of lesbian culture (epitomized in season 
two by the Idyllwild Wimmin’s Music Festival, a dyke 
summer camp for “women-born women” who have 
rules like yelling “Man on the land! Man on the land!” 
whenever male sanitation workers pull up to take 
their shit away), but there are vestiges of gay male 
history on the show, even though none of the principal 
characters are gay men.

But, again, it’s impressionistic. You have to hit the 
history books to get all the references. Transpar-
ent creator Jill Soloway recently told an interviewer 
that she read Robert Beachy’s book Gay Berlin while 
working on this season. Gay Berlin is a treasure trove 
of fascinating information: Did you know the term “ho-
mosexual” came from Berlin, and so did the idea of 
homosexuality as a fixed identity rather than a passing 
fancy? Did you know the first coming out in modern 
history happened in Berlin in 1867? Did you know the 
world’s first gay-rights advocacy group, the Scientif-
ic-Humanitarian Committee, was founded in 1897 in 
Berlin by a medical doctor named Magnus Hirschfeld?

Hirschfeld housed the Scientific-Humanitarian 
Committee (along with research facilities, a library, a 

museum, medical exam rooms, etc.) in the Institute for 
Sexual Science, which is where the fictional Gittel is sit-
ting smoking when Rose goes to visit her. The Institute 
for Sexual Science “offered medical and psychological 
counseling on a range of sexual issues to thousands of 
individuals, including heterosexual men and women, 
homosexuals, cross-dressers, and intersex individu-
als,” Beachy writes in Gay Berlin. “The institute also 
represented the first attempt to establish ‘sexology,’ or 
sexual science, as a topic of legitimate academic study 
and research… With the X-ray, laboratory, and surgi-
cal facilities, the institute provided much more than 
counseling: Hirschfeld and his medical colleagues also 
pioneered some of the first primitive hormone treat-
ments and sex-reassignment surgeries, effectively 
creating a nascent science of transsexuality.”

Gay guys who think the trans movement has noth-
ing to do with them may get their first inkling of 
how wrong they are by watching Transparent. The 
trans-rights movement and the gay-rights move-
ment have always been linked through the work of Dr. 
Hirschfeld. They started in the same place, and origi-
nally they were thought to be essentially the same: 
Gay men in Berlin were thought to be “psychological 
hermaphrodites.”

The Institute for Sexual Science was also a tour-
ist attraction. The premises housed sexual artifacts, 
phalluses from around the world, photographs of men 
and women in drag alongside photos of them out of 
drag, and much more. You see some tourists being 
led through the place very briefly on Transparent. 
In 1929, the true-life tourists who stopped by includ-
ed the novelist Christopher Isherwood and the poet 
W.H. Auden. “It begins with the Hirschfeld museum,” 
Auden wrote in his diary after taking Isherwood. “We 
waited in an eighteenth century drawing room with 
elderly ladies and lovely young boys.” According to 
Beachy, “Only later did Auden and Isherwood realize 
that those they encountered in the waiting room were 
not ‘elderly ladies’ but men in drag.”

Isherwood and Auden would go on to become two 
of the most important gay writers of the 20th centu-
ry, translating gayness as a fixed identity to Europe 
and the United States. Without Berlin, without Dr. 
Hirschfeld’s institute, that may never have happened. 
(As Beachy writes: “Berlin’s openness freed [Ish-
erwood] not only to explore his homosexuality but 
ultimately to accept and embrace what he came to 
think of as a sexual orientation and identity. This was 
a freedom… [he] never felt in London.”)

At the end of the second season of Transparent, 
Maura is still worried about revealing herself as a 
woman to her mother, Grandma Rose. Rose has not 
seen Maura since she was Mort. What Maura doesn’t 
know—a brilliant, gut-churning twist—is that Rose’s 
own brother, Gershon, transitioned to being Gittel 
shortly before the Nazis rose to power, with Rose’s 
implicit support. Maura has no idea how ahead of the 
curve her mother is—has no idea of the traumas bur-
ied in that senile old brain. When Transparent shows 
the institute raided by the Nazis—based on real 
events—we see Gittel, frantic, kicking, on her way to 
certain death, being pulled away from a pile of books 
as Nazis set fire to it. But the season ends before any 
of those images are explained, and before we find out 
what happened to Gittel in the end.

There’s a chance for season three to dig in a bit 
more, adding context and detail—and I hope Soloway 
goes for it, because the real history is fascinating (and 
until I read up on it, was entirely unknown to me). In 
his memoir Christopher and His Kind, Isherwood de-
scribes the raid on the Institute for Sexual Science. 
“They smashed the doors down and rushed into the 
building. They spent the morning pouring ink over 
carpets and manuscripts and loading their trucks with 
books from the Institute’s library… It has been stat-
ed, since then, that some well-known members of the 
Nazi Party had previously been patients of Hirschfeld 
and that they were afraid that case histories reveal-
ing their homosexuality might be used against them.” 
The raid and the book burning are documented in 
Gay Berlin, too, which emphasizes that Hirschfeld 
was doubly in danger—because not only was he gay, 
he was also a Jew. Luckily, Hirschfeld had already 
escaped to Paris. He watched the destruction of his 
institute—the starting place of gay culture and trans 
culture—“on a newsreel in a Parisian cinema.”

It seems almost fitting that we should learn about 
it from a book, via a TV show. n

How Season Two of Transparent Seduces 
Viewers into Learning Gay History

By Christopher Frizzelle

Gay guys who think the trans 
movement has nothing to do 
with them may get their first 

inkling of how wrong they are 
by watching Transparent.

q u e e r  i s s u e

TRANSPARENT Where we get our history lessons now.
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T he book that beckoned 
me from the closet 
was a bittersweet 
memoir by J.R. Ack-
erley, My Father and 

Myself. Books have been my retreat, 
my instructors, since I was a good 
churchgoing boy at my public library, 
nervously flipping through What’s Hap-
pening to My Body books for the dick 
illustrations. Later I had the luxury of 
working for one of the best bookstores 
in the world, Elliott Bay Book Compa-
ny, at a pivotal time in my life. Ackerley, 
with his pink spine and iconic New York 
Review of Books cover design, practi-
cally reached from the shelf and tapped 
me on the shoulder.

I read his memories urgently, es-
caping into his life when my own 
threatened to overwhelm me with reli-
gious baggage. The casual nature with 

which he says to his father, “I don’t 
mind telling you. I went to meet a sailor 
friend,” and his father replies, “It’s all 
right, old boy. I prefer not to know. So 
long as you enjoyed yourself, that’s the 
main thing”—in the 1920s no less!—fi-
nally opened me up to the possibility of 
having that conversation myself.

I’ve been out for five years now. I 
wouldn’t be if not for books, and ever 
since I have been astonished by how 
much there is yet for me to learn. Mar-
riage equality was all anyone talked 
about when I made my debut, and so I 
assumed that’s what people like me were 
supposed to care about. It was easy for a 
time to just spout the rhetoric I’d heard 
here and there, as if it were the formal 
position of the gay voting bloc.

What I lacked, however, was context. 
To my ingenue’s surprise, LGBTQ poli-
tics are not the monolith decried by 

How Reading Helped Me Find My Pride
By Dave Wheeler

q u e e r  i s s u e

God Made Me 
Gay, Books Made 

Me Queer

She’ll tell you 
what aisle it’s in.

You never know what you’ll find at a Seattle farmers 

market, but you know it will be grown with love.

TASTE COMMUNITY
Market vendor Carl of Growing Washington. Photo by Anna Sparks.

He’ll tell you what it tastes 
like and how it was grown, what 
the weather’s been like, and his 
favorite recipe for cooking it…

• • •

••

TRUST ME, 
I’M A FARMER
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206.934.1334
avedaschoolseattle.com

NOW ENROLLING!
JOIN THE 
MOVEMENT

40%

Help them find hope, acceptance, and stability.

of homeless 
youth are 
LGBTQ 

www.youthcare.org/40percent

http://www.youthcare.org/40percent
http://avedaschoolseattle.com/
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JUNE 24th 2016
GABRIEL FOSTER

Co-Founder & Executive 
Director of the Trans Justice 

Funding Project

KRIS HAYASHI
Executive Director at 

the Transgender Law Center

This is a smoke free & Scent Free Event
TransPrideSeattle.org

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED  
Assemble for March - 5:00 - 6:00pm

March - 6:00 - 6:30pm
Speakers and Performers - 6:45 - 10:00pm

TRANS PEOPLE & ALLIES WELCOME!
BROADWAY & HOWELL STREET

FROM SCCC TO CAL ANDERSON PARK

those who had warned me of the “gay 
agenda” in my youth. My employment 
afforded me the opportunity to host au-
thors, and I leaped at opportunities to 
work events with myriad queer writers 
who would broaden my understanding 
of what people like us care about—who 
would show me how gay priorities have 
often superseded those of the trans 
community and how violence, misogyny, 
and racism still corrode relationships 
among queers.

Those writers included Mattilda 
Bernstein Sycamore, whose memoir 
The End of San Francisco was a rev-
elation. Her radical politics and work 
with groups like ACT UP and Gay 
Shame brought into relief the methods 
queers use to resist not only repression 
but also complacency. She writes about 
a 1990s that feels 
galaxies away 
from the 1990s 
of my sheltered 
childhood. Her 
gender defiance 
and anti-assimila-
tionism lifted the 
curtain from the 
gay mainstream I 
had presumed to 
identify with and 
urged me to consider a more robust cri-
tique of how sex, gender, race, money, 
and politics interact.

Where did I fit into all of this—a cis 
white man with a meek disposition? 
And how did we even get to this new 
era of vociferous public activism from 
the timid Ackerlian love that preferred 
to remain unknown at the century’s 
outset? Frankly, I still haven’t figured 
out the first question, but I knew even 
then that HuffPo headlines and Salon 
think pieces weren’t going to give me 
the answers.

As for the how we got here: It didn’t 
take me long to learn the significance 
of Stonewall as a catalytic moment of 
resistance to abuse. Marsha P. Johnson 
and Sylvia Rivera were fearless trans 
women at the forefront of liberation in 
the 1960s and ’70s. As I read my books 
and learn my history, I’m humbled by 
the bravery of people who were fighting 
for gay guys like me and trans women 
like them long before it was safe or ac-
ceptable—all the work that has been 
done to offer me the relative ease of 
coming out and living my queer life. 
Where would I be if those before me 
hadn’t acted? If not for Johnson and 
Rivera rousing the riots at Stonewall, I 
wonder where any of us would be.

I was fortunate to have a workplace 
with a seemingly unlimited inventory—
and some killer old-guard queers eager 
to point me toward the good stuff. (And 
lemme say here: Libraries and so many 
book events are free. Dig in, honey!) 
They recommended the recent mem-
oir by trans activist Kate Bornstein, 
A Queer and Pleasant Danger, as 
well as Justin Spring’s biography of 
the academic, tattooist, and pornog-
rapher Samuel Steward called Secret 
Historian.

Secret Historian lays out Stew-
ard’s exceptional record keeping, 

particularly his Stud File of sexual 
encounters from the 1930s, 1940s, and 
onward to his death in the 1990s. A 
preponderance of letters and diaries, 
too, illustrate Steward’s close friend-
ships with Gertrude Stein and Alice B. 
Toklas, his fling with Thornton Wilder, 
and other juicy mid-century details. 
Spring’s writing is delectably readable 
and gratifyingly voyeuristic. As dan-
gerous a time as it was for queers, it 
makes clear that Steward was anything 
but sheepish about his sexual identity 
and literary ambitions.

Timidity is not a common trait of 
the queer men, women, and others 
whose work lasts. Bornstein’s taut, 
potent memoir made that clear to me. 
Her journey is wild and audacious as 
she transitions across religious bar-

riers, gender 
barriers, and po-
litical barriers. 
She takes read-
ers from L. Ron 
Hubbard’s Sea 
Org ships to the 
forefront of LG-
BTQ movements 
and eventually to 
Seattle, where, as 
I read, I finally 

began to recognize places and names I 
was familiar with in an intimate rather 
than academic sense. Though our paths 
differed, I found flashes of my own sto-
ry in Bornstein’s escape from a religion 
that didn’t respect her, and in both of us 
eventually finding a sense of stability on 
Capitol Hill.

With that firm footing, I then began 
to read James Baldwin, David Wojn-
arowicz, Miss Major Griffin-Gracy, Tom 
Spanbauer, Dean Spade, and Janet 
Mock. Learning my roots continues to 
be a joy—especially with Justin Hall’s 
formidable compendium of queer 
comics, No Straight Lines, “a unique 
window into the hopes, fears, and fan-
tasies of queer people for the last four 
decades.” Much like the memoirs and 
biographies I’ve read, these comics re-
veal the intensely personal as insight 
into the public and political—how inter-
sectionality is a far more constructive 
approach to progress than single-issue 
voting.

I recognize my position of great 
privilege as a cis white man, much of 
it afforded to me by dangerous work 
done by trans women of color, lesbians, 
and countless others. As I continue to 
read, I aim to grow beyond the wispy 
politics of self-interest so that I can put 
a book down and set to work in support 
of those resisting trans-discriminatory 
legislation on matters of health care 
and fucking bathroom access, and sex-
ual violence in prison, and the military 
industry. Reading is the way I know 
how to learn from my elders, the ones 
who were breaking glass long before 
Stonewall and those who’ve been riot-
ing since. I’m indebted to all of them 
and humbled by their sacrifices, and so 
I keep reading across the LGBTQIA 
spectrum in order to fortify myself, as-
piring to contain multitudes. Because 
I’m no expert, darling—not alone. n

Timidity is not a 
common trait of the 
queer men, women, 
and others whose 

work lasts. 

q u e e r  i s s u e

http://transprideseattle.org/
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KELLY O

Continued

COMMUNITY

Capitol Hill Pride 
Festival March & Rally
After the “Never Forget” 1969 Stonewall 

civic march at 10 am, the free, all-day Capi-

tol Hill Pride Festival will proceed with its 

stacked lineup of live entertainment, includ-

ing a Michael Jackson tribute show, a Doggie 

Drag Costume Contest, Rainbow Light Art 

Walk, and more. Broadway and John, Sat 

June 25, 10 am-11 pm, free.

Family Pride and Queer Youth Pride
Family Pride, from 1-4 pm, includes 

kid-friendly entertainment like “Drag Queen 

Storytime” and bounce houses to spread the 

all-inclusive PFLAG-esque love around. Queer 

Youth Pride follows from 4-7 pm with inter-

active educational activities and queer youth 

performers doing live sets of spoken word—

all are encouraged to join in and share their 

stories. Cal Anderson Park, Sat June 25, 1-4 

and 4-7 pm, free.

Lambert House Pride Drop-In
Dinner and a movie (plus games!) for people 

ages 11-22 at queer-friendly Lambert House, 

organized as part of Seattle Pride. Lambert 

House, Sat June 25, 4-9 pm, free.

PrideFest 2016
PrideFest is the largest free Pride festival 
in North America, now in its 10th year. 
Featuring performances from local and inter-
national touring acts, this year’s fest also has 
family-friendly activities and identity-specifi c 
marches and parties for many tastes (not all 
of them, but a lot of them). Seattle Center, 
Sun June 26, 12-8 pm, free.

Rainbow Health Fair
The 18th annual Rainbow Health Fair offers 
free health services (including massage, 
HIV/hepatitis C testing, cholesterol/glucose 
testing, health care enrollment, and mam-
mograms) for trans, lesbian, bi, and queer 

women, as well as trans people of all gen-
ders. All Pilgrims Church, Sat June 25, 12-4 

pm, free.

Seattle Dyke March and Rally
A rally from 5-7 pm at the Seattle Central 
College Plaza will be followed by the march 
proper, celebrating the Seattle queer womxn 
community. Seattle Central College, Sat June 
25, 5-9 pm, free.

Seattle Pride Parade
There’s a rich queer vein fl owing through 
the city, and this weekend it takes the form 
of thousands of shouting, cheering, chanting 

All the Queer Events in Seattle This Week

THINGS TO DO QQUEER
Find even more things to do this week  
at strangerthingstodo.com strangerTTD   Stranger Things To Do

Seattle Pride Parade
Sun June 26, Downtown

http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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THINGS
TO

DO
Your guide to everything happening in Seattle.

MUSIC

FILM

ARTS

FOOD EVENTS

FESTIVALS

StrangerThingsToDo.com

MORE FRIENDS... MORE FUN!
Underdog Sports Leagues - Seattle

www.underdogseattle.com
Call (206) 320-TEAM (8326)
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MORE FRIENDS... MORE FUN!
Underdog Sports Leagues - Seattle

www.underdogseattle.com
Call (206) 320-TEAM (8326)
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http://www.underdogseattle.com/
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http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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THINGS TO DO QUEER

revelers. This year’s theme looks to the fu-
ture, asking what shape Pride might take as 
we continue to fight for justice and equality. 
Hot tip: Reserve a seat on the Westlake 
bleachers for a cool $30 for a sweet view 
of the whole shebang, and remember to 
shout till you’re hoarse. The beer gardens 
open at 9:30 a.m., which is maybe a little 
early for a drink—but it’s never the wrong 
time to meet your friends, dress to impress, 
and hold hands in a great big mob of queer 
unity. MATT BAUME Downtown Seattle, Sun 
June 26, 11 am-1:30 pm, free.

Trans* Pride Seattle
This year marks the fourth Annual Trans* 
Pride March and Rally. The march gets going 
at 5 p.m., and mosies over to Cal Anderson 
Park, where there will be a celebration from 
7-10 p.m. featuring esteemed speakers Kris 
Hayashi (executive director at the Transgen-
der Law Center), Gabriel Foster (co-founder 
and executive director of the Trans Justice 
Funding Project), and more. Cal Anderson 
Park, Fri June 24, 6-10 pm, free.

LIVE MUSIC

Darqness vs. Soul-Fi: The Darqside 
of Pride
Darqness and Soul-Fi join forces for the best 
of alt pride, black pride, and queer pride 
under one roof. Soul-Fi regulars SassyBlack 
and Toya B will perform, along with the 
whole Darqness crew (Howin 100, Nome 
Goldie, and Reverend Dollars), as well as 
special guest, NYC vogue killer, Skyshaker. 
Re-bar, Fri June 24, 10:30 pm, $10.

Gender Blender with Christeene 
and Guests
You’re not likely to find a Pride weekend 
event as vulgar and raucous as seeing Chris-
teene Vale headline Nark Magazine’s annual 
benefit show, Gender Blender. There’s 
plenty of touring drag performers, but not 
many that hold on to Twitter handles like 
@fixmydick or perform smeared with dirt 
while rapping about finding porn in the 
woods. Christeene does all of that with no 
fucks given as to what the audience reac-
tion will be. She opened for a reunited Faith 
No More during their reunion tour and held 
her own against an audience that wasn’t 
expecting drag with their rap-rock. Imagine 
how wild things will get with a friendly 
audience and longer set time. JOSEPH SCHA-
FER Neumos, Fri June 24, 8 pm, $30-$65.

The Pink Party with Jordin Sparks
Get real wild femme-style at the Pink Party 
with soul-pop babe Jordin Sparks, hosts 
Gaysha Starr and Aleksa Manila, the gogo 

boys of Neighbors, and a beer garden in 
the alleyway. Neighbours, Fri June 24, 8 pm, 
$15.

DJ

Beachy Keen with Tony Burns, 
Toya B, ILL Camino
Get all those summer hiphop vibes flowing, 
with Tony Burns, Toya B, and ILL Camino (up 
from Portland), at the newly minted Timbre 
Room. The patio will be open for all your 
dance sweat cool-downs. Timbre Room, 

Thurs June 23, 9 pm-1 am, $8.

Bearracuda Seattle
Bearracuda Seattle hits up the Chop for 
one night only—Pride Night, that is. Babely 
gogo dancers will be on the stage, DJs Matt 
Consola, Matt Stands, and MVery will be 
at the helm, and there will be a clothes 
optional vibe all around. Chop Suey, Fri June 

24, 9 pm, $10.

Cathy Disco!
Experience hella queer vibey dance 
party Cathy Disco! at Chop Suey, with head 
queens Cucci Binaca and Amoania; DJs 
Vera Rubin, Stormy Roxx, and Sappho; and 
visual art installations by Dickey Pete, Katey 
Pants, and Night Craig. Make sure to wear 
something cute. Chop Suey, Thurs June 23, 9 

pm-2 am, $12.

Dickslap PRIDE
Get ready for a Pride party full of dick-
dickdickdick (and beard rubs and techno). 
Dickslap is getting into the Pride game with 
a “Fetish Night,” facilitated by Jay Douglas 
and Jens Irish, some gogo cuties on the bar, 
and barber daddy Brock trimming chins all 

night. The Eagle, Fri June 24, 9 pm-4 am, $5.

HELLA BENT
All right, sweet freaks: it’s time to dance. 
Find your way to the dark side of the 
rainbow at Mercury’s HELLA BENT, a chance 
to party with DJs Hana Solo and Nightray, 
who will be spinning all your favorite dark 
alternative tunes. A portion of the event’s 
proceeds will go to Seattle’s Lambert House 
LGBTQ Youth Services. Like always, free for 
members before 10pm, and $5 after. Mer-

cury, Sat June 25, 9 pm, Free/$5 after 10pm.

HouseQuake with DJ Barbeau, 
David Sylvester, Mr. Linden
Celebrate Pride with Seattle Quake Rugby at 
HouseQuake! Seattle Pride Edition, a night 
of house music, dancing, and a celebration 
of diversity with featured DJs Barbeau, Da-
vid Sylvester, and Mr. Linden. Timbre Room, 

Sat June 25, 10 pm, $10.

Gay Pride with  
Drag Race All-Stars
June 23–25 at R Place

MATT BAUME

Third Generation Violin Maker

Now on the Eastside!  

www.hkbviolins.com
 425-822-0717

Sales    Appraisals    Repairs    Rentals Kirkland, WA

Queen Anne 
12 Mercer Street 

Sandwiches for Everyone

Ballard 
5315 Ballard Ave NW

Capitol Hill
721 E. Pike Street

203 5th Ave. S., Edmonds, 98020
www.otherworldsstore.com

FEEL YOUR FANTASY
... whatever it may be!

HAPPY 

PRIDE 
FROM  THE 

www.thesockmonster.com

1909 N. 45th St.

SOCK 

            
            

    MONSTER!

http://www.hkbviolins.com/
http://www.otherworldsstore.com/
http://www.1909/
http://www.1909/
http://www.thesockmonster.com/
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LOCAL EVENTS + LOCAL PROMOTION

StrangerTickets.com

FEATURED EVENTS

HAVE AN EVENT?
Use Stranger Tickets for your event and get a FREE ad here!

HELL O@S TR A NGER TICK E T S.COM

LOCAL EVENTS + LOCAL PROMOTION

StrangerTickets.com

FEATURED EVENTS

HAVE AN EVENT?
Use Stranger Tickets for your event and get a FREE ad here!

HELL O@S TR A NGER TICK E T S.COM

JULY 21-25, 2016
NW ARTS & MUSIC FESTIVAL

MASONIC FAMILY CAMPGROUND

Multiple 
Locations

Friday, June 10 • Krab Jab Studio

The Art and Process 
of Tenaya Sims

The Amazing Acro-Cats
July 2-5 @ Columbia City Theater

by Kenneth Lonergan | June 23-25, Inscape Arts and Cultural Center

Brian 
Toews 
Presents 

Sat & Sun, 
June 11& 12 

@ 1pm
Unicorn - 
Narwhal

SUNDAY, JUNE 26
BACKSTAGE VIP 
AT SEATTLE CENTER

FRIDAY, 
JUNE 24

TOWN HALL

DAVID DALEY: DIRTY POLITICS 
AND GERRYMANDERING 
IN THE GOP

JUNE 24 & 25
Cornish Playhouse 
at Seattle Center

Seattle Center 

Fisher Lawn 

& Pavilion

2016 Seattle Pride Parade BLEACHER SEATS
Seattle Pride Westlake Bleachers

Sunday, 
June 26

mailto:HELLO@strangertickets.com
http://strangertickets.com/
http://ertickets.com/
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JIVE: Pride Edition with DJs 
Almond Brown and Trinitron
JIVE breaks out its most rainbowed hiphop 
and funk dance vibes for this Pride Edition, 
with guest DJs Almond Brown and Trinitron, 
and resident talent Joey Webb and Short-
fuze. Substation, Fri June 24, 10 pm-2 am, 
$10.

Kiss Off: PRIDE
Kiss Off, a queer women’s club night, hosts 
this evening celebrating the advent of Pride 
Weekend. You’re encouraged to dress your 
most queerio and embrace the strange at 
Kremwerk, where there will be performanc-
es from Princess Superstar, Reverend Dollars, 
Toya B, and many more. Kremwerk, Sat June 

25, $7-$90.

Let Your Love Shine: A Queer 
Benefit for Orlando
Stand with queer, trans, and genderqueer 
communities and communities of color at 
this benefit show for victims of the shoot-
ing at Pulse in Orlando. This is a fundraiser 
as well as a dance party, a celebration of 
the strength and beauty of intersectional 
communities, soundtracked by DJs Reverend 
Dollars, Riff Raff, and Miss Shelrawka, with 
performances from Ebo Barton, Ms. Briq 
House, The Lady B, Sarah Galvin, and Whit-
ney Mongé. All proceeds will be donated to 
Equality Florida’s fund to benefit the victims 
of violence. Neumos, Wed June 22, 9 pm-2 

am, $10.

Luv Ladder
Move your gams to joyful jams all the way 
up the Luv Ladder, with Kirk, Dee Jay Jack, 
Mixed Feelings, and special hostess Ade. 
Free before 8 p.m., and $5 cover after that. 
Drink, dance, and enjoy the sacred queer 
spaces in Seattle. Pony, Sat June 25, 9 pm, 

Free before 8pm/$5 after 8pm.

Night Crush: HELLA QUEER
Night Crush amps it up for HELLA QUEER, 
their independent scrapper of a Pride 
party that exists simply as a safe space for 
queers of all kinds to get wild over Pride. 
The Lady B will grace the stage with her 
“TransFabulous, Femtastic, Draglesquing, 
Sass-Mouthing Negro” presence, while 
guest DJs KingDee and Ill Camino with 
resident DJ Riff-Raff bring the sweat, and 
the 12-person gogo crew keeps the energy 

going. Re-bar, Sat June 25, 9 pm-3 am, $10.

PONY PRIDE MMXVI
PONY PRIDE MMXVI is here and will wreck 

everybody’s body, heart, and brain. Friday 
is Pride or Die, hosted by Jackie Hell with 
DJ Kkost and DJ Sling Dion—free until 9pm. 
On Saturday, DJ Daddio Dario is spinning all 
night, starting at 4 p.m. Starting at 9 p.m. 
that same evening, Luv Ladder happens, 
with performances by Adé, Mixed Feelings, 
and Dee Jay Jack—free until 8 p.m. On 
Sunday, enjoy the world’s tiniest Tea Dance, 
hosted by Cookie Couture with DJ El Toro 
and DJ King of Pants—goes all night, free 
before 5pm. Pony, Fri June 24, 8 pm, Sat 

June 25, 4 and 9 pm, Sun June 26, 5 pm, $5.

Pride Make Out Party with DJs 
James Cerne and Tane
Take the usual vibes of an Eagle Make Out 
Party (think: sun’s out, buns out), and tack 
on the fervor of Pride weekend, featuring 
the DJ talents of James Cerne and Tane, 
with gogo babes Bennett and Brad, and a 
free-jello-shot photo booth going all night. 
The Eagle, Sun June 26, 8 pm-3 am.

Pride Underwear Party Playhouse 
with DJ Max Bruce
Shake and shimmy to DJ Max Bruce in your 
best panties at the Eagle, with gogos Colin 
and Shane on the bar serving up some 
booty inspo. There will be a clothes check, 
so go as ham as you want. All cash week-
end, no cards allowed. The Eagle, Sat June 
25, 8 pm-3:59 am, $8/$12 after 11pm.

Tribe with DJs Dan De Leon, Nick 
Bertossi, Mike Sniffen
The self-proclaimed premier Pride 2016 
party of Seattle, Tribe will showcase per-
formances from James Majesty, with gogo 
dancers, and visual art installations by 
Tristan Fairchock.  Neumos, Sat June 25, 9 
pm, $18.

White Party with Dev and Guests
The White Party descends on the Baltic 
Room in time for Pride 2016, with club 
queen Dev headlining, hostess Atasha 
Manila presiding, and DJs Citizen Jane, 
Von Kiss, Kasha Kennedy, and Marty Mar 
spinning on the decks all night. Enjoy bottle 
service, Coyote Ugly-esque gogos, and VIP 
possibilities; all-white attire is encouraged 
but not required.  Baltic Room, Fri June 24, 
9 pm-3 am, $25-$150.

KARAOKE

Cakearaoke for Pride!
Celebrate Pride with everybody’s favorite 
sweet tooth sideshow, Cakearaoke! Pick 

Seattle Women’s  
Arm-Wrestling Tournament

Fri June 24 at Mobius Cycle

Join a distinguished panel of LGBTQ Returned Peace Corps Volunteers  
as they share inspirational stories of service and discuss how you  

can make a difference serving communities overseas. 

Celebrate Diversity 
With the Peace Corps

855.855.1961 | www.peacecorps.gov 

Life is calling. How far will you go?

LGBTQ Pride Panel Discussion
Tuesday, June 28

6 to 7:30 p.m.
Capitol Hill Public Library

425 Harvard Avenue
Seattle, WA 98102 

                                  

http://www.peacecorps.gov/
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THINGS TO DO QUEER

your tunes, bring a fork, get into it. High-

line, Fri June 24, 9 pm, $5.

Pride Day Karaoke
The inimitable tiki-oke joint Hula Hula will 
be throwing open its doors at noon on the 
26th for a double round of Pride-honoring 
karaoke, first at 12pm-4pm, and again at 
9pm-2am, with drink specials like $5 Sailor 
Jerry shots and Sailor Mules all day. Hula 

Hula, Sun June 26, noon-2 am, free.

PARTIES

2016 KEXP Pride Party
Party with the radio crowd right on the Se-
attle Pride Parade route all day Sunday with 
BBQ from the 5 Point, beer garden, cash bar, 
and, of course, soundtrack by KEXP DJs. Tili-

kum Place, Sun June 26, 10 am-6 pm, free.

Bait Shop Pride Party
The 21+ pride party on the patio of this 
Capitol Hill hangout will have drink specials 
and snacks! Bait Shop, Sat June 25, 10 am-10 
pm.

BFD Unicorn Takeover
One hundred percent of your ticket price 
will go towards the victims of the Orlando 
shooting at this Unicorn takeover featuring 
Mama Tits and Mario Diaz that promises 
drinks, dancing, and sexy men. Unicorn, Fri 
June 24, 9 pm-2 am, $10.

The Cuff Pride Street Party
Strut your stuff on the sidewalks at the 
Cuff’s Pride Street Party, with hosting and 
performances from Alaska Thunderfuck, 
Disco Vinnie, Martha Wash, Abigail, Beth 
Sacks, JES, and DJ Tommy K, and drink spe-
cials from Bud Light, Stoli, and others. Cuff, 
Sun June 26, noon, $25.

Into the Streets Pride Party
Join the Nacho Borracho staff as they take 
it to the streets this Pride, with DJ sets from 
Larry Rose, Timmy Taco, and Rainbow Tay, 
performances by the Markos sisters (Cherry 

and Minerva), and an outdoor party garden 
with booze, babes, and jams. Nacho Bor-

racho, Sat June 25, noon, free.

Love Is the Message: Black Pride 
Party
This party celebrating Black LBGTQI com-
munities and families features pop up 
performances by Diamond Sj James, The 
Lady B and Dennis Jimerson, DJ sets by 
Riz Rollins and Stas the Boss, youth activi-
ties, dancing, and an art exhibit by Kelli N. 
Wimbley-Dinh. Velocity Dance Center, Sat 
June 25, 7:30 pm-1:45 am, $15.

Pride Celebration Cruise
Feel the wind in your chest hair as you cel-
ebrate Pride with an afternoon party cruise 
aboard a picturesque Waterways yacht. This 
super gay cruise includes a champagne wel-
come, appetizers, music, live entertainment 
and free Instagram backdrops (of nature). 
Waterways Cruises, Sat June 25, 12-3 pm, 
$59.

Pride Cruise 2016
Since it’s already sold out, you’ll have to 
be a stowaway on Nark Magazine’s Pride 
Cruise, a boat party for the ages, replete 
with featured Absolut cocktails and sets by 
Vicki Powell, Wesley Holmes, and Jimi Jaxon. 
The Islander Cruise Ship, Sat June 25, 2-6 
pm, $28.

Pride Weekend
Celebrate Pride all weekend long with the 
good people of RGB (they have fried chick-
en and booze, so they’re family), as they 
break out live sets from DJs Status Appara-
tus, Meaty Okra, Reverend Dollars, Evalish, 
and Mixed Feelings on Friday and Saturday, 
with iconically gay movies projected large 
and in charge on the walls, with specials on 
food and drink every day. Rachel’s Ginger 
Beer, June 24-26, free.

Purr Pride 2016
Purr is unleashing their five day super-set 
of Pride events this year, and, good news, 

Peaches Christ’s “Whatever  
Happened to Bianca Del Rio?”

Thurs June 23 at SIFF Cinema Egyptian

Hair & Wigs by 

Help 
Wanted

206-504-3592
Online Booking at:

HairbySheilaTriplett.com

� tensions * Weaving * Styling * Braid Classes

206-504-3592206-504-3592

Hair & Wigs by 
Hair & Wigs by 

206-504-3592

$25 o�  weave
 w/ our hair

 Virgin Brazilian, Chinese, 
Malaysian & Peruvian Hair!

“All hair types are welcomed!” 

Ermenegildo Zegna
Piattelli  Burberry
John Varvatos
Paul Smith

Brunello Cucinnelli
Giorgio Armani
Canali  Brioni
Ralph Lauren

JULY SPECIAL: 
1/3 OFF ALL EUROPEAN SHOES!

3815-B  SOUTH EDMUNDS ST.   COLUMBIA CITY

Ermenegildo Zegna

Look Good. Feel Good. Smell Good.

905 E. Pike St. • ineedretailtherapy.com

Look Good. Feel Good. Smell Good.

http://hairbysheilatriplett.com/
http://ineedretailtherapy.com/
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Double Your Pleasure in Bed!
2-sided mattresses last more than TWICE as long.

300 NE 45TH ST.  •  WALLINGFORD • 206-633-4494
2 blocks west of I-5, Free off street parking

www.bedroomsandmore.com

Learn how to shop for a mattress!  
Every Saturday at 9:30am

Pillows - Comforters - Mattresses - Mattress Covers & Toppers

LOCALLY OW

N
E

D
!

Call HomeSight Today 206.760.4228

The Road To 
Homeownership 
Can Be 
Confusing, 
HomeSight 
Can Help.

HomeSight Provides:

• Mortgage Products for 1st and 2nd time homebuyers*
• o n a ent assistance for inco e ualifi e  househol s
• One-on-one customer service
• Referrals to HUD approved Pre-Purchase Counselors for our almost 

mortgage-ready clients

Call today for your free consultation and assessment.
ontact our oan   cer Ali Sheibani (MLO-1435927) at 206.760.4228 

or email him at ali@homesightwa.org to get started.

*Income restrictions may apply, based on loan program.

THINGS TO DO QUEER

it’s a doozy. June 22 is their Pride Kick-Off 
Party (no cover), with Andrew Scott and 
Raja, the Season Three winner of RuPaul’s 
Drag Race. June 23 stars Trixie Mattel, a 
Drag Race favorite, with Fraya Love (also no 
cover). June 24 throws out a massive dance 
party soundtracked by DJ BlackLow ($5 at 
the door). June 25 is the all-day block party 
(12pm-2am) featuring The Perry Twins DJ 
duo, with DJs Skiddle and Freddy King of 
Pants ($25 cover). Power up after the parade 
on June 26 with the Pride Party, featuring 
resident Purr VJ Art Ruiz (no cover). Purr 
Cocktail Lounge, June 22-26, $0-$25.

WildRose Pride 2016
Seattle’s best (and only?) lesbian bar hosts 
a weekend of Pride events, starting off 
on Friday, June 24, with a night of party 
music—complete with a “booty shakin’ 
contest”—DJed by RickiLeigh and Toya B. 
Saturday, June 25, is the main event, with 
hiphop artist Siya, MC Adra Boo of Fly Moon 
Royalty, Garlic Man & Chik’n, and DJs Status 
Apparatus, Lady Jane, and Jay Hines at a 
major street party that promises multiple 
bars and beer stations, photo booths, beer 
pong, pop-a-shot games, and a 15,000q ft 
beer garden. Sunday, June 26, offers cool-
down service in the form of a basketball 
contest with members of Seattle Storm, and 
music all night from DJs Cryspy, Little, and 
Tony Burns. Weekend passes are $36, and 
include food from Pettirosso, drink tickets, 
and entrance to all events. Wildrose, June 
24-26, $10-$100.

FOOD EVENTS

Brunch with Pride
On June 26, help raise money for the Pride 
Parade by brunching at participating res-
taurants, including Bell + Whete, Local 360, 
Mama’s Cantina, Sazerac, Loulay, and Tulio 

Ristorante. Various locations, Sun June 26.

Dine with Pride
During Pride month, get discounts, deals, 
and special menus at participating local res-
taurants—part of the money raised will go 
towards the LGBT community and Seattle 
Pride. Various locations, through June 26.

Pride Day Brunch
People ages 11-22 and their families are 
invited to brunch at queer-friendly Lambert 
House, organized as part of Seattle Pride. 
Lambert House, Sun June 26, 9-10 am.

Queers and Beers
Two Doors Down, Seattle’s only gay-owned 
beer and burger bar, is throwing “Queers 
and Beers” for this Pride, with drink specials 
and patties on the grill all night long, 
featuring beers and ciders on draft from 
over a dozen gay-friendly breweries across 
Washington State. They’ll be giving away T-
shirts, pint glasses, and growlers throughout 
the night, with dancing along to “Priscilla, 
Queen of the Desert” on the big screens to 
get you in the celebratory mood. Two Doors 
Down, Thurs June 23, 8 pm-midnight, free.

PERFORMANCE

Exposed: A Night of Stand Up 
Comedy
Stand-up comics and drag queens unite at 
this benefit for Bailey-Boushay House (the 
nation’s first HIV/AIDS hospice), hosted by 
Washington’s Mr. Leather 2014, Erik Taylor, 
and presented as part of Seattle Pride 
festivities. Rendezvous, Thurs June 23, 7-10 
pm, $20.

Gayzer Laser
Envelop yourself in the love and literal light 
of the Laser Dome, with hits from LGBT art-
ists projected from the rafters, and a smoke 
screen of dance club fog all over. Laser 
Dome at the Pacific Science Center, Sun June 
26, 6:30 pm, $10.50.

Haven: Pride Edition
Kremwerk presents the Pride Edition of 
their competition-style fashion show, 
HAVEN. Show up in your best look (and 
trust us, this is no milquetoast junior high 
talent show), and win some serious cash, 
like $1500 worth of serious. Categories this 
time around include: Down to Tribute (pay 
tribute to queer icons of your choice), Down 
to Sashay (Movement Category; show them 
your best moves), and Down to Pride (get 
some glitter in there). The Pride Edition 
featured artist is John Criscitello, with per-
formances by Ursula Major, Eva Androgyny, 
Briq House, and many more, so go celebrate 
mental health, wellness, and gender diver-
sity with your best babes. Kremwerk, Fri 
June 24, 9 pm, $10-$110.

Peaches Christ’s “Whatever 
Happened to Bianca Del Rio?”
San Francisco and Seattle are like the twin 
girls in The Shining: weird enough on their 
own but downright unsettling when they’re 

The Pink Party with 
Jordin Sparks

Fri June 24  
at Neighbours

http://www.bedroomsandmore.com/
mailto:ali@homesightwa.org
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Serving 
Seattle’s 

best burger 
since1983.

Lunch & 
Dinner 

Daily

Brunch 
Every 

Sunday

2313 4th Ave. Seattle (206)441-3050

Prime Viewing 
Spot for
Sunday’s 
Parade
Open @ 10am

Serving 
Brunch 
til 3pm!

Queen Bloody 
Marys
Mimosas
Deep Eddy 
Ruby Red Shots

HAPPY HOUR DAILY 4-6 PM

Open @ 10am
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Ruby Red Shots

$6 
FIREBALL 

SHOTS

BEER 
GARDEN!

Daily

together—as they should be. Tonight, San 
Francisco’s queen of frights, Peaches Christ, 
will team up with Seattle’s own drag favor-
ites Mama Tits, Sylvia O’Stayformore, Abbey 
Roads, and Ade to make vicious fun of the 
most vicious RuPaul’s Drag Race winner of 
all time, Bianca Del Rio, who’s coming back 
for not one but two live, “hag-a-rific” shows 
tonight. Half of proceeds from the 9 pm 
show will be donated to Equality Florida in 
support of the victims of the Orlando trag-
edy. MATT BAUME SIFF Cinema Egyptian, 
Thurs June 23, 7 and 9 pm, $20-$100.

Some Kind Of Space Opera
Expect madcap comedy, striptease, politi-
cal statements (lesbians who don’t die in 
the course of the show!) and more at Some 
Kind of Space Opera: a burlesque sci-fi expe-
rience! produced by Scarlett O’Hairdye and 
Maggie McMuffin. Starring Sin de la Rosa, 
Apollo Vidra, Maggie McMuffin, Evilyn Sin 
Claire, Sara Dipity and Lowa de Boom Boom. 
The Ballard Underground, Fri June 24, 8 pm, 
Sat June 25, 8 pm, $25.

DRAG

Cucci’s Critter Barn: PRIDE Edition
The infamous Miss Cucci Binaca hosts her 
legendary Critter Barn with a special Pride 
Edition in the Timbre Room, just up the 
stairs from Kremwerk. In her words: “Yes, 
there will be drinks. Yes, there will be 
games. Yes, there will be jokes. Yes, there 
will be creatures. Yes, there will be some 
muggles here. Yes, you will be tipping (I’m 
not paying them much).” Timbre Room, Fri 
June 24, 6 pm, $5-$14.

Gay Pride with Drag Race All-Stars
R Place kicks off Pride Weekend with three 
straight days of performances from RuPaul’s 
Drag Race killers Latrice Royale, Robbie 
Turner, and JuJuBee. Joining them for a 
star-studded Lashes revue are former Miss 
California USA La Saveona Hunt, Seattle’s 
Entertainer of the Year Amora Dior Black, 
and Seattle drag icon Ladie Chablis.  R Place, 
June 23-25, $20-$40.

KINGS: A Drag King Show
Flipping the traditional drag script, the 
Kings of Kremwerk will bring royalty to the 
stage. Your ticket to this event also gets you 
into the after party, Kiss Off, which features 
Princess Superstar this month. Kremwerk, 
Sat June 25, 7-10 pm, $7-$12.

Pride of Arthaus
Wrap up the last two seasons of ArtHaus at 
this dance party with hostesses Cherry Sur 
Bete and Shelita Potroast. Enjoy perfor-
mances by The Amazing Haus of Riverside, 
Bounce Haus, The Haus of Latter Day Taints, 
Waffle Haus, The Haus of Tree, and many 
special guests, a DJ set by Buckmaster (for-
merly Boy Funk), drink specials, and plenty 
of brief nudity. Kremwerk, Wed June 22, 7 
pm, $7/$10.

Pride Powermix with Deborah Cox
Get real wild power-top-style at Pride 
Powermix with dragtastic babe Deborah 
Cox, hostess Gaysha Starr, the gogo boys of 
Neighbors, and a beer garden in the alley-
way. Neighbours, Sat June 25, 10 pm, $15.

ART

Where Love Is Illegal
The Seattle Art Museum presents this series 
of photographs by Robin Hammond depict-
ing LGBTI stories of violence and survival 
from Cameroon, Nigeria, Uganda, South 
Africa, Russia, Lebanon, and Malaysia, in 

partnership with the Gates Foundation and 
the Pride Foundation. Seattle Art Museum, 
Wed-Mon, $20, through Jul 1.

Kitchen Sessions: Inspiring Beauty
At this evening of art inspired by beauty, 
style, and fashion that celebrates both 
black, female-identified artists and the 
queer community, look forward to multi-
genre performances by The Lady B, Blu the 
Baqi, Dani Tirrell, Eva Walker, and more. 
Bellevue Arts Museum, Wed June 22, 6:30-8 
pm, $15.

FILM

Totally Gay Sing-Along
You can try to belt your way into the Totally 
Gay Sing-Along (which is now sold out), 
but as of now you’ll have to enjoy from the 
outside. Hopefully you’ll be able to hear the 
classic tracks from Judy, Babs, Diana, Ursula, 
and more, with corresponding videos, and 
all your peers chiming in. Central Cinema, 
Thurs June 23, 8 pm.

READINGS & TALKS

Scottie Jeanette & Marcy Madden 
with Status Causey
Trans woman Scottie Jeanette Madden will 
speak about her book, In Getting Back to 
Me: from girl to boy to woman, in a conver-
sation with her wife, alongside sex, gender, 
and relationships educator Status Causey. 
Town Hall, Thurs June 23, 7:30 pm, $5.

GEEK & GAMING

Bingo with the Sisters of Perpetual 
Indulgence
This special event with the The Sisters Of 
Perpetual Indulgence (The Abbey of St. 
Joan), will double as a fundraiser for Life-
long AIDS Alliance. Prizes will be announced 
soon, with $8 at the door, and all proceeds 
going to Lifelong.  Timbre Room, Thurs June 
23, 6-9 pm, $8.

Cosplay Pride Party
Join the Raygun community for a night of 
cosplaying with the best geeks in town, with 
snacks, drinks, a raffle, contests, and prizes. 
The Raygun Lounge, Sat June 25, 7 pm, free.

Geek Out! Trivia Night: PRIDE 
Edition
Geek Out! Trivia Night takes on Pride Month 
with a special edition evening dedicated to 
all things LGBTQIA, with no cover and prizes 
as always. The Raygun Lounge, Thurs June 
23, 7:30-10 pm, free.

SPORTS & RECREATION

Seattle Pride Quads Grass 
Tournament
Get ready for a massive club-style volleyball 
tournament at Judkins Park for Pride, with 
over 111 teams competing, Hawaiian food, 
plenty of Gatorade, and team spirit at a 
feverish high. Judkins Park, Sat June 25, 8 

am, $30.

Seattle Women’s Arm-Wrestling 
Tournament
Break out those shiny biceps for the an-
nual Pride Seattle Women’s Arm-Wrestling 
Tournament, which is a completely women-
run event in a Sodo warehouse for a real 
Flashdance vibe. Post-tournament, Marina 
Garza will DJ a killer dance party with a full 
bar (yes, there will be gluten-free cider and 
beer options). Mobius Cycle, Fri June 24, 7 
pm, $13/$25.
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Downtown Seattle  •  ApolloHealthClinic.com

DO YOU HAVE WEAK 
ERECTIONS, LOW LIBIDO, 

OR FATIGUE?  
You could be testosterone defi cient. 

Check your levels and get back into action. 

There is a guy at my work who is into puppy 
play. I know this because I have some friends 
in the gay puppy community. I don’t give two 
shits what anyone I work with does to get off. 
All well and good, except… he wants us to call 
him Spike, his puppy name. Isn’t 
this a case of him involving every-
one at work in his sex life, whether 
we want to be involved or not?

Disturbed Over 
Gratuitous Gratifications Of 

Naming Experience

“It’s important to note, firstly, 
that pup play isn’t a sexual 
activity so much as it is a head 
space,” said Amp, a puppy, 
a gamer, a porn performer, 
and the cohost of Watts the 
Safeword, a kink-friendly sex-
education YouTube channel. “For 
DOGGONE’s coworker, pup play may be a com-
fort thing, or a social thing, or even a way for him 
to redefine who he is as a person so that he can 
take control.”

Amp, who is 26 and lives in Seattle, got into 
pup play about five years ago.

“A daddy and his pup joined a group of 
friends on a gay camping trip,” said Amp. 
“Their bond just seemed to glow, and their rela-
tionship stuck with me as something I wanted 
in my life. For me, yes, pup play can get sexual 
with my Daddy, but Amp is just who I am when 
I’m out and about.”

Like your coworker, DOGGONE, Amp goes 
by his puppy name socially and profession-
ally. So I put this question to him: Does he get 
a secret thrill and/or a visible boner when a 
coworker, barista, casual friend, or rando calls 
him by his pup name?

“God no!” said Amp. “If someone calls me 
‘pup’ in a really sexual way or an aggressive 
way, maybe, but not when someone is simply 
using your name. A pup name is essentially a 
nickname, and people use nicknames socially 
and professionally. So long as the kinkier 
aspects of pup play—tail wagging, barking, 
ball chasing—are kept out of the workplace, 
DOGGONE’s coworker using his puppy name 
at work doesn’t involve the office in his sex life.”

A quick thought experiment, DOGGONE: 
Let’s say a female coworker married a man—a 
really hot man—and later confided in you that 
she married him because the sex was great. 
And let’s say she took her new husband’s 
last name. Would using her new last name 
“involve” you in her sex life? Being married 
partly defines who she is, it led her to take a 
new name, and sex is an important part of her 
marriage. But her new name isn’t just about 
sex—it’s about identity, intimacy, connection, 
and sex.

Pup play isn’t as serious a business as mar-
riage, of course, but you should be able to 
extend the same courtesy to Spike that you 
wouldn’t hesitate to extend to your hypotheti-
cal straight female coworker—that is, use the 
names you’ve been asked to use without obsess-
ing over their respective sex lives.

“DOGGONE should always respect how 
someone identifies and asks to be named,” said 
Amp, “and regard the sexual or kink aspects 
of someone’s name choice as a separate detail.”

You can—and should—follow Amp on Twit-
ter @Pup_Amp.

I recently synced my phone contacts to my 
Twitter account. When I was scrolling through 
the list of people who turned up from my con-
tacts, I saw a username that looked out of 
place. It was the account of a low-key tradi-
tional-guy friend of mine. To my surprise, on 
the account he was dressed as a woman in a 
few of the pictures and was with another Twit-
ter user who is a popular dominatrix in the 
area where he lives. I’m sex-positive and sup-
port people who are gender nonconforming, of 
course. I also work for a porn company, so I 

don’t judge anyone who participates in BDSM. 
My concern is that I don’t know if this person 
is aware that his account can be found via a 
regular old social media and phone sync. I 
don’t want him to get outed for being a fetishist 
or possibly being gender questioning or trans-

gender if he does not want to be out. 
Should I give him a heads up? 

Should I keep my mouth shut? I 
want to be respectful.

Knowing Isn’t Necessarily 
Knowledge, Yes?

Send that traditional guy a 
note, KINKY, but “bury the 
lead,” as they say in the news 
biz. Instead of opening with 
those particular photos being 
easily accessible to all, open 

with the relevant facts about 
yourself: “You know I work in porn, and 

I’m not fazed by BDSM or sex work or any sort 
of gender-related sex play, and I’m a big sup-
porter of gender-nonconforming people as well 
as the trans community.” Then let him know 
what you found, how you stumbled across it, and 
how to adjust his privacy settings.

My name is Peter and I’m a longtime fan. I’ve 
also been very involved with the Human Rights 
Campaign and their work in getting the Equal-
ity Act passed. I’m 21 and only recently out of the 
closet. I opened up about my sexuality after the 
passage of marriage equality last June and have 
since been a proud gay man. It seemed that since 
marriage equality, our community was only 
going up. Even the passage of HB2 didn’t make 
me cynical about the future. But this recent 
shooting has changed my world completely. 
Fighting for equality in housing, education, and 
employment seems like a joke after this massive 
act of violence in Orlando. I’m looking to some-
one in the community for guidance.

Peter

They don’t win—the haters don’t win—when 
they chase us, beat us, or kill us. They win when 
we stop fighting.

Please don’t stop fighting.
And please don’t despair. Hundreds of thou-

sands of us died in the 1980s and ’90s when hate, 
fear, greed, racism, and negligence intersected 
with a deadly virus. A lot of us felt then the 
way you do now—that it was over, that it was 
hopeless, that the coming out and the organiz-
ing and the fighting had been for nothing, and 
that everything we had won up to that point 
was meaningless. And then we got up off our 
butts and we showed them—we showed those 
motherfuckers—that the fight in us was greater 
than the hate in them. We showed them that we 
were stronger and smarter than they were, we 
showed that fucking virus that we were stronger 
and smarter than it was, and we made it clear to 
them that we were not going to shut up and die 
quietly or go back into the closet and die alone.

And we had only each other for a while 
there—for a long while. For years we fought 
alone.

Look at who is on our side today—all good 
and decent people everywhere. The president of 
the United States and the next president of the 
United States. Look at the rallies, look at the 
vigils, look at the outpouring of love, sympathy, 
and support. Don’t look at the killer. Don’t look 
at the haters. Don’t look at the vile comments 
left by shit people on Twitter and Facebook. 
Look at the good. Look at the love. Look at the 
good and loving people inside and outside the 
LGBT community and take strength from their 
love and support.

Then get out there and fight. n

On the Lovecast, all hail superhero drag queen 
Panti Bliss: savagelovecast.com.

mail@savagelove.net
@fakedansavage on Twitter

SAVAGE LOVE
Pups   BY DAN SAVAGE

JOE NEWTON

Podcasts, Columns, Fresh Smut Everyday. $1.99 in the iTunes store.

SAVAGE
LOVELOVE

iPhone App

mailto:mail@savagelove.net
http://apollohealthclinic.com/
http://savagelovecast.com/
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QUEER

42nd Annual 
Seattle Pride 
Parade
 DON’T MISS  There’s a rich queer vein 

fl owing through the city, and this weekend 

it takes the form of thousands of shouting, 

cheering, chanting revelers. This year’s theme 

looks to the future, asking what shape Pride 

might take as we continue to fi ght for justice 

and equality. Hot tip: Reserve a seat on the 

Westlake bleachers for a cool $30 for a sweet 

view of the whole shebang, and remember 

to shout till you’re hoarse. The beer gardens 

open at 9:30 a.m., which is maybe a little 

early for a drink—but it’s never the wrong 

time to meet your friends, dress to impress, 

and hold hands in a great big mob of queer 

unity. (Downtown Seattle, Sun June 26, 11 

am-1:30 pm, free) MATT BAUME 

We also recommend…

Bearracuda Seattle: Chop Suey, Fri June 24, 
9 pm, $10, 21+
Capitol Hill Pride Festival March & Rally: 
Broadway and E Harrison St, Sat June 25, 10 
am-11 pm, free
Cucci’s Critter Barn: PRIDE Edition: Tim-
bre Room, Fri June 24, 6 pm, $5-$14, 21+
Family Pride: Cal Anderson Park, Sat June 
25, 1-4 pm, free
Haven: Pride Edition: Kremwerk, Fri June 
24, 9 pm, $10-$110, 21+
Lambert House Pride Drop-In: Lambert 
House, Sat June 25, 4-9 pm, free, ages 11-22
Pride Make Out Party with DJs James 
Cerne and Tane: The Eagle, Sun June 26, 8 
pm-3 am, 21+
Pride Underwear Party Playhouse with 
DJ Max Bruce: The Eagle, Sat June 25, 8 
pm-4 am, $8/$12 after 11pm, 21+
PrideFest 2016: Seattle Center, Sun June 26, 
12-8 pm, free
Queers and Beers: Two Doors Down, Thurs 
June 23, 8 pm-midnight, free entry

Queer Youth Pride: Cal Anderson Park, Sat 
June 25, 4-7 pm, free
Trans* Pride Seattle: Cal Anderson Park, 
Fri June 24, 6 pm

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com and 
in the Things To Do: Queer section of this issue

FILM

The Queen of 
Ireland
 DON’T MISS  A single speech brought the 
drag queen Panti Bliss to national promi-
nence—her speech at the Abbey Theatre—and 
that speech would ultimately lead to Bliss, aka 
Rory O’Neill, becoming the fi rst Irish queen of 
Ireland in who knows how many centuries. The 
Queen of Ireland is a documentary fi lm about 
an unlikely political force—an outrageous drag 
queen and outspoken queer-rights activist 
who Ireland’s professional homophobes made 
the mistake of trying to silence, a move that 
backfi red spectacularly. This fi lm tells the story 

of O’Neill’s life, from his childhood in rural Ire-
land to his years as a drag performer in Japan, 
to the bar he runs in Dublin, and, ultimately, to 
his confrontation with Ireland’s bigots and his 
rise, by virtue of his eloquence, fi rst to national 
prominence, then to political powerhouse, 
and ultimately to national treasure—all in the 
space of a few years. If RuPaul, Evan Wolfson, 
Ellen DeGeneres, and Neil Patrick Harris were 
the same person, they’d be Rory O’Neill. A 
fascinating fi lm about a fascinating queen. 
(SIFF Cinema Uptown, Wed June 22, 7 pm, $12) 
DAN SAVAGE

We also recommend…

Alien: Central Cinema, June 24-27, $8/$5
Best of SIFF Showcase: SIFF Cinema Up-
town, June 22-23, $12, $12
Belladonna of Sadness: Grand Illusion, 
June 24-30, $9
The Conjuring 2: Various locations
E.T.: The Extra Terrestrial: Central Cinema, 
June 24-27, $8/$5

All the Events The Stranger Suggests This Week

THINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTUREARTS & CULTURE

Seattle Pride Parade
Sun June 26, downtown

Continued

KELLY O

Find the complete calendar of things to do in Seattle 
at strangerthingstodo.com strangerTTD   Stranger Things To Do

http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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109 S. WASHINGTON ST.  
(ON OCCIDENTAL PARK)  
(206) 628-0303

WWW.COMEDYUNDERGROUND.COM

THURS, 6/23-SAT, 6/25

TY BARNETT 
Live Recording Session!
Ty Barnett, a Chicago native, got 
his start at the Seattle Comedy 
Underground! As one of the two 
finalist on the most watched season 
of “Last Comic Standing”, Ty Barnett 
has gone on to multiple “Tonight 
Show” appearances, HBO’s “Bad Boys 
of Comedy”, his own “Comedy Central 
Presents” and 1 hour Special “Issues”. 

Finding Dory: Varoius locations
Imitation of Life: Northwest Film Forum, 
Thurs June 23, 8 pm, $11
Kaili Blues: Northwest Film Forum, June 
23-26, $11
Maggie’s Plan: Sundance Cinemas, $12.50, 
21+
The Meddler: Varsity Theatre, $10.50
The Nice Guys: Various locations
Outdoor Movie Night: Beethoven: Ped-
dler Brewing Company, Thurs June 23, 8:30 
pm, free
Touki Bouki (The Hyena’s Journey): 
Northwest Film Forum, June 22-26, $11
Weiner: Guild 45th, $10.50

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

PERFORMANCE

“Whatever 
Happened to 
Bianca Del Rio?”
 DON’T MISS  San Francisco and Seattle 
are like the twin girls in The Shining: weird 
enough on their own but downright unset-
tling when they’re together—as they should 
be. Tonight, San Francisco’s queen of frights, 
Peaches Christ, will team up with Seattle’s 
own drag favorites Mama Tits, Sylvia 
O’Stayformore, Abbey Roads, and Ade to 
make vicious fun of the most vicious Ru-
Paul’s Drag Race winner of all time, Bianca 
Del Rio, who’s coming back for not one but 
two live “hag-a-rific” shows tonight. Half 
of the proceeds from the 9 p.m. show will 
be donated to Equality Florida in support of 
the victims of the Orlando tragedy. (SIFF Cin-
ema Egyptian, Thurs June 23, 7 and 9 pm, 
$20-$100) MATT BAUME

We also recommend…

9 Circles: 12th Avenue Arts, June 23-25, 
7:30 pm, $36
Collide-O-Scope: Re-bar, Mon June 27, 
6:30-11 pm, $9, 21+
The Mystery of Love & Sex: ACT Theatre, 
June 22-26, $44-$68
Paint Your Wagon: 5th Avenue Theatre, 
June 22-25, $36-$141
Seattle International Dance Festival: 
South Lake Union, June 22-25, $22/$38
Some Kind of Space Opera: The Ballard 
Underground, June 24-25, 8 pm, $25/$40

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

READINGS & TALKS

Mary-Louise 
Parker with 
Sherman Alexie
 DON’T MISS  Tony- and Emmy-winning ac-
tor Mary-Louise Parker visits Elliott Bay Book 
Company to read from her memoir, Dear Mr. 
You, which doesn’t at all sound like the self-
aggrandizing, ghostwritten schlock you get 
from a lot of actors. The book is composed 
entirely of letters to the men in her life, as 
well as the ones who are conspicuously out 
of it. Those folks include her father, a grand-
father she’s never met, an oyster farmer, 
a fire fighter she kinda once ran into, and 
several others. That Dear Mr. You has liter-
ary ambitions is no surprise, considering 
the fact that, as an actor, Parker has taken 
on many complex characters in critically 
acclaimed works, such as weed-slingin’ mom 
Nancy Botwin in Showtime’s Weeds and 
Harper Pitt in HBO’s version of Angels in 

America. Big-time famous author, Stranger 
Genius Award winner, and all around great 
guy Sherman Alexie will lead a Q&A session 
with Parker after the reading. (Elliott Bay 
Book Company, Fri June 24, 8 pm, free) 
RICH SMITH

We also recommend…

Alain de Botton: Central Library, Wed June 
22, 7 pm, free
Annie Proulx: Temple De Hirsch Sinai, 
Thurs June 23, 7:30 pm, $45-$90
Chuck Klosterman: Elliott Bay Book Com-
pany, Thurs June 23, 7 pm, free
Chuck Palahniuk: Elliott Bay Book Com-
pany, Tues June 28, 4 pm, $30
Ian Frazier: Elliott Bay Book Company, Fri 
June 24, 7 pm, free
Joshua L. Reid: Folio: The Seattle Athenae-
um, Thurs June 23, 7 pm, $5
Kim Addonizio: University Book Store, 
Mon June 27, 7 pm, free
Max Porter with Frances McCue: Elliott 
Bay Book Company, Sat June 25, 7 pm, free
Moby: Porcelain: Central Library, Thurs 
June 23, 7 pm, free
Rock Star Women in Science: Town Hall, 
Wed June 22, 6:30 pm, free
Scottie Jeanette & Marcy Madden with 
Status Causey: Town Hall, Thurs June 23, 
7:30 pm, $5
Sloane Crosley: Elliott Bay Book Company, 
Tues June 28, 7 pm, free

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com

FOOD & DRINK

Northwest Herring 
Week
 DON’T MISS  There’s a movement under 
way to bring back herring to Seattle res-
taurants and grocery stores. Once a staple 
of the Seattle diet (thanks, Scandinavian 
and Japanese immigrants!) and plentiful in 
Puget Sound, herring has largely disap-
peared from menus and markets. Started 
in 2015 as Seattle Herring Week by Lexi 
of Old Ballard Liquor Co. (speaking of 
traditional Scandinavian treats, be sure to 
try the Old Ballard’s aquavit), the project 
has grown. Now during Northwest Herring 
Week, which runs June 20 to 26, you can try 
the tasty little fishes—wild, oily, nutritious, 
and sustainably harvested from Bristol 
Bay, Alaska—at more than 20 restaurants 
around town, including Art of the Table, 
Lark, Little Uncle, Porkchop & Co., Revel, 
Sushi Kappo Tamura, and the Whale Wins. 
For a full list of participating restaurants, 
visit nwherringweek.com. (Various locations, 
through June 26) ANGELA GARBES 

We also recommend…

Guest Chef Night with Renee Erickson: 
FareStart, Thurs June 23, 5:30-8 pm, $30
Kite Flying and Picnic: Magnuson Park, 
Sat June 25, 4-6 pm, free
Le Gourmand June Cooking Class: Ur-
banata, Fri-Sun, $95, through June 26
Metal Brunch: Central Saloon, Sun June 26, 
11 am-4 pm, $10
Pacific Northwest Cider Awards Fes-
tival: The Woods, Sat June 25, 12-7 pm, 
$20/$25
Rooftop Dinner Series 2016: Bastille Cafe 
Bar, Mon-Tues, $165, through Sept 20
Snouts & Stouts: Little Water Cantina, Sun 
June 26, 5 pm, $17
Sushi Making & Sake Tasting: Chiso, June 
25-26, $79

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com

THINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTURE

1426 S. Jackson 
206-325-3878 

FeministKarateUnion.org

Karate 101  
8 weeks for $99
Starting  July 14th

Two months of Karate and practical 
self-defense training for women

Kids’ Summer Camp - August 1-5 

Call (510) 717-1759 to make an appointment

www.aysuskincare.com

5227 BALLARD AVE NW#3
(right above Rudy’s Barbershop)

We offer a number of treatments including: 

FACIALS  BACK FACIALS

SUGARING  

BROW WAXING & TINTING 

“I love my job, and feel blessed that I am 
able to do something that I enjoy, while 

helping people feel good about themselves.”
- Josie Baltan, owner

http://www.aysuskincare.com/
http://www.comedyunderground.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://nwherringweek.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://feministkarateunion.org/
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Lake Forest Park - 17171 Bothell Way NE
Ravenna - 6504 20th Ave NE
Seward Park - 5041 S Wilson

www.thirdplacebooks.com

Je� rey Self
Drag Teen (Push)
JT is a gay high school senior determined to get out of 
Clearwater, Florida, and be the first person in his family 
to go to college, even though he cannot figure out how 
to pay for it--until his friends convince him to compete 
in a drag teen competition where the first prize is a 
college scholarship.

Tim Murphy
Christodora (Grove)
AVAILABLE AUGUST 2ND

Moving kaleidoscopically from the Tompkins Square 
Riots and attempts by activists to galvanize a true 
response to the AIDS epidemic, to the New York City 
of the future, Christodora recounts the heartbreak 
wrought by AIDS, illustrates the allure and destructive 
power of hard drugs, and brings to life the ever-
changing city itself.”

Happy Pride!

ART

Barbara Earl 
Thomas: Heaven 
on Fire
 DON’T MISS  Barbara Earl Thomas is a 
Seattle legend worth the title. (She’s a 
2016 Stranger Genius Award nominee, and 
she also recently won the Yvonne Twin-
ing Humber Award from Artist Trust.) You 
might know her as the charismatic founding 
director of the Northwest African American 
Museum, but she’s finally getting her due 
as the lifelong artist who channels deep 
wit, material mastery, and the presence of 
primordial forces in ordinary lives to weave 
stories. They’re told in layered prints, paint-
ings, cut-paper installations, sculptures, and 
writings that hush and captivate. This week, 
you have to get out of Seattle and over to 
Bainbridge to see the ways in which heaven 
is on fire. (Bainbridge Island Museum of Art, 
June 25-Oct 2, free) JEN GRAVES 

We also recommend…

ART EVENTS

The Punk Rock Flea Market: V2, June 
25-26, $1
Seth Goodkind: Don’t Look Away: Push/
Pull, Sat June 25, 7-10 pm, free
Urban Craft Uprising Summer Show: 
Seattle Center Exhibition Hall, June 25-26, 
11 am-5 pm, free

MUSEUMS

100% Kanekalon: The Untold Story of 
the Marginalized Matriarch: Northwest 
African American Museum, Wed-Sun, $7, 
through Oct 16
Atoms + Bytes: Redefining Craft in the 
Digital Age: Bellevue Arts Museum, Tues-
Sun, $12, through June 26
The Brink: Jason Hirata: Henry Art Gallery, 
Wed-Sun, $10, through June 26
Graphic Masters: Dürer, Rembrandt, 
Hogarth, Goya, Picasso, R. Crumb: Se-
attle Art Museum, Wed-Mon, $20, through 
Aug 28
Inspiring Beauty: 50 Years of Ebony 
Fashion Fair: Bellevue Arts Museum, Tues-
Sun, $12, through Aug 14
Marita Dingus: Hanging from the Raf-
ters/Big Girl: Bainbridge Island Museum of 
Art, June 25- Oct 2, free
Martha Rosler: Below the Surface: 
Seattle Art Museum, Wed-Sun, $20, through 
July 4
Mood Indigo: Textiles From Around the 
World: Asian Art Museum, Wed-Sun, $9, 
through Oct 9
Northwest Art Now @ TAM: Tacoma Art 
Museum, Tues-Sun, $14, through Sept 4
Paul McCarthy: White Snow, Wood 
Sculptures: Henry Art Gallery, Wed-Sun, 
$10, through Sept 11
Posing Beauty in African American Cul-
ture: Northwest African American Museum, 
Wed-Sun, $7, through Sept 4
Where Love Is Illegal: Seattle Art Mu-
seum, Wed-Mon, $20, through July 1

GALLERIES

Carmen Vetter: Surface: Traver Gallery, 
Tues-Sun, free, through July 2
Chuck Close: Prints, Process and Collabo-
ration: Schack Art Center, Everett, daily, $10, 

through Sept 5
Confluence: The Duwamish River Proj-
ect: Columbia City Gallery, Wed-Sun, free, 
through June 26
Cover Reveals: The Alice, Sat, free, through 
July 2
Ellen Ziegler: Vermillion/Vermilion: 
Vermillion Art Gallery and Bar, Tues-Sat, free, 
through July 14
GIANT APPETITES: BONFIRE, Wed-Sat, free, 
through July 29
Imagined Futures: Pivot Art + Culture, 
Tues-Sun, $5, through July 10
James Hayward: James Harris Gallery, Wed-
Sat, free, through July 2
Kathleen Skeels: Gallery IMA, Tues-Sat, 
free, through July 2
Katie Metz: Connections: Abmeyer + 
Wood, Mon-Sat, free, through July 9
Krista Svalbonas: Bridge Productions, Wed-
Sat, free, through July 2
Mark Mitchell: Casket Pall Residency: 
Seattle Presents Gallery, Thurs-Fri, 10 am-4 
pm, free, through July 15
Nate Steigenga: The Underwater 
Hooha Show: Punch Gallery, Thurs-Sat, free, 
through July 2
Now It’s Time to Lose It Now: SEASON, by 
appointment, free, through June 26
Pat DeCaro: Foreign Shores: Gallery4Cul-
ture, Mon-Fri, free, through June 30
Path with Art: We Are All Here: Seattle 
City Hall, Mon-Fri, free, through July 5
Patte Loper: Seeking Higher Ground: 
Suyama Space, Mon-Fri, free, through Aug 19
Rafael Soldi: Life Stand Still Here: Glass 
Box Gallery, Wed-Sat, free, through June 25
Ramon Murillo: Petroglyphs in a Modern 
World: Ethnic Heritage Gallery, Mon-Fri, 
free, through July 8
Sherry Markovitz: Time to Take a Walk: 
Greg Kucera Gallery, Tues-Sat, free, through 
July 2
Simple Means: SOIL, Thurs-Sun, free, 
through July 2
A Touch of Light: A/NT Gallery, free, 
through July 2
Take Turn: The Finale: Joe Bar, Tues June 
28, 6:30-9:30 pm, free
Water: Winston Wachter Fine Art, Mon-Sat, 
free, through July 12

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

FESTIVALS

22nd Annual 
Olympia 
Experimental 
Music Festival
 DON’T MISS  This three-day event in our 
state’s capital can be viewed as a counter-
part to Seattle’s Debacle Fest: Both boast 
variety, excellence, and reasonably priced 
tickets. If you’re into the outer reaches of 
jazz, Bad Luck and Shoup/Horist/Kikuchi Trio 
should set your world on fire. Drone lovers 
will elevate to higher planes of conscious-
ness with L.A. Lungs. Four Dimensional 
Nightmare lives up to his name with chaotic 
experimental electronic music, while Dead 
Air Fresheners taps into a dadaistic vein of 
sonic subversion. Malaikat dan Singa fuse 
Indonesian music with rock with raucous, 
chakra-opening power. All this plus the 
surprise return of Unwound side project 
Replikants and their avant-electro-rock. 
(Olympia, June 24-26, $22) DAVE SEGAL

Complete listings at strangerthingstodo.com 

THINGS TO DO ARTS & CULTURE

Shop Local  
Artisans & Designers! 
seattlemakersmarket.com

http://www.thirdplacebooks.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
http://seattlemakersmarket.com/
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september 
14 

mccaw 
hall

321 Mercer St
Seattle, Wa

7:30pM ShoW
all ageS

ticketS at 
ticketMaSter

charge By phone 
800-745-3000
ticketS alSo 

availaBle at key 
arena & MccaW 
hall Box office

& 
birdcloud
friday july 

8  
tractor 
tavern

5213 Ballard ave nW
Seattle, Wa

9:00pM ShoW
21 & over

ticketS at 
ticketMaSter

charge By phone
1-800-745-3000

july 19  
tractor tavern
5213 Ballard ave nW · Seattle, Wa

9:00pM ShoW · 21 & over
ticketS at ticketMaSter

charge By phone 1-800-745-3000

& lost dogma
friday august 5 
crocodile cafe

2200 2nd ave · Seattle, Wa
9:30pM ShoW · 21 & over 

ticketS online at ticketfly.coM 
charge By phone 877.4.fly.tix

ticketS alSo at crocodile Box 
office

paul cauthen
sunday july 17 

tractor tavern

third story
saturday september 

17 
 vera project

the proclaimers
october 13 

neptune theatre

daniel tiger's 
neighborhood live!

november 9 
mccaw hall 

andy mckee 
november 11 & 12 

triple door 

celtic thunder- 
legacy tour
november 16 

paramount theatre

Zepparella
saturday december 3 

tractor tavern

straight no chaser
december 27 

paramount theatre

sunday july 10 
neptune theatre

1303 ne 45th St · Seattle Wa
7:30pM ShoW · all ageS

ticketS online at ticketfly.coM
charge By phone 877-784-4849

ticketS alSo at paraMount theatre Box office

JOSH ABBOTT BAND

Matt
Bellassai

july 28 
nordstrom recital hall

200 univerSity St · Seattle, Wa
early 7:30pM ShoW Sold out!
late 10:30pM ShoW · all ageS

ticketS online at  
WWW.SeattleSyMphony.org
charge By phone 206-215-4747

ticketS alSo at the Benaroya hall Box office

sunday 
september 11 

crocodile cafe
2200 2nd ave · Seattle, Wa

7:30pM ShoW · 21 & over 
ticketS online at ticketfly.coM

charge By phone 877-987-6487
ticketS alSo at crocodile Box 

office

& the 
delta 

bombers
friday 

november 
18  

tractor 
tavern

5213 Ballard ave nW
Seattle, Wa

early 7:00pM ShoW
late 11:00pM ShoW

21 & over
ticketS at 

ticketMaSter
charge By phone

1-800-745-3000september 15 sunset tavern
5433 Ballard ave nW · Seattle, Wa · 9:00pM ShoW · 21 & over

ticketS at ticketMaSter · charge By phone 866-777-8932

november 15  
showbox at the market

1426 firSt ave · Seattle, Wa · 8:30pM ShoW · 21 and over
ticketS online at axS.coM · charge By phone 888-929-7849

alSo availaBle at ShoWBox at the Market Box office

On Sale
fri
10:00AM

On Sale
fri
10:00AM

saturday july 23 showare center
625 W. JaMeS St · kent, Wa · 8:00pM ShoW · all ageS 

ticketS  at ShoWare center Box office
online ticketS at ShoWarecenter.coM · charge By phone 253-856-6999

AUBRIE 
SELLERS

saturday july 30  
tractor tavern
5213 Ballard ave nW · Seattle, Wa

9:00pM ShoW · 21 & over
ticketS at ticketMaSter

charge By phone 1-800-745-3000
On Sale
fri
10:00AM

On Sale
fri
10:00AM

september 22 barboZa
925 eaSt pike Street · Seattle, Wa

9:00pM ShoW · 21 & over
ticketS at etix.coM · charge By phone 866-300-8300

ticketS alSo at Moe Bar

On Sale
fri
10:00AM

november 2  
roseland 
theater
8 nW 6th St · portland, or
7:30pM ShoW · all ageS
ticketS at caScade ticketS
charge By phone 855-caS-tixx x2

On Sale
fri
10:00AM

only 
north-

west 
show

http://ticketfly.com/
http://ticketfly.com/
http://www.seattlesymphony.org/
http://ticketfly.com/
http://axs.com/
http://showarecenter.com/
http://etix.com/
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WEDNESDAY 6/22

Jessy Lanza, DJ Taye, Jimi Jaxon
(Crocodile, all ages) Strictly on the basis of 
its effervescent electro-pop sound alone, 
Jessy Lanza’s new Hyperdub album, Oh No, 
plays like a product of Desperately Seeking 
Susan–era NYC. With a dance-fl oor-ready 
mix of breathy sighs and drum pads, it brings 
to mind Madonna’s “Lucky Star” by way of 
ESG’s “Moody.” In truth, the singer-producer 
hails from Ontario, she coproduced the 
record with partner Jeremy Greenspan of 
the Junior Boys, and she cites Japan’s Yellow 
Magic Orchestra as an infl uence (Greenspan 
also coproduced her 2013 debut, Pull My Hair 
Back). Since trading her career as a music 
teacher for full-time music making, Lanza has 
also worked with Morgan Geist and Caribou’s 
Dan Snaith. Rounding out the bill: Chicago 
footwork producer DJ Taye and hard disco DJ 
Jimi Jaxon. KATHY FENNESSY

Flight of the Conchords, 
Eugene Mirman
(Marymoor Park, all ages) The self-described 
“almost award-winning fourth-most-popular 
folk duo in New Zealand” have in fact won 
some awards, including a best comedy album 
Grammy in 2008 for their Sub Pop–released 
album The Distant Future. Flight of the Con-
chords also captured the hearts of millions 
during the two-seasons-long run of their 
self-titled HBO series. Jemaine Clement and 
Bret McKenzie are much more than novelty-
TV-stars-turned-performers (I see you, DJ 
Pauly D!), of course. They came up the way 
most aspiring comedians have: honing their 
performances on smaller stages until they are 
razor-sharp and ready for the big time, so a 

live setting is the proper way to get the full 
FOTC experience. The band has also promised 
to debut new material on the tour, which my 
professional conjecturist training tells me will 
be very funny. TODD HAMM

Marc Ribot’s Ceramic Dog, 
Skerik’s Bandalabra
(Tractor) Don’t read the comments, everyone 
tells you. Which does bring up the ques-
tion, why does everybody still comment if 
nobody’s supposed to read it? Well, I went 
against hive advice and got stung, because 
Marc Ribot got dismissed as “boring surf 
clichés recycled. I’m not sure why these guys 
can’t create anything truly original.” Man. 
With whom has Marc Ribot played? Every-
body! Who keeps hiring him? Everybody! 
He shouldn’t be able to impress us, let alone 
frighten us if he wants to! But he does! And 
this bill has got Skerik on it to boot. Skerik 
plays sax, not guitar, but like Ribot, he never 
runs out of ideas. And he’s from God-love-it 
Mercer Island. But no, I’m not reading any 
Skerik comments. ANDREW HAMLIN

Aesthetic Mess: Dreamsalon, 
Steal Shit Do Drugs
(Chop Suey) Even if I weren’t friends with 
Aesthetic Mess resident DJs Goo Goo (oc-
casional Stranger freelancer Travis Ritter) 
and Jermaine Blair, I’d rate their post-punk/
weird-synth monthly as one of Seattle’s most 
crucial sonic showcases. These two share a 
profound, acute knowledge of their domain 
and the deep crates necessary to make each 
installment of Aesthetic Mess an intrigu-
ing adventure. Helping them celebrate 
AM’s fi rst anniversary are local dynamos 
Dreamsalon and Steal Shit Do Drugs (Blair 

plays guitar in the latter). Nobody in this 
city better combines post-punk angst and 
angularity with garage-rock catchiness than 
Dreamsalon. SSDD are Seattle’s whirlwind 
arsonists of rock decorum. They don’t so 
much color outside of the lines as torch 
them to cinders. Happy birthday, Aesthetic 
Mess. DAVE SEGAL

Máscaras, Invisible Hand, Scarves
(Lo-Fi) Máscaras, a three-piece Portland 
group and tonight’s headliners, play pro-
gressively informed mental instrumentals 
with heavy indie undertones. It’s good. I’d 
almost consider their jams to be (ahem) 
“soothing.” Like, I want their music with 
movies made to match, or perhaps it could 
at least be a soundtrack for a badass Steve 
McQueen–style car chase. Two Seattle 
groups will be playing, Scarves, who play 
sweet, melodic, jangly indie pop, and Invis-
ible Hand, who bang out indie rock akin to 
Zumpano or the Shins. Dang, I gotta hand 
it to Ms. Mamma’s Cave—she sure can bring 
the heat to Lo-Fi. MIKE NIPPER

The Thing, Cortex
(Royal Room, all ages) Norwegian/Swedish 
jazz trio the Thing have transcended their 
oft-ignored genre through some high-profi le 
collaborations and experiments with rock and 
pop icons like Thurston Moore, Jim O’Rourke, 
and Neneh Cherry. Not ignoring their roots, 
they’ve also collaborated with jazz heavy-
weights such as Ken Vandermark and Joe 
McPhee (with the latter they’ve covered, 
uh, “Louie Louie”). Better than most in their 
fi eld, the Thing—saxophonist Mats Gustafs-
son, drummer Paal Nilssen-Love, and double 
bassist Ingebrigt Håker Flaten—bring rock 

swagger to their confl agratory jazz moves. 
Albums like 2013’s Boot! roil with a vengeful 
fury that would make Peter Brötzmann and 
Albert Ayler proud. Whereas many see jazz 
in a moribund state, the Thing say fuck that 
negative attitude and bring the noise and 
energy with the rugged artfulness of Vikings 
with Mensa-level IQs. DAVE SEGAL

THURSDAY 6/23

King Khan & the Shrine, 
Giorgio Murderer, Candace
(Neumos) This is one pumped hump day hoe-
down! Seriously, I don’t know anyone who 
does NOT love the rock-and-roll mayhem King 
Khan brings when he and his Shrines rain 
down their contemporary party-time rave-
ups. God damn, after a night like tonight, 
tomorrow morning might hurt. The rest of 
the bill looks hot, too: Giorgio Murderer are 
a raw, new-wave-ish punk group, and yes I 
know it’s redundant to say so, BUT their songs 
are angry AND catchy, while openers Candace 
whip up some 1990s shoegazer indie rock. 
They’re dense ’n’ THICK, like a good shoe-
gazin’ ought be, but more dreamy early-’90s 
West Coast–style than the vibrato-driven lyser-
gia of My Bloody Valentine. MIKE NIPPER

Beth Orton, Emmy the Great
(Triple Door, all ages) The fi rst song on Beth 
Orton’s new Kidsticks album sounds tribal, 
although I couldn’t pin down the tribe. May-
be she’s making up a new one. And there’s 
some stuff about getting high, except I can’t 
quite fi gure out what she’s getting high on. 
Most of the songs have one-word titles, the 
single concept as the splash for the ripples. 
“Moon,” one of two tracks leaked pre-
release, grows more eerie with each chant. 
“And the same moon rises over me as you,” 
she notes, as electronics abrade, rubbery to 
rocky. “And there’s really not much ’bout 
that that we can do.” I cannot fi gure out if 
she means that as a good thing. But mystery, 
applied intelligently, can speak deeper 
than certainties. I’m surely on my 20th or so 
replay. ANDREW HAMLIN

Lōtic, Reverend Dollars, 
Howin, Warlokk
(Kremwerk) Trust the Research crew to 
bring the quality electronic strangeness. 
Berlin-based Texas producer Lotic creates a 
subliminal brand of club music that’s simulta-
neously erotic and eerie, rhythmically tricky 
and quivering with an almost absurd vitality. 
Like much of the best electronic music, Lotic’s 
productions elude easy classifi cation, but if 
releases like More Than Friends, Damsel in 
Distress, and Heterocetera are indicative, you 
can expect otherworldly bass music that will 
get you hyped in ways you’ve never been 
hyped before. Local support comes from 
members of the Darqness crew, Reverend 
Dollars and Howin, who couldn’t be better 
equipped to complement Lotic’s beautiful 
sonic mutations. DAVE SEGAL

Studio 4/4: Josh Wink
(Q Nightclub) Talk about longevity… Josh 
Wink has got it. The Philadelphia DJ/producer 
fl irted with pop stardom in the mid 1990s, 

THINGS TO DO MUSICMUSIC Noteworthy Shows This Week
strangerthingstodo.com  @SEAshows

Continued

Christeene
Fri June 24 at Neumos
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Wed
6/22
8pm

MASCARAS,
Invisible Hand,
Scarves - $7

Fri
6/24
9pm

THE KINGS,
Spicy Tunas,
Whorechata - $7

Sat
6/25
9pm

LUST FOR LIFE
w/ britpop,  
shoe gaze,
Indie dance party

Tue
6/28
9pm

STOP BITING
BEATMAKERS 
SHOWCASE - $5

Wed
6/29
8pm

MIRROR TRAVEL,
Jess Williamson, 
Versin

Thu
6/30
9pm

LEE HAZELWOOD NIGHT:
YVES,  
Colt Kraft,
Benoit, Foghorns,
Bad Things,  
Chris Bendix dj

 
Nectar Lounge
412 N 36th St
206.632.2020

www.nectarlounge.com

EVERY MONDAY: MOJAM
7.7 LA INEDITA
7.8 J ROCC
7.9 KHU.EEX with SKERIK

AND BERNIE WORRELL
7.10 ARISAWKADORIA
7.12 RABBIT WILDE  
7.13 BOOGAT
7.14 LAKOU MIZIK
7.15 JULIEN-K
7.16 PIGEON JOHN
7.19 I DRAW SLOW with   

THE GOTHARD SISTERS 
7.20 SHERWOOD 
7.22 CRACK SABBATH
7.23 LONGSTRIDE
7.26 KITCHEN DWELLERS 
7.28 JOHN BROWN’S BODY
7.29 FIVE ALARM FUNK
7.30 PRINCE VS MICHAEL
8.2 RASS KASS
8.3 ZIGGI RECADO
8.4 YAIMA
8.7 TOWN MOUNTAIN
8.10 DEVON ALLMAN BAND
8.12 OTT & THE ALL-SEEING I
8.13 ELDRIDGE GRAVY
8.14 MANATEE COMMUNE
8.15 FRED WESLEY + SKERIK
8.16 B-SIDE PLAYERS
8.18 THE SOUL REBELS
8.20 KAMINANDA
8.23 RED BARAAT
8.24 BUSDRIVER
8.26 JERRY GARCIA 

CELEBRATION
8.28 REBELLION 

THE RECALLER
8.30 MORGAN HERITAGE
9.2 PRINCE /  

TALKING HEADS TRIBUTE

6.23 Thursday (Reggae)
THE GLADIATORS with
CLINTON FEARON (solo) 
and DJ Kid Hops (KEXP 90.3)

6.24 Friday (DJ Dance Party)
TRL: Summer Lovin’ edition 
#ALL4DORAS + DJ’s Indica Jones & Pryme
TRL music all night w/ Top 10 Countdown

6.25 Saturday (Disco / Dance)
BOOGIE WONDERLAND 2
featuring HIT EXPLOSION
live dance hits of the 70s, 80s + PRINCE

6.26 Sunday (Hip-Hop)
CURREN$Y
w/ Corner Boy P & T.Y. plus Gilton East
Kay Miyagi, J.R. LaFlame

6.30 Thursday (Electronic)
NATASHA KMETO
w/ Crater, Symbion Project

7.1 Friday (Funk / Soul)
Nectar & The PBJ Present:
SNUG HARBOR 
and DBST
Seattle Rock Orchestra Street Band 
Charlie and the Rays

7.2 Saturday (Bollywood Dance Party)
RED, WHITE & BOLLYWOOD
Jai Ho! Dance Party & Summer Kick-off 
Hosted by Prashant: Singer, Dancer, DJ

7.6 Wednesday (Blues)
SAMANTHA FISH
with JP Hennessy

2202 N 45th St • Seattle 
206 992-1120 

seamonsterlounge.com

SEA MONSTER live music 
7 nights a week featuring: 

TUESDAYS w/JOE DORIA B3 
organ live jazz fusion 10pm, 

opening band 8pm

WESTSOUND WEDNESDAYS 
live rare soul &  

original funk family 10pm 

MARMALADE THURSDAYS 
live funk jam party w/ DJ’s 

at 9PM $6. 

FUNKY 2 DEATH FRIDAYS 
live funk and soul revue w/  

DJ ROC PHIZZLE at 9PM $7.  

SAT & SUN BRUNCH 
10am-3pm w/ LIVE JAZZ  

12-2pm, ALL AGES TIL 10P

SCRATCH BAR FOOD and 
HAPPY HOUR 3-6 DAILY

taking acid house to the charts in Europe 
with “Higher State of Consciousness,” “Don’t 
Laugh,” and “I’m Ready.” He couldn’t main-
tain that level of popularity, but Wink has 
carved out a nice niche on the semi-under-
ground circuit with his brainy minimal techno 
that still grooves like a mofo. Yes, you need 
all three of Wink’s Profound Sounds mixes. 
As a bonus, he has extensive knowledge of 
acid house and techno, as his 2007 mix Josh 
Wink’s Acid Classics proves (two of its tracks, 
A Guy Called Gerald’s “Voodoo Ray” and 
Hardfloor’s “Acperience 1,” changed my 
life, and maybe yours, too). Wink seems like 
one of those DJs who’ll never lose his ear for 
underground-club greatness; his track record 
makes this show a safe bet for heady thrills. 
DAVE SEGAL

FRIDAY 6/24

Violent Human System, Kinski, 
Dreamdecay, Celluloid
(Black Lodge, all ages) If you’re in search of 
a bill that also showcases some of Seattle’s 
best weird punk acts, look no further. Violent 
Human System (frequently shortened to 
VHS) are Seattle’s newest punks to watch. 
Tonight is the release party for Gift of Life, 
their new LP on Suicide Squeeze, which sees 
them adopting a Revolution Summer–era 
Dischord punk aesthetic filtered through a 
more antagonistic and crafty post-punk lens. 
Local noise-rock heavyweights Kinski dish out 
heavy grunge-psych riffs with Stooges-blessed 
raw power. Bands like Tool and Sonic Youth 
have embraced Kinski’s deeply sprawling rock 
sagas, which also possess a repetition-driven, 
krautrock intensity. Dreamdecay are also one 

of the local scene’s best noisy rock bands; 
they pummel through their artfully damaged 
“powerviolence shoegaze” songs with nu-
anced ferocity. BRITTNIE FULLER

Bad Luck, Erik Blood, Prom Queen
(Barboza) This bill is a three-pronged assertion 
of Seattle’s strong, idiosyncratic music scene. 
Stranger Genius Award nominee (for the 
second time!) Erik Blood is riding a creative 
high, producing Tacocat’s lauded Lost Time 
for Hardly Art and releasing his latest solo 
LP, Lost in Slow Motion. The latter is his most 
fully realized effort, a lush, oneiric song suite 
that exemplifies Blood’s facility for profound 
bass frequencies, unconventional rhythms, 
haunting melodies, and spectral vocals—his 
own, Shabazz Palaces’ Ishmael Butler’s, and 
Irene Barbaric’s. Prom Queen (aka Leeni 
Ramadan) shows grand ambition on every 
release, including 2014’s Midnight Veil, in 
which she corrals some of the city’s top players 
to forge alternate-world John Barry and Ennio 
Morricone soundtracks, rife with Ramadan’s 
Nancy Sinatra–esque vocal flourishes and noir-
rock suspense and glinting guitar coloration 
from Ben Von Wildenhaus and Jason Goessl. 
Bad Luck bring Ken Burns–flouting, free-jazz 
power moves to a generation who’d only 
previously heard their elders speak about it in 
reverent tones. DAVE SEGAL

Gender Blender: Christeene, Tammie 
Brown, Vain Hein, Saturn Rising, 
Amoania, Arson Nicki, more
(Neumos) You’re not likely to find a Pride 
weekend event as vulgar and raucous as 
seeing Christeene Vale headline Nark Maga-
zine’s annual benefit show, Gender Blender. 
There’s plenty of touring drag performers, 
but not many that hold on to Twitter handles 
like @fixmydick or perform smeared with 

dirt while rapping about finding porn in the 
woods. Christeene does all of that with no 
fucks given as to what the audience reaction 
will be. She opened for a reunited Faith No 
More during their reunion tour and held her 
own against an audience that wasn’t expect-
ing drag with their rap-rock. Imagine how 
wild things will get with a friendly audience 
and longer set time. JOSEPH SCHAFER

Chris Corsano, Arrington de 
Dionyso, Wilson Shook, Kate 
Olson, Uneasy Chairs Trio
(Gallery 1412, all ages) You may not know 
Chris Corsano’s name, or work, but he’s 
insistently advancing one of the passionate 
precepts of free jazz—that the drummer has 
as much of a right to an individual statement, 
a lead voice, as anyone else. Kim Gordon and 
Yoko Ono, at least, seem to agree; they’ve 
shared a bandstand with him. I first became 
aware of Arrington de Dionyso because we 
went to the Evergreen State College with, 
possibly, a little overlap—he and his alleged 
cousin, Fezdak Clamchopbreath, got in 
trouble at the college radio station, KAOS. 
Apparently they played the sound of a man 
urinating for an hour or more. Arrington 
bought a guitar, bought a bass clarinet, 
formed a band with Fezdak called Old Time 
Relijun, learned Indonesian, and started 
making albums in Indonesian. I’m pretty sure 
that’s the right order! ANDREW HAMLIN

SATURDAY 6/25

Grace Love: Sex, Drugs, 
Rock and Soul Musical
(Triple Door, all ages) Not to over-editorialize, 
but Grace Love is a thoroughly invigorating 
vocal powerhouse and a Seattle treasure, and 
she deserves all of our money. For years, she’s 
been culling material of the heart-rending 

THINGS TO DO MUSIC
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RHAPSODY IN BLUERHAPSODY IN BLUE
AN AMERICAN IN PARISAN AMERICAN IN PARIS

CUBAN OVERTURECUBAN OVERTURE
STRIKE UP THE BANDSTRIKE UP THE BAND

I GOT RHYTHMI GOT RHYTHM

Ludovic Morlot, conductor

Jean-Yves Thibaudet, piano

Seattle Symphony

JUNE 26 AT 4PM | MARYMOOR PARK

888.929.7849 | MARYMOORCONCERTS.COM
FOR TICKETS:

THE SEATTLE SYMPHONY  
PLAYS GERSHWIN

SATURDAY JULY 30
DOORS OPEN AT 12:00 PM

WHITE RIVER 
AMPHITHEATRE
40601 AUBURN ENUMCLAW RD SE, AUBURN WA 98092

NAS   AUGUST 
ALSINA

RAE SREMMURD
METRO BOOMIN
DEVVON TERRELL
MORE SPECIAL GUESTS TO BE ANNOUNCED

 /f-eh-t/ [noun] a celebration, fi esta or festival

BUY T ICKETS  AT

http://marymoorconcerts.com/
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Wednesday, June 22
STUCK ON PLANET EARTH

The Finger Guns
Ghost Sharks

9:30PM, $7

Thursday, June 23
PUNCHACOP

Junk Food
Golden Alchemy

Tom Phonic
9:30PM, $7

Friday, June 24
CAKEAROKE! PRIDE!

9PM, $5

Saturday, June 25
GYGAX

Substratum
Trannysaurus Rox

Hexengeist
9PM, $10-$12

Sunday, June 26
Signature Riff and Aural Artillery present:

PROFATANICA
Demoncy
Fornicator

9PM, $14-$18

Monday, June 27
ALARIC

Dead Spells
Same Sex Dictator

Anteinferno
9PM, $10-$12

www.highlineseattle.com
210 Broadway Ave E • 21+

Dinner service everyday 5-11pm

1

TIMES LISTED ARE SHOW TIMES. 
DOORS OPEN 30-60 MINUTES BEFORE.

FOLLOW US ON FB,
TWITTER & INSTAGRAM

Thu June 23
BC GARAGE POP

THE PACK AD
WILD POWWERS, THE SNAKEBITES

9PM - $12

Fri June 24
KISW LOUD & LOCAL PRESENTS

STATICLAND 
(ALBUM RELEASE)
TEN MILES WIDE, THE ECHOLARKS

9PM - $10

Sat June 25
NEW WAVE TRIBUTE NIGHT

THIS CHARMING BAND 
(THE SMITHS/MORRISEY)
LOVE VIGILANTES (NEW ORDER)
XPLODING BOYS (THE CURE)

9PM - $15

Tue June 28
BOSTON INDIE POP

YOU WON’T
BOMBADIL, JOCELYN MACKENZIE

8PM - $10/$12

6/29 JOHN DOE, 6/30 LADYHAWKE, 7/1 THE 
PAPERBOYS, 7/2 LONESOME SHACK, 7/3 
LOS STRAITJACKETS, 7/5 KMPS/941 NEXT 
W/ TARA THOMPSON, 7/7 WHISKEY SHIVERS

 

Wed June 22
THE STRANGER PRESENTS

MARC RIBOT 
CERAMIC DOG

SKERIK’S BANDALABRA
9PM - $17

R&B variety as fodder for a one-night-only, 
one-woman theatrical foray into her world, 
replete with full musical flourish. Backed by 
her choir, the Dirty Dozen, and local musicians, 
Grace prepares to break out an autobiograph-
ical coming-of-age tale, of returning to music 
after her mother’s death, and the physical and 
spiritual pratfalls along the way. This produc-
tion happens once and will most likely sell 
out, so get in early and watch a truly beautiful 
soul be laid bare. KIM SELLING

Gygax, Substratum, Trannysaurus 
Rox, Hexengeist
(Highline) Equating the nerdy escapism of 
Dungeons & Dragons to the appeal of heavy 
metal was once a supreme put-down for the 
fans of the latter, right up there with accusa-
tions of Hot Topic patronage. But that’s all 
changed in the eight-sided-die-gripping hands 
of California throwback hard rockers Gygax, 
whose debut, Critical Hits, is an album-long 
ode to the fantasy game in question. Think 
Deep Purple embroiled in a wizard fight. 
Here’s another novelty: When Gygax hit town, 
they’ll be joined by a trio of regional ragers, 
among them “butt glam” trailblazers Tran-
nysaurus Rox, who promise “Death by Dildo” 
among other delights, classic metallers Sub-
stratum and thrashers Hexengeist, all of whom 
feature women in their ranks. Yes, at long last, 
a bunch of Dungeons & Dragons aficionados 
and some real-life females will share an eve-
ning together. JASON BRACELIN

SUNDAY 6/26

Big Business, Andy the Doorbum
(Crocodile, all ages) Let’s talk drum and bass. 

No, not the subgenre of electronic music. I 
mean the seldom-used hard-rock formation. 
In a post–White Stripes/Black Keys world, rock 
duos have cornered a piece of the dwindling 
commercial music market, but the major-
ity of those duos sport one drummer and 
one guitarist. Big Business, however, are all 
about that bass. Well, that bass and gorgeous 
dual-harmonized singing. Their approach to 
the genre has made the Pacific Northwest a 
regional hotbed for the drum-bass configura-
tion (see: Same-Sex Dictator, et al.), but few 
other groups know how to harness the brute 
force of low-end frequencies the way Big 
Business do. JOSEPH SCHAFER

InAeona, Immortal Bird, Grenades, 
A Province of Thay, Slow Code
(Funhouse, all ages) Don’t sleep on Immortal 
Bird. I already made that mistake and I regret 
it wholeheartedly. If you appreciate forward-
thinking, genre-bending metal music, you’ll 
be blown away by this sometimes chaotic, but 
always driving death/crust and black metal-
influenced band from Chicago. All three of 
those metal subgenres mixed together might 
sound a little awkward on paper, but this 
Windy City crew created a true beast of origi-
nality on their 2015 album Empress/Abscess. 
Make sure you show up in time for local band 
A Province of Thay, who will blend enough 
soaring melody into an evening that other-
wise oozes brutality. KEVIN DIERS

MONDAY 6/27

An Evening with Ms. Lauryn Hill
(Showbox) It’s been 18 years since The 
Miseducation of Lauryn Hill, Ms. Lauryn Hill’s 
only solo studio album, dropped. Eighteen 
years since Hill used her unmistakable, honey, 
suede, and scorched-earth voice to spit rhymes 
with bravado and soar through soulful, 

textured melodies that still reverberate 
through the consciousness of so many people. 
The songs on Miseducation are by turns equal-
ly triumphant and tortured. So maybe it’s not 
surprising that in the years since Miseduca-
tion, Hill has become reclusive and mercurial, 
and that her sporadic live performances are 
often erratic. Last month, Hill showed up two 
hours late for a show in Atlanta, offering an 
explanation that “the challenge is aligning 
my energy with the time.” If you’re reading 
this and even considering going to this show, 
though, you probably already know all of this. 
You know this show, if it actually happens, has 
the potential to be transcendent. ANGELA 
GARBES

TUESDAY 6/28

Julia Shapiro, John Atkins, 
Jenn Champion
(Chop Suey) Head to the Den for a night of 
solo sets from extremely talented local band 
leaders Julia Shapiro, John Atkins, and Jenn 
Ghetto. Shapiro (Chastity Belt, Childbirth) 
has one of those voices that makes you 
want to keep a dream journal but also burn 
everything around you. Black velvet at its 
best and liquid gravel at its worst, her vocal 
tone is convincing enough to rededicate 
yourself to your own life while wondering 
why you should do anything at all for the 
rest of linear time. Ghetto’s last album as S, 
Cool Choices, is a spinning montage of every 
barren parking lot on a rainy day, and you’ve 
just been broken up with, but you’re start-
ing to remember that you’re human. Atkins 
(764-HERO, Sun Breaks) has proven himself as 
adept with experimental East African–influ-
enced spangle-pop as he is with just a guitar 
and a voice (…and a dream)—his work is an 
unrelenting earworm, a silent intruder that 
slowly envelops your brain. KIM SELLING

THINGS TO DO MUSIC

http://www.highlineseattle.com/
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CLASSES START THE WEEK OF JUNE 26
SCHEDULE & REGISTRATION ONLINE NOW

1400 10th Ave. Seattle   

206.556.5781

www.SoiCapitolHill.com

Isan Thai 
Restaurant & 

Bar in the Heart 
of Capitol Hill

LATE NIGHT 
HAPPY HOUR! 

Sun-Thu 10PM to Close, 
Fri & Sat 11PM to Close

HAPPY HOUR 
3PM to 6PM Everday

OPEN FOR LUNCH, 
DINNER & DRINKS
Sun - Thu 11AM - 11PM

Fri & Sat 11AM - 12AM

WED 6/22

LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA Colorworks, 
dreamcatcher, Silver 
Torches, 8 pm, $8

 CHOP SUEY  Aesthetic 
Mess: Dreamsalon, SSDD, 
8 pm, $8

 a CROCODILE   Jessy 
Lanza, DJ Taye, Jimi Jaxon, 
8 pm, $13

THE FUNHOUSE Valiant 
Thorr, Pears, Spit in the 
Well, Fcon, 7 pm, $12/$14

HIGH DIVE The Receiver, 
Tinfoil & Tape, The Science 
of Deduction, 8:30 pm, 
$6/$8

HIGHLINE Ghost Sharks, 
Stuck On Planet Earth, The 
Finger Guns, 9:30 pm, $7

HIGHWAY 99 Black Clouds 
Blues, 8 pm, $7

 LO-FI  Máscaras, Invisible 
Hand, Scarves, 8 pm-mid-
night, $7

 a MARYMOOR PARK 
Flight of the Conchords 
with Eugene Mirman, 7 pm

NECTAR Big Brass Party 
with Ten Man Brass Band 
and Guests, 8 pm, $7/$10

NEUMOS Let Your Love 
Shine: A Queer Benefit for 
Orlando, 9 pm-2 am, $10

SUNSET TAVERN Western 
Centuries with Michaela 
Anne, 8 pm, $10

 TRACTOR TAVERN  Marc 
Ribot’s Ceramic Dog with 
Skerik’s Bandalabra, 9 
pm, $17

a TRIPLE DOOR  Roy 
Rogers and the Delta 
Rhythm Kings, 7:30 pm, 
$25/$30

a VERA PROJECT  Bas, The 
Hics, Ron Gilmore, Cozz, 
EARTHGANG, 7 pm, $15/$20

VERMILLION Ocelot 
Omelet, The 25th Frame, 
Tongue Dancer, 9 pm-
midnight, free

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Rik Wright, 9 pm-
midnight, free

JAZZ
 CONOR BYRNE  Happy 

Orchestra, 9 pm, free

 a JAZZ ALLEY   Stanton 
Moore Trio with David 
Torkanowsky, James 
Singleton, and Cyril Neville, 
7:30 pm, $29.50

 THE ROYAL ROOM  The 
Thing with Cortex, 6 pm, 
$15/$20

DJ
BALTIC ROOM Bollocks

CONTOUR NuDe 
Wednesdays, 9 pm, free

HAVANA COOLIN: DJ Night 
with Stasia Mehschel and 
Larry Mizell, Jr., 10 pm, $3

LOVECITYLOVE 
LOVECITYLOVE X 
WEDNESDAYS, 8-11 pm, 
$5/$10

NEIGHBOURS Exposed

Q NIGHTCLUB FWD: 
Shlohmo (DJ Set) with 
Guests, 9 pm-2 am, $15

STUDIO SEVEN Electric 
Wednesday

DANCE
KREMWERK Pride of 
Arthaus, 7 pm, $7/$10

THURS 6/23

LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA Spekulation, 
The Bad Tenants, Sleep 
Steady, Travis Thompson, DJ 
Absolute Madman, 8 pm, $8

a BLACK LODGE  Silent 

Era, Bad Future, Validation, 
Paranoid Time, 8:30-11:30 
pm, $7-$10

COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Ovando, 7 pm, free

CONOR BYRNE Deception 
Past, Caleb & Walter, 
Abalone Grey, 8 pm, $8

a CROCODILE  Gifted Gab, 
Tealideal, 8 pm, $10

DARRELL’S TAVERN 
Norman Baker and the 
Backroads, Welcome 
Strangers, Joe Doria, 9 
pm, $7

a THE FUNHOUSE  Chuck 
Inglish, Alex Wiley, 7 pm, 
$15-$35

HARD ROCK CAFE Jessica 
Lynne, 5-7 pm, free

HIGH DIVE Durt Fest with 
Jo-Durt and Guests, 8 pm, 
$10/$12

HIGHLINE Punchacop, Junk 
Food, Golden Alchemy, 
Tomphonic, 9:30 pm, $7

HIGHWAY 99 Patti Allen 
and Monster Road, 8 pm, $7

THE KRAKEN BAR & 
LOUNGE Bad Cop/Bad 
Cop, The Atom Age, The 
Murderburgers, Hilltop 
Rats, 9 pm, $7

a MARYMOOR PARK Ben 
Harper and the Innocent 
Criminals with The Jack 
Moves, 6 pm, $52/$57.50

NECTAR The Gladiators 
with Clinton Fearon, 8 pm, 
$15/$20

NEPTUNE THEATRE 
Nights at the Neptune: 
Solidaridad!, 7:30 pm, free

 NEUMOS  King Khan 
& The Shrines, Giorgio 
Murderer, CANDACE, 8 
pm, $15

SUBSTATION Klaw, Nordus, 
The Misery Men, 8 pm, $6

SUNSET TAVERN Star 
Anna, Jason Dodson (The 
Maldives), Whitney Monge, 
9 pm, $8

TRACTOR TAVERN The Pack 
AD, WILD POWWERS, The 
Snakebites, 9 pm, $12

 a TRIPLE DOOR   Beth 
Orton with Emmy the 
Great, 8 pm, $30

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Casey MacGill, 
5:30 pm, free

JAZZ
 BARCA  Jazz at Barca: 

Phil Sparks Trio, Adam 
Kessler, and Guests, 9 pm, 
free

a JAZZ ALLEY  Acoustic 
Alchemy, Jun 23-26, 7:30 
pm, $29.50

a THE ROYAL ROOM  
Grateful Dead: Europe ‘72 
with Andy Coe and Keith 
Lowe, 7:30 pm, $15

a SHUGA JAZZ BISTRO  
Chris James Quartet, 7 
pm, free

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Smooth as Jazz, 9 
pm, free

DJ
BALLROOM Throwback 
Thursdays, 9 pm

BALTIC ROOM Sugar 
Beat, $3

CHOP SUEY Cathy Disco!, 9 
pm-2 am, $12

CONTOUR Jaded

 HAVANA  Sophisticated 
Mama, free

JAZZBONES College Night, 
9 pm

 KREMWERK  Research: 
Lotic, Reverend Dollars, 
Howin, Warlokk, 8 pm, $10

MERCURY Isolation, $3

NEIGHBOURS Revolution

OHANA ‘80s Ladies Night

 Q NIGHTCLUB  Studio 

4/4: Josh Wink, 9 pm-2 
am, $11

R PLACE Thirsty Thursdays

THERAPY LOUNGE Therapy 
Sessions, 10 pm

TIMBRE ROOM Beachy 
Keen with Tony Burns, Toya 
B, ILL Camino: Seattle Pride 
2016, 9 pm-1 am, $8

TRINITY Beer Pong 
Thursdays, free

CLASSICAL
a BENAROYA HALL  
Stage and Screen: From 
Appalachian Spring to the 
Red Violin, 7:30 pm, $25

FRI 6/24

LIVE MUSIC
 THE BALLARD 

UNDERGROUND  Some 
Kind Of Space Opera, 8 
pm, $25

 BARBOZA  Bad Luck, 
Erik Blood, Prom Queen, 
7 pm, $8

BELLEVUE ARTS MUSEUM 
BAM Sound and Vision, 6 
pm, $15

 BLACK LODGE  Violent 
Human System, Kinski, 
Dreamdecay, Celluloid, 8 
pm, $8

BLUE MOON TAVERN Signal 
Flags, Visceral Candy, Tit 
Nun, Freud Frankenstein, 
9 pm, $5

a BROADWAY CENTER 
FOR THE PERFORMING 
ARTS  Mandy Patinkin in 
Concert: Dress Casual, 7:30 
pm, $39-$110

a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE  impacttestdummy, 
PRISONFOOD, Noisegasm, 8 
pm, $5-$15

CHINA HARBOR Orquesta 
la Solucion, 9:30 pm, $15

 COLUMBIA CITY 
THEATER  Ben Watt with 
Karl Blau, 7 pm, $24

CONOR BYRNE Power 
Cowards, Friction Pitch, 9 
pm, $8

a CROCODILE  Rogue 
Wave with Hibou, 8 pm, $18

a FREMONT ABBEY  
Kye Alfred Hillig, The 
Winterlings, 8-10 pm, 
$8/$10

 a GALLERY 1412   Chris 
Corsano, Arrington de 
Dionyso, Wilson Shook, 
Kate Olson, Uneasy Chairs 
Trio, 7:30 pm, $7

HIGH DIVE Pony Time, 
Deep Creep, Sundries, 8 pm, 
$10/$12

HIGHWAY 99 Lloyd Jones & 
the Struggle, 8 pm, $18

a HOLLOW EARTH RADIO  
Hardly Boys, Churn, 
Shredding, Dale Patchouli, 
8 pm, $5

THE KRAKEN BAR & 
LOUNGE 7 Year Old 
Blind Girl, Ol’ Doris, The 
Goddamn Devil, 9 pm, $5

LO-FI The Kings, Spicy 
Tunas, Whorechata, 9 pm-
midnight, $8

a LUCKY LIQUOR  Blag 
Dahlia of the Dwarves, Paul 
Diamond Blow, Drew Smith, 
Mike The Pike, Jason Stacy, 
8:30 pm, $8

a MCCAW HALL  Encore!: 
Celebrating 35 Years With 
Dennis Coleman: Seattle 
Women’s Chorus and 
Seattle Men’s Chorus, Jun 
24-25, 8 pm, $25-$78

NECTAR TRL: Summer Lovin 
Edition: DJ Indica Jones, DJ 
Pryme, #ALL4DORAS, 9 pm, 
$7/$10

NEIGHBOURS The Pink 
Party with Jordin Sparks, 8 
pm, $15

 NEUMOS  Gender Blender 
with Christeene and Guests, 
8 pm, $30-$65

RE-BAR Darqness vs. Soul-Fi: 
The Darqside of Pride, 10:30 
pm, $10

a THE SHOWBOX  Andy 
Black, Colours, 7:30 pm, 
$15-$22

SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
WordPlay T.Jay, Smar-T 
Jones, LeontheGod, 9 
pm, $7

SLIM’S LAST CHANCE 
Queen Annes, El Steiner, 
Shagnasty, 9 pm, $8

TRACTOR TAVERN 
Staticland, Ten Miles Wide, 
The Echolarks, 9 pm, $10

a TRIPLE DOOR  
BowieVision, 10 pm, 
$22/$35

TRIPLE DOOR 
MUSICQUARIUM LOUNGE 
Ayron Jones, 5 pm, free

 VARIOUS LOCATIONS 
(AROUND OLYMPIA)  
22nd Annual Olympia 
Experimental Music Festival, 
$22

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Yada Yada Blues 
Band, 9 pm, free

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY  Acoustic 
Alchemy, $29.50

LATONA PUB Phil Sparks 
Trio, 5 pm, free

a THE ROYAL ROOM  
Grateful Dead: Europe ‘72 
with Andy Coe and Keith 
Lowe, 7:30 pm, $15

TULA’S Stephanie Porter 
Quintet, 7:30 pm, $16

a VICTORIA, BC  Victoria 
International JazzFest 2016, 
$22-$132.50

VITO’S RESTAURANT 
& LOUNGE Marco De 
Carvalho Trio, 9 pm, free

DJ
ASTON MANOR Cabaret 
Fridays

BALLROOM Rendezvous 
Fridays, 9 pm

BALMAR Top 40, 9:30 pm, 
free

BALTIC ROOM White Party 
with Dev and Guests: Dev, 
Atasha Manila, DJs Citizen 
Jane, Von Kiss, Kasha 
Kennedy, Marty Mar, 9 
pm-3 am, $25-$150

BARBOZA Jet, 10:30 pm, 
free

 CHOP SUEY  Bearracuda 
Seattle: Special Guest DJs 
Matt Consola and Matt 
Stands, 9 pm, $10

 CUFF  DJ Night: Rotating 
DJs, 10 pm-3 am, free

 THE EAGLE  Dickslap 
PRIDE: Fetish Night, 9 
pm-3:59 am, $5

HAVANA Viva Havana, 9 
pm, $11

JAZZBONES Filthy Fridays, 
11 pm, $10

NEIGHBOURS Absolut 
Fridays, 9 pm

OZZIE’S DJs, 9 pm, free

PONY PONY PRIDE MMXVI, 
8 pm, $5

Q NIGHTCLUB ICON: PK, 
Rion, DNA, Koister, Drew, 
10 pm-3 am, $10

R PLACE Swollen Fridays, 
9 pm

a RACHEL’S GINGER BEER 
Pride Weekend, free

STOUT DJ ePop, 9 pm, free

SUBSTATION JIVE: Pride 
Edition, 10 pm-2 am, $10

THERAPY LOUNGE Under 
Pressure, 9:30 pm, $3 after 
10:30 p.m.

TRINITY Power Fridays, 
$0-$10

THINGS TO DO MUSICMUSIC
All the Shows Happening This Week
strangerthingstodo.com    @SEAshows    

 = Recommended    a = All Ages

http://www.soicapitolhill.com/
http://strangerthingstodo.com/
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ALBUM RELEASE 
SHOW

JULY 1 
PARLIAMENT TAVERN
4210 SW ADMIRAL, WAY WEST SEATTLE

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

ECHO RAVINE
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FOR ANY & ALL USED
CDs, DVDs & VINYL

MORE THAN A RECORD STORE! WE HAVE TURNTABLES, 
VINYL ACCESSORIES, POSTERS, HEADPHONES & MORE.

Sale prices good thru 6.30.16

JAKE BUGG
On My One

$12.95-cd/$21.95-LP

SWANS
The Glowing Man

$13.95-cd/$15.95-cd+dvd/$27.95-LP

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
The Getaway

$14.95-cd/$26.95-LP

MOGWAI
Atomic

$12.95-cd/$20.95-LP

RADIOHEAD
A Moon Shaped Pool

$11.95-cd/$25.95-reg. LP

CASE/LANG/VEIRS 
Case/Lang/Veirs

$11.95-cd/$18.95-LP

RADIOHEAD

GET ‘EM ON SALE

WWW.EVERYDAYMUSIC.COM

BELLINGHAM
115 E. Magnolia • 360.676.1404

Open everyday 9 a.m.-10 p.m. 

CAPITOL HILL
1520 10th Ave. •  206.568.3321

Open everyday 10 a.m.-10 p.m.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT MOE BAR & ETIX.COM
NEUMOS.COM — THE BARBOZA.COM – MOEBARSEATTLE.COM — PIKESTFISHFRY.COM

925 EAST PIKE STREET, SEATTLE

FRIDAY 7/1

ELECTRIC SIX 
IN THE WHALE
8PM DOORS - 21+ 

FRIDAY 8/5

PROTOMARTYR
VATS + LITHICS

8PM DOORS - 21+ 

SATURDAY 7/9

DEERHOOF 
SKATING POLLY + SCARVES

8PM DOORS - ALL AGES, BAR WITH ID

http://www.everydaymusic.com/
http://etix.com/
http://neumos.com/
http://barboza.com/
http://moebarseattle.com/
http://pikestfishfry.com/
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WEEKLY FRIDAY & SATURDAY 
DANCE NIGHTS FROM 10:30PM TO CLOSE

COMING UP NEXT

COMING UP NEXT

925 EAST PIKE STREET, SEATTLE

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
MOE BAR & ETIX.COM

NEUMOS.COM — THE BARBOZA.COM
MOEBARSEATTLE.COM — PIKESTFISHFRY.COM

WEDNESDAY 6/22

COLORWORKS 
DREAMCATCHR + SILVER TORCHES (SOLO SET) 

THURSDAY 6/23

SPEKULATION
THE BAD TENANTS + SLEEP STEADY 

+ TRAVIS THOMPSON  
+ DJ ABSOLUTE MADMAN 

FRIDAY 6/24

BAD LUCK
ERIK BLOOD + PROM QUEEN

SUNDAY 6/26

THE GARDEN + 
PLAGUE VENDOR 

KIM AND THE CREATED

FRIDAY 6/24

GENDER BLENDER 
PRIDE WEEKEND EDITION

SATURDAY 6/25

TRIBE
PRIDE WEEKEND EDITION

SUNDAY 6/26

BENJAMIN CLEMENTINE
FRIDAY 7/1

ELECTRIC SIX
IN THE WHALE

SATURDAY 7/9

DEERHOOF 
SKATING POLLY + SCARVES

TUESDAY 7/12

WYE OAK 
TUSKHA

FRIDAY 7/15

MARK FARINA
SATURDAY 7/16

TEN MILES WIDE
VAN EPS + DEVILS HUNT ME DOWN 

+ INTISAAR 

JUST ANNOUNCED! TUESDAY 8/9

HARRY POTTER TRIVIA
5:30PM & 8:30PM

WILDROSE WildRose Pride 
2016, $10-$100

DANCE
a GORGE AMPHITHEATRE  
Paradiso Festival, $85-$185

UNICORN BFD Unicorn 
Takeover, 9 pm-2 am, $10

CLASSICAL
a BENAROYA HALL  
Bernstein and Beyond: 
Great American Chamber 
Music, 8 pm, $25

a CORNISH PLAYHOUSE AT 
SEATTLE CENTER  Seattle 
Ladies Choir Summer 
Concert Series, 7:30 pm

SAT 6/25

LIVE MUSIC
 THE BALLARD 

UNDERGROUND  Some 
Kind Of Space Opera, 8 
pm, $25

BARBOZA The Hunna, 8 
pm, $10/$12

a BLOEDEL RESERVE  
Ethan J. Perry & The 
Remedy Band with Duke 
Evers: Summer Kick-Off 
Concert, 6 pm, $28/$32

BLUE MOON TAVERN Death 
Star, Shubzilla, Kadeshflow, 
9 pm, $5

CLUB HOLLYWOOD 
CASINO Johnny and the 
Bad Boys and DJ Becka 
Page, 9 pm, $5

COLUMBIA CITY THEATER 
Tetrabox with Jazmarae, 7 
pm, $10

CONOR BYRNE Runaway 
Seattle, Abby K, Evan 
Hulse, Stephanie Robbins, 
8 pm, $8

CROCODILE a School of 
Rock Issaquah: Pink Floyd’s 
The Wall, 2 pm, $12; Sisters 
with Soft Sleep, 8 pm, $12

DARRELL’S TAVERN Tien’s 
50 Year Run with The ‘Verb 
and Guests, 9 pm, $10

a EL CORAZON  Tiger 
Army, The Bellfuries, The 
Pine Hill Haints, 8 pm, 
$20/$25

a EMP SKY CHURCH  
Influencers Concert Series: 
Jeremy Enigk and Tomo 
Nakayama, 9 pm, $16

HIGH DIVE Asterhouse, 
The Pro-nouns, Actionesse, 
Crystal Desert, 8 pm, 
$10/$12

 HIGHLINE  Gygax, 
Substratum, Trannysaurus 
Rox, Hexengeist, 9 pm, 
$10/$12

a MCCAW HALL  Encore!: 
Celebrating 35 Years With 
Dennis Coleman: Seattle 
Women’s Chorus and 
Seattle Men’s Chorus, 8 pm, 
$25-$78

NECTAR Hit Explosion’s 
Boogie Wonderland 2, 8 
pm, $15/$20

RENDEZVOUS Sundodger 
with Gunpowder Stitches 
and Morton Crow, 8 pm, 
$6/$8

SEAMONSTER LOUNGE 
Hammond B3 Showcase 
with Guests, 10 pm, $10

SKYLARK CAFE & CLUB 
Girls Love Rockets, Jesica’s 
Voices, Christa Says Yay, 9 
pm, $7

a STUDIO SEVEN  Dead 
Horse Trauma, Chrysalis, 
Casca’s Dagger, 80 Proof 
Logic, 7 pm, $10

SUBSTATION Nightfell, 
Hallucinator, Serpentent, 9 
pm, $10

SUNSET TAVERN The Great 
Um, Temple Canyon, Brass 
Bed, Robb Benson, 8:30 
pm, $10

TRACTOR TAVERN This 
Charming Band, Love 
Vigilantes, Xploding Boys, 
9 pm, $15

 a TRIPLE DOOR   Grace 
Love: Sex, Drugs, Rock and 
Soul Musical, 8 pm, $27/$30

 VARIOUS LOCATIONS 
(AROUND OLYMPIA)  
22nd Annual Olympia 
Experimental Music Festival, 
$22

a VERMILLION  Women 
of Color in Music: Shelita 
Burke, Raven Zoe, 

Champagne Honeybee, 7-9 
pm, free

JAZZ
a JAZZ ALLEY  Acoustic 
Alchemy, $29.50

a VICTORIA, BC  Victoria 
International JazzFest 2016, 
$22-$132.50

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE Jerry Zimmerman, 
6 pm, free; The James Band, 
9:30 pm-midnight, free

DJ
ASTON MANOR NRG 
Saturdays

BALLARD LOFT Hiphop 
Saturdays, 10 pm, free

BALLROOM Sinful 
Saturdays, 9 pm

BALMAR Top 40 Night, 9:30 
pm, free

BALTIC ROOM Crave 
Saturdays, 10 pm

BARBOZA Inferno, 10:30 
pm, $5 before midnight

CORBU LOUNGE Saturday 
Night Live

 CUFF  DJ Night, 10 pm-3 
am, free

 THE EAGLE  Pride 
Underwear Party Playhouse 
with DJ Max Bruce, 8 pm-4 
am, $8/$12 after 11pm

GAINSBOURG Voulez-Vous 
Boogaloo,10 pm, free

HAVANA Havana Social, 9 
pm, $15

KREMWERK Kiss Off: 
PRIDE, $7-$90

MERCURY Machineries of 
Joy, $5

MONKEY LOFT Diggin 
Deep,10 pm

NACHO BORRACHO Into 
the Streets Pride Party, Sat, 
Jun 25, noon, free

NEUMOS Tribe with DJs Dan 
De Leon, Nick Bertossi, Mike 
Sniffen, 9 pm, $18

OZZIE’S DJs, 9 pm, free

PONY PONY PRIDE MMXVI, 
9 pm, $5

Q NIGHTCLUB Madness: 
Fresh Prints with Sean 
Majors, 10 pm-3 am, $12

R PLACE Therapy Saturday: 
DJ Flo’w

a RACHEL’S GINGER BEER  
Pride Weekend, free

RE-BAR Night Crush: HELLA 
QUEER:s(A Queer Ass Pride 
Party), 9 pm-3 am, $10

STOUT DJ ePop, 9 pm, free

THERAPY LOUNGE This 
Modern Love

TIMBRE ROOM 
HouseQuake, 10 pm, $10

TRINITY Reload Saturdays, 
$15

VERMILLION Spread Thick, 
9 pm, free

WILDROSE WildRose Pride 
2016, $10-$100

THE WOODS Juicebox

DANCE
a GORGE AMPHITHEATRE  
Paradiso Festival, $85-$185

LO-FI Luft For Life: Brit 
Pop Dance Party, 9 pm-
midnight, free

MERCURY HELLA BENT: 
Pride Weekend Goth Dance 
Party, 9 pm, Free/$5 after 
10pm

NEIGHBOURS Pride 
Powermix with Deborah 
Cox, 10 pm, $15

PONY Luv’ Ladder, 9 pm, 
Free before 8pm/$5 after 
8pm

RE-BAR Night Crush: HELLA 
QUEER:s(A Queer Ass Pride 
Party), 9 pm-3 am, $10

CLASSICAL
a CHAPEL PERFORMANCE 
SPACE  Wind Talkers, 8 pm, 
$5-$15

a CORNISH PLAYHOUSE AT 
SEATTLE CENTER  Seattle 
Ladies Choir Summer 
Concert Series, 2 pm

SUN 6/26

LIVE MUSIC
BARBOZA The Garden, 
Plague Vendor, Kim and 
The Created, 8 pm, $12

a CAFE RACER  Racer 
Sessions, 7:30-11 pm, free

a CHOP SUEY  Russ, 8 
pm, $20

 a CROCODILE   Big 
Business with Andy the 
Doorbum, 8 pm, $13

 a THE FUNHOUSE   
InAneona, Immortal Bird, 
Grenades, A Province of 
Thay, 7 pm, $10-$12

HIGHLINE Profatanica, 
Demonic, Fornicator, 9 pm, 
$14/$18

a HOLLOW EARTH RADIO  
Grape Room, Cake! 
(Alchemy), Sundae Crush, 
Red Alder, 8-11 pm, $5-$10

LOVECITYLOVE Fundraiser 
for Bodies of Water, 7:30-
10:30 pm, $10

NECTAR Curren$y: Cruis’n 
USA Tour, 8 pm, $26-$95

a NEUMOS  Benjamin 
Clementine, 8 pm, $16

RENDEZVOUS Matt Alber, 
8 pm, $20

THE ROYAL ROOM Allison 
Preisinger with Annie Ford 
Band and Tekla Waterfield: 
CD Release Show, 7:30 
pm, free

SPINNAKER BAY BREWING 
Lungs and Limbs: Benefit 
for Orlando, 4-9 pm

SUNSET TAVERN Sunsets 
West, Psychic Death, 
Dogstrum, 8 pm, $8

TIM’S TAVERN Seattle 
Songwriter Showcase

a TRIPLE DOOR  School of 
Rock: A Tribute to Queen, 7 
pm, $12/$15

 VARIOUS LOCATIONS 
(AROUND OLYMPIA)  
22nd Annual Olympia 
Experimental Music Festival, 
$22

JAZZ
THE ANGRY BEAVER The 
Beaver Sessions, free

CAPITOL CIDER The 
Forman-Finley Band, 6:30-9 
pm, free

DARRELL’S TAVERN Sunday 
Night Jazz Jam, 8 pm, free

a HARISSA  Sunday Bossa 
Nova, 6 pm, free

a JAZZ ALLEY  Acoustic 
Alchemy, 7:30 pm, $29.50

SHUGA JAZZ BISTRO Shuga 
Sundays: Eric Verlinde and 
Guests, 7:30 pm, free

TULA’S  a Jim Cutler Jazz 
Orchestra, 7:30 pm, $8; a 
Cozmotion Guitar Trio, 3:30 
pm, $5

a VICTORIA, BC  Victoria 
International JazzFest 2016, 
$22-$132.50

VITO’S RESTAURANT & 
LOUNGE  Ruby Bishop, 
6 pm, free;  The Ron 
Weinstein Trio, 9:30 pm, 
free

DJ
BALTIC ROOM Resurrection 
Sundays, 10 pm

 CENTRAL SALOON  
Metal Brunch: DJ Ryan 
Schutte (MetalShop) with 
Guest DJ, 11 am-4 pm, $10

CONTOUR Broken Grooves, 
free

 THE EAGLE  Pride Make 
Out Party with DJs James 
Cerne and Tane, 8 pm-3 am

MERCURY Mode, 9 pm, $5

NEIGHBOURS Noche Latina

PONY PONY PRIDE MMXVI, 
5 pm, $5

R PLACE Homo Hop

a RACHEL’S GINGER BEER  
Pride Weekend, free

 RE-BAR  Flammable: DJ 
Wesley Holmes, Xan Lucero, 
and Guests, 9 pm, $10

 REVOLVER BAR  No Exit: 
DJ Vi, noon, free

WILDROSE WildRose Pride 
2016, $10-$100

CLASSICAL
a CORNISH PLAYHOUSE AT 
SEATTLE CENTER  Seattle 
Ladies Choir Summer 
Concert Series, 7:30 pm

a MARYMOOR PARK  The 
Seattle Symphony Plays 
Gershwin, 4 pm, $25-$69.50

 a ST. MARK’S 
CATHEDRAL   Compline 
Choir, 9:30 pm, free

MON 6/27

LIVE MUSIC
a THE FUNHOUSE  Echo, 
Shedu, 8:30 pm, $7

HARD ROCK CAFE Cassie 
Corelle, 5-7 pm, free

HIGHLINE Alaric, Dead 
Spells, Same Sex Dictator, 
Anteinferno, 9 pm, $10/$12

JAZZ ALLEY Ana Popovic, 6 
pm, $31.50

LUCKY LIQUOR Sid Law

 THE SHOWBOX  An 
Evening with Ms. Lauryn 
Hill, 7:30 pm

SUNSET TAVERN Micah 
Subar and Friends, Deer 
Leader, Sam Parkin, 8 
pm, $8

JAZZ
THE ROYAL ROOM 
Equilibrium with Brad 
Shepik Organ Trio, 7 pm, 
free

a TRIPLE DOOR  Brian 
Nova Jazz Jam, 8 pm, free

a VICTORIA, BC  Victoria 
International JazzFest 2016, 
$22-$132.50

DJ
BALTIC ROOM Jam Jam, 
9 pm

 BAR SUE  Motown on 
Mondays, 10 pm, free

 THE HIDEOUT  Industry 
Standard, free

 MOE BAR  Moe Bar 
Monday, 10 pm, free

TUE 6/28

LIVE MUSIC
 CHOP SUEY  Julia 

Shapiro, John Atkins, Jenn 
Champion, 8 pm, $6

 COLUMBIA CITY 
THEATER  The Best Open 
Mic Ever, 7:30 pm, free

EL CORAZON Verb Slingers, 
3 pm, free

HARD ROCK CAFE Brenda 
Xu, 5-7 pm, free

HIGH DIVE Little Child 
Man, Cake Alchemy, Endo 
Glen, The Dancing Plague 
of 1518, 7:30 pm, $6/$8

HIGHLINE The Bolos, Juicy 
Thompson and the Snuggle 
Regime, 9:30 pm, $7

J&M CAFE All-Star Acoustic 
Tuesdays, 9 pm, free

a LUCKY LIQUOR  Skates!, 
Cowabunga Kid, Choke The 
Pope, 9 pm, $8

PARAGON You Play Tuesday, 
8 pm, free

PARLIAMENT TAVERN Billy 
Joe and the RCs, 8 pm, free

SLIM’S LAST CHANCE 
Hammerfest 2016: Western 
Centuries, Joy Mills Band, 
Lowman Palace, Silversands, 
Farfetcher, 9 pm, $10

SUNSET TAVERN Cub Sport, 
8 pm, $8

TRACTOR TAVERN You 
Won’t, Bombadil, Jocelyn 
Mackenzie, 8 pm, $10

JAZZ
a KERRY/PONCHO HALL  
Mats Eilertsen Trio, 8 pm, 
$7-$14

 THE ROYAL ROOM  
Delvon Lamarr, 10 pm, 
donation

a TRIPLE DOOR  Marcin 
Wasilewski Trio, 7:30 pm, 
$20/$23

a VICTORIA, BC  Victoria 
International JazzFest 2016, 
$22-$132.50

DJ
BALTIC ROOM Drum & Bass 
Tuesdays:, 10 pm

 BLUE MOON TAVERN  
Blue Moon Vinyl Revival 
Tuesdays, 8 pm, free

CONTOUR Burn, 9 pm, free

CORBU LOUNGE Club NYX 
Wave & Goth, 10 pm, $5

 HAVANA  Real Love ‘90s, 
$3; free before 11 p.m.

 LO-FI  Stop Biting, 9 
pm, $5

MERCURY Die, $5

NEIGHBOURS Pump It Up: 
DJ Lightray

ROB ROY Analog Tuesdays, 
free

THINGS TO DO All the Shows Happening This Week

http://etix.com/
http://neumos.com/
http://barboza.com/
http://moebarseattle.com/
http://pikestfishfry.com/
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HOSTS
INDIKA HAZE

ROXY RENEE ROSS
A F T E R  PA R A D E

S U N DAY  3 - 7

dj 
a d r i a n  r ow e

+  P E R F O R M A N C E S  B Y 

L A D I  V I X X E N
LO L A  D U V O E

2214 1ST AVENUE
BETWEEN BLANCHARD & BELL

amberseattle.com kitsappride.orgredstarevents.com

J u n e  2 6 t h

THE guide for more than 30,000 
festival attendees

Full Schedule • Easy to Use Map 
• Band Profi les • and more

Inserted into every issue of The Stranger on July 
20th, with additional distribution onsite throughout 

the festival.

Reserve your advertising space today!
Space Reservation Deadline: July 8th

CALL 206-323-7101 
OR EMAIL ADINFO@THESTRANGER.COM

Your sex life demands it.

WWW.SAVAGELOVECAST.COM

mailto:ADINFO@thestranger.com
http://amberseattle.com/
http://kitsappride.org/
http://redstarevents.com/
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has taken over the past three decades, he 
bristles at the notion of looking much further 
beyond the tour dates on his calendar.

“There’s no plan in this,” he says, with a 
detectable note of frustration in 
his voice. “There’s no project I 
want to explore or artist I’d love 
to work with. Things just need 
to happen as they happen.”

It’s hard to argue with that 
logic, especially when faced with the raw facts 
of Watt’s life and music. His own interests 
and influences, and a fair amount of happen-
stance, have been his only guideposts—and 
they’ve served him well.

Inspired by her singing in the band Ma-
rine Girls, Watt arranged a meeting with 
future wife Tracey Thorn at their university, 
which spawned their fantastic pop group 
Everything but the Girl. Falling in with the 
underground dance music scene in the early 
’00s encouraged him to produce and DJ deep 
house tracks and start the well-regarded 
label Buzzin’ Fly Records. After his father 
passed away in 2006 and he inherited a small 
cache of mementos, Watt was moved to write 
the book Romany and Tom, a loving and 
sometimes devastating look at his parents’ 
fractious marriage that has earned glowing 
reviews worldwide.

And when the itch arose again to start 

writing guitar-based songs for his two recent 
solo albums—2014’s Hendra and this year’s 
Fever Dream—he scratched away, happening 
upon fine collaborators like former Suede gui-

tarist Bernard Butler and Pink 
Floyd’s David Gilmour as he did.

Even the success of EBTG 
came while following his and 
Thorn’s somewhat stubborn 
path. The music they made al-

ways seemed to run against the trends of the 
time. The same year that NME released C86, 
a cassette compilation of shambolic, fevered 
rock and pop from the UK underground 
scene, the pair were dabbling in big-band ar-
rangements and Jimmy Webb–style country 
on their album Baby, the Stars Shine Bright.

“We were always a countercultural group,” 
Watt says. “We weren’t playing music that 
was successful at any time during our career. 
Robin Miller, the producer of our first two al-
bums, told me that Seymour Stein was on the 
fence about signing us to Sire Records in the 
US. Robin told him, ‘Give them time. By the 
time they reach their sixth or seventh record, 
they’ll really take off.’ Which is what hap-
pened, because our seventh was the one that 
had ‘Missing’ [the group’s hugely successful 
hit from 1994] on it. But he said, ‘I can’t wait. I 
need success now.’ Which is something you’re 
hearing more and more these days.”

Not that he is concerned at all about 
reaching the pop charts anytime soon. He 
knows he’s lucky to be in the position he’s in, 
mostly because he knows how lucky he is to 
be alive.

Back in 1992, as EBTG were beginning 
the sessions for what would become their 
eighth album, Amplified Heart, Watt became 
seriously ill. Diagnosed with Churg-Strauss 
syndrome, an autoimmune disorder that 
causes damage to the intestinal tract, he 
spent months in the hospital and was given a 
slim chance of survival. It wound up costing 
him nearly his entire lower 
intestine, but left him, as 
you can imagine, with a re-
newed appreciation for his 
existence.

“It’s something that I’m 
still dealing with and will be 
dealing with every day,” he 
says. “You could say that it 
has made me more driven, 
but Tracey would tell me, 
‘Hell, you’ve always been 
driven.’”

Indeed, what came out of that experience 
was an even stronger resolve to do only what 
felt right to him. That included writing his 
first memoir, Patient, which chronicled his 
illness with good humor and clarity, as well 
as his push toward dance grooves both on 
EBTG’s final two albums, 1996’s Walking 
Wounded and 1999’s Temperamental, and in 
the DJ booth.

This could have put Watt on the path to a 
new kind of worldwide acclaim, but he man-
aged to jump ship just as the juggernaut 
known as EDM was taking shape.

“I was playing a festival in New York, play-
ing my typical deep house set,” he recalls, 
“and the guy who went up after me was [DJ 
and producer] Kaskade. I was watching the 
reaction of the crowd and seeing the huge 
spectacle of his set, and I thought: ‘Oh this 

B en Watt isn’t particularly interested in trying to figure out 
how he got to this point in his life. Even after a good 40 min-

utes of conversation over Skype about the many turns his career

Ben Watt
w/Karl Blau

Fri June 24, Columbia City 
Theater, 8 pm, $20, 21+

Everything but the Plan
Ben Watt Forges On Through  

an Unpredictable Life and Career
BY ROBERT HAM

BEN WATT A veteran musician resolutely interested in the present.

is totally different than what I’m doing. Best 
to get out of the way.’ Plus, I was reaching 50. 
The nights were getting longer and harder to 
do, and I didn’t want to be the oldest swinger 
at the club.”

It helped that, around that same time, the 
melodies and lyrical ideas that would form 
Hendra and Fever Dream started to take 
shape. And what came out are two thought-
ful collections of lived-in, unhurried songs 
that allow elements of the late-1960s folk 
rock movement to coalesce with lite soul and 
hushed modern indie pop.

What haunts these albums more than any-
thing Watt has done before is a reckoning with 
the past and a welcome, if slightly uncertain, 
glance forward. Some of that was spurred by 
the loss of his half-sister Jennie in 2012 from 
lung cancer, a death made all the more painful 
by the knowledge that she was finding some 
stability and peace late in her life after strug-
gling for years with mental-health issues.

Hendra is suffused with that loss, not only in 
the album’s title (it’s the name of a road where 
Jennie and her husband owned a weekend 
home) but in songs written from the perspec-
tive of someone slowly rummaging through 
the fragments of days gone by and trying to 
fit them into an uncertain future. “I know it’s 
only daylight that we walk through,” he sings 
on “The Levels,” aided by a sleepy blues guitar 
line from Gilmour. “And everyone has wounds 
that heal with time/And I’ll get over mine.”

Fever Dream works some similar ground 
that his wife covered on her marvelous 2010 
solo effort, Love and Its Opposite: how our 
romantic relationships tend to evolve as we 
approach middle age.

“When I did the tour for Hendra, I was 
greeted at a lot of the shows by people from 
my past,” Watt says. “Friends that I often 
hadn’t seen for years. And I was hearing the 
same stories about how their relationship was 
on the rocks, or they were going through a 
divorce, or they were starting a new relation-
ship that was going really well. There was a 
theme of sorts being built, and I wanted to 
look at that period of a person’s life, when 

things start to shift and 
you’re at a crossroads.”

The album doesn’t take 
a mournful or worried tone. 
It carries an air of almost 
shrugging acceptance of 
these concerns. The steady 
shuffle of “Between Two 
Fires” sounds downright 
upbeat as Watt peels off 
lines like “Sometimes love 
can last a lifetime/Other 

times it tires/I cannot blame you now you’re 
gone.” And amid the 1970s-style pop that 
marks “Faces of My Friends,” he refers to 
love as a constantly flowing river that slows 
and deepens but is otherwise always moving 
forward.

In fact, he’s only vaguely interested in try-
ing to remind people of his musical past as he 
sets off on a US tour to honor the songs of the 
present.

“People in the audience are often my age,” 
he says, “and I think even for them it would be 
strange to shift from hearing a 53-year-old’s 
perspective on life to hearing a 19-year-old’s 
with something from [his 1983 solo album] 
North Marine Drive or the 30-year-old who 
wrote ‘25th December’ and is still not getting 
on with his parents. And I’m not going to put 
a 20-minute section in the set where I knock 
out all the hits, because I don’t have those.” ■

“The nights were 
getting longer and 
harder to do, and 
I didn’t want to be 
the oldest swinger 

at the club.”
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2200 2ND AVE  CORNER OF 2ND & BLANCHARD 
TICKETS @ THECROCODILE.COM & THE CROCODILE BOX OFFICE

MORE INFO AT WWW.THECROCODILE.COM 

6/22
WEDNESDAY

Disco Droppings & The Crocodile Present::

Jessy Lanza
DJ Taye, Jimi Jaxon
All Ages

6/23
THURSDAY

Moor Gang, ReignCity and The Crocodile Present::

Gifted Gab
Abjo (Soulection), Tealideal
All Ages

6/24
FRIDAY

Rogue Wave
Hibou
All Ages

6/25
SATURDAY

School of Rock Issaquah Performs: 
Pink Floyd ‘The Wall’
All Ages

6/25
SATURDAY

SISTERS
Soft Sleep
21+

6/26
SUNDAY

Big Business
Andy The Doorbum
All Ages

 
 

UP & COMING EVERY MONDAY & TUESDAY LIQUID COURAGE KARAOKE 6/29 ROYCE DA 5’9 6/30 
GHOST I’VE MET 7/2 THE HOOD INTERNET 7/3 INDIGENOUS 7/7 NEIL HAMBURGER 7/8 THE PHYSICS 
7/9 WE ARE SCIENTISTS 7/11 BOSS HOG 7/12 GHOST BATH 7/13 MITSKI 7/14 THE WORLD/ INFERNO 
FRIENDSHIP 7/15 GENERAL MOJO’S 7/16 TONY JOE WHITE @ THE SUNSET 7/17 ASHER ROTH + LARRY 
JUNE 7/18 NE OBLIVISCARIS 7/19 EPMD 7/21 SY ARI DA KID 7/23 RICHIE ALDENTE 7/26 YONI & GETI

FE
AT

UR
ED

Tue 10/4
KULA SHAKER

Thu 8/4 
PALEHOUND 

@ THE SUNSET

Thu 10/27 
FAILURE

ALL EVENT TICKETS AVAILABLE THRU WWW.ETIX.COM AND STUDIO 7 BOX OFFICE
UP & COMING   UP & COMING  

ALL SHOWS ARE ALL AGES BAR W/ID 
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

 JUST OFF 1ST AVE SOUTH  

110 S. HORTON
 206-286-1312 

www.studioseven.us

7/17 INTERNAL BLEEDING & THE LAST TEN SECONDS OF LIFE 7/24 LIKE A STORM 7/28 RIOT 7/29 INQUISITION, ANTITHEUS, 
NECROSOMNIUM 8/13  TEXAS HIPPIE COALITION 8/18 THE BUNNY THE BEAR, ROOTS LIKE MOUNTAINS, EMPYREAN 8/22  BELPHEGOR

http://www.studioseven.us/
http://thecrocodile.com/
http://www.thecrocodile.com/
http://www.etix.com/
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Seattle: Gifted Gab and Spekulation 
both have their album-release parties 

this Thursday, June 23, at the Crocodile and 
Barboza, respectively.

Somewhat different crowds and commu-
nity/fan love going on. Gabby is Moor Gang’s 
first lady, one of the city’s best rappers—and 
her Gab the Most High (whose cover sees her 
styled in the manner of the Afrocentric divas 
of the 1990s) is her most complete work, full 
of her reveling in her mastery of words, voice, 
and flow.

But why does it seem like Gabby is barely 
celebrated in her hometown? (If this was Min-
neapolis, she’d be on the cover of City Pages.) 
Simple: She is unapologetic, outspoken, raw as 
hell, and straight-up rap (besides her leavening 
touches of R&B)—no artsy alternative tags 
could be applied to her Bandcamp description. 
Maybe she’s not the acceptable kind of Black 
by Seattle standards, the kind that gets that 
critical love, those main-stage headlining slots, 
those major looks. Nah, that couldn’t be it.

Now, Spek is still not my favorite rapper 
(though I always liked his 
beats), but his heart, humili-
ty, and love in the community 
put a strong wind at his back 
and growing crowds in front 
of him.

His proper debut, Nine to 
Fives & Afterlives, was re-
leased right after last week’s 
Beacon Hill Block Party 
went off like crazy (BIG shout-out to the Sta-
tion and the community they hold down), and 
it demonstrates the mindful care he brings to 
his craft (he’s clearly put a lot of work into his 
flow and voice) and shows that he knows his 
lane and exactly how to stay in it. He fully de-
serves his props—others deserve theirs, too.

As for OT, I’ve been saying for years: The 
XXL freshman cover is a trash barge of a tra-
dition, built to float sales for a long-sagging 
print mag and manufacture the sort of gar-
bage conversation that reduces art to sales 
and sports stats. And 2016’s edition, to be 
fair, is not even half bad—wait, no, I lied, it is 
precisely 50 percent bad (or at least boring, 
which is an even more insidious type of bad).

You got your earnest NYC tradition-
alist (Nas signee Dave East) and the 
mediocre East Coast knockoffs of Atlanta 
energy (Philly’s Lil Uzi Vert and BK’s Desii-
gner). You got your actual mediocre Atlanta 

dude (21 Savage).
And of course, you got your token white 

dude, Lil Dicky, who not only exudes the kind 
of smirking semi-racist rap-is-so-dumb-I’ll-
show-’em type arrogance that would make 
a young Asher Roth and Hot Karl blush in 
embarrassment—but has taken the chamber 
of “Nerdy White Dude Can Really Rap” You-
Tube clips to its logical conclusion.

(Please, MCs, abandon your need for 
crystal clarity: mumble, slur, obscure, swing, 
bounce, just get the devil off your trail. How 
to be a technically proficient rapper is being 
taught at your suburban community college, 
so give us the funk they can’t.)

Everybody knows Anderson Paak is dope 
(despite the Macy Gray vibes that make me 
wonder if I’ll always like his shit), Chicago’s G 
Herbo has been raw since “Kill Shit,” and Carol 
City’s Denzel Curry is one of the illest out un-
der 25, no question. And as much as I actually 
kind of hate Lil Yachty (based particularly on 
his interviews, the fact that he put Kylie Jen-
ner in a song, and that he often talks about how 

original he is), I still can’t deny 
that he made a pretty fun tape 
with Lil Boat, even if I don’t 
think I want to listen to it 
again for a while.

But there’s no way around 
it: Pompano Beach’s 19-year-
old Kodak Black is the true 
champion here. (You know 
when somebody’s music 

goes from “Hey, this is pretty good” to “I’m 
just gonna have this song on repeat all after-
noon”?) Last year’s Institution was dope, but 
his just-out Lil B.I.G. Pac tape is an arrival—
not only ambitiously named, it’s phenomenal 
Southern rap of the bluesy, haunted, steeped-
in-desperation variety.

He’s got his clear stylistic progenitors 
Gucci Mane (welcome home, Trap God) and 
’07 freshman Lil Boosie on board (on “Vibin 
in This Bih” and “Slayed,” respectively), but 
on both collaborations—and throughout the 
tape—Kodak takes full attention, displaying a 
wealth of wit and pathos, serving low-key raps 
breathtaking in their economy, storytelling, 
and unexpected cleverness. It’s the mournful 
“Can I” that stays with me the most: “Will I 
live long enough to raise my son? / Make some-
thing outta nothing / [There’s] nothing where 
I’m from / Can ya boy do something productive 
for once?” ■ 

If this was 
Minneapolis, 

Gabby would be 
on the cover of 

City Pages.

Gifted Gab and Spekulation: 
Two Sides of Seattle Hiphop

BY LARRY MIZELL  JR.

MY PHILOSOPHY A COLUMN ABOUT HIPHOP 
AND CULTURE

5501 Airport Way S. ‘Round back by the tracks 
(206) 763-6764 • georgetownliquorco.com

VEGAN & VEGETARIAN MENU

STRONG ENOUGH FOR A CARNIVORE,  

MADE FOR AN HERBIVORE

HAPPY HOUR MON-FRI: 4PM-7PM 
WEEKEND BRUNCH: 10AM-2PM
TRIVIA: THURSDAYS @ 8:30PM

LIVE 
MUSIC!

FRIDAY 6/24 - 9:30pm
WILT (TOUR KICK OFF)
BLACK MOLD (OLY)

SCIATICA
PAGAN SCUM 

BY IAN ROBERTS AND MIKE BAKER OF SEATTLE BEER COLLECTIVE

Look for the next edition of  

BEER BUZZ  
K  

The Stranger  
p June 29th!

http://georgetownliquorco.com/
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ART

D iane Arbus has been dead for 45 
years. Her work is not new to the 
world, and it is not new to me. So 

she should not have the power to conquer my 
brain this week. But that’s what she’s doing. 
I would like to be writing a straightforward 
review of a show in Sodo, but I am locked 
up, convinced that the only legitimate thing 
to do is to write about the show in relation to 
Arbus. I think this is happening because of 
something she said, and then something Ar-
thur Lubow said about her.

Arbus, according to Lubow’s new 700-
page biography, told a story once about 
what she called the “ultimate” photograph. 
It was one she saw in a magazine, probably 
sometime in the 1960s, of a photographer 
shooting a picture of a man 
who was shooting the photog-
rapher with a gun. Arbus has 
been accused of making cruel 
pictures. She couldn’t stand 
having her own picture taken. 
She said that the camera was cruel. I agree. 
Maybe that would be why the “ultimate” 
photograph would be the ultimately violent 
one.

Ever since Arbus’s pictures were made, 
even during her lifetime, people wanted to 
know more about how they were made. More 
about who she was, how she treated the 
people she photographed, what they thought 
they were getting into, how they felt when 
they saw the pictures, how someone today in 
the same situation feels.

To an audience at Elliott Bay Book Com-

pany last Thursday, Lubow declared that 
none of that was relevant.

“The pictures stand alone,” he said.
Former Stranger staffer Annie Wagner 

happened to be in the audience, and she shot 
up her hand to ask him how he, as the author 
of hundreds of pages of context about the pic-
tures, could say they stand alone.

“Don’t you find that strange, that you’d 
say that?” she said.

How can anything stand alone? Then 
again, what is the point of a piece of art 
having its own form if its form can be re-
formed by the context around it? The 
strangeness Wagner referred to is the most 
common strangeness in art. It’s completely 
unresolved, like my feelings about the Ar-

bus portrait of a Brooklyn 
family that includes a Liz 
Taylor look-alike mother, an 
exhausted-looking father, and 
a boy with a wildly wander-
ing eye, a cocked head, and a 

silly expression, who turns out to be—if you 
find out some context—a severely disabled 
boy. He is the severely disabled fulcrum of a 
visual black comedy. The image is also maxi-
mally visually spectacular and maximally 
emotionally complicated. Lubow seems ut-
terly at peace with Arbus and her pictures. I 
want to hit her, pay her, hug her, lionize her, 
hospitalize her.

I do not want to do any of those things to 
Rafael Soldi, the artist whose photographs I 
saw on the same day Lubow spoke at Elliott 
Bay. Soldi’s pictures are anti-violent. They 

Viewing Photographer 
Rafael Soldi Through the 

Lens of Diane Arbus
BY JEN GRAVES

exploit nobody and are even intended for 
healing, for accepting loss not as death but as 
disappearance within the confines of ongoing 
time and life. They use generic imagery that 
is blurry and dim, printed black on black.

With Arbus’s bonfires in my mind, I faced 
Soldi’s water.

Soldi is a gay man from Peru. His pho-
tographs are personal, 
and usually staged to 
tell a story. In one se-
ries dedicated to his 
grandmother, he specu-
lates that she knew he 
was gay, even though he 
never told her. Being a 
gay man and an artist in 
Catholic Peru was not an option. It is more 
an option here in Seattle, on Capitol Hill, 
where he now lives, and which this week 
saw a huge vigil and a major march for the 
lesbian, gay, transgender, and queer people 
who were shot and killed at a nightclub in 
Orlando. Rainbow banners held by Catho-
lic, Episcopal, and Muslim leaders led the 
march.

Soldi created the art for his exhibition, 
Life Stand Still Here, before the shootings 
but certainly in the context of his life as an 
out gay adult man. The context matters. The 
pictures do not stand alone. They are asso-
ciative. What I mean can best be explained 
by the fact that Soldi’s dark photographs of 
a rippling ocean are awfully similar to Hi-
roshi Sugimoto’s photographs of the sea at 
night just across town right now, at Winston 

Wächter Fine Art. But they are also ex-
tremely different. Visual resemblances are 
so misleading.

Life Stand Still Here is a web of abstract 
connections. The ripples on the water echo 
the crumples on a piece of blank paper. Soldi 
photographed the paper, digitally altered it so 
its tones are black-on-black, and then printed 
the image so that the paper is the size of a 
blanket. The crumples, like the ripples, indi-
cate something going on beneath. Both pic-
tures are printed using a soft velvet laminate. 
They look Victorian, like photographs printed 
in ink not strong enough to last, destined for 
disappearance.

“Disappearance” is the word Soldi uses to 
describe what happened when his boyfriend 
of four years left him suddenly, without expla-
nation, in the artist statement for Life Stand 
Still Here. It’s not a new story, because he 
told the same story in different words—and 
very different images—in an exhibition two 
years ago where he described the events as 
a “breakup” rather than a “disappearance.”

There is some debate about how much 
Arbus dramatized her prints in the dark-
room by dodging and burning. Lubow said 
that her former husband Allan, with whom 
she worked closely, testifies that she rarely 
did any postproduction heightening. But the 
prints can seem otherwise, and all of her 
methods were in the service not of truth but 
of her monumentally distinctive vision. Why 
is the father of the disabled boy so blurry 
when the mother next to him is so sharp? 
The mother dreams in terms of “disappear-
ance,” maybe, the father of more quotidian 
things like “breakups,” maybe. Soldi’s ear-
lier pictures were in color, stark, and they 
told stories plainly rather than in cloaking 
metaphors. Beautiful unclothed men hugged 
a little too tightly. A man’s hands clutched 
destructively at an antique map of the Unit-
ed States, one hand where Soldi lives now 
and the other where his ex remains.

Without the story of disappearance for 
context, Life Stand Still Here might be con-
sidered not very narrative at all and instead 
minimalist, based in repetition, seriality. Sin-
gle panels can’t do the work for him at this 
point in his story. His mother sent him a box 
of his childhood things, and he used some 

in the show. An EKG 
reading from when he 
was 10 is laid out like a 
book on a shelf. “I can’t 
draw for shit, but I 
made this drawing with 
my heart,” he said. Old 
photographs were also 
in the box. He turned 

them backward and framed them, chose them 
not to be seen. What we see instead are their 
blank backs, marked by dirt, tacks, folds.

I didn’t understand Arbus until I saw 
the 2003 book Revelations, which includes 
her writings and her contact sheets—the 
ultimate in context. The contact sheets are 
full of innocuous pictures that she did not 
choose to print. They’re innocuous in that 
they appear to contain their own explana-
tion; nothing in them seems wrong. The 
final prints are always wrong, as in her 
portraits of nudist couples in their homes 
where everything is normal but there’s one 
thing missing, in just a single, outstanding 
way. ■

Read more Jen Graves at 
THESTRANGER.COM/ART

Rafael Soldi:  
Life Stand Still Here

Glass Box Gallery
Through June 25

Artist talk: Sat June 25, 2 pm

RAFAEL SOLDI Detail of ‘And All of a Sudden You Were Gone.’ 

The context matters. 
The pictures do not 
stand alone. They 
are associative.

http://thestranger.com/ART
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THEATER

A irplanes soar overhead and helicopters 
slice up the sky just above the George-

town Steam Plant, where Satori Group and 
theater collective ARTBARN have set We 
Remain Prepared. After directors Jess K. 
Smith and Caitlin Sullivan lay out the ground 
rules for the performance (watch your head/
step, if an actor barrels toward you: move), 
the plant’s big doors open wide.

Inside, humungo Dr. Seuss machinery 
rises up from rough concrete floors. A blast 
of warm jazz blows us back to the early 20th 
century. Narrow staircases and catwalks 
connect boiler rooms to bathrooms, offices to 
coal rooms, and Authorized Zones to Unau-
thorized Zones.

Frank B. Gilbreth engineered and de-
signed the steam plant in 1907, but the Skagit 
River Hydroelectric Project rendered the 
place obsolete only a decade or so later. Un-
til it was fully decommissioned 
in 1970, the city kept the plant 
operational as an emergency 
power source. Now it’s being 
used as a teaching facility and 
apparently a place to do up some art stuff.

We Remain Prepared grows out of the 
plant’s history, drawing not only on some 
of its historical details but also on the par-
ticular sadness of its obsolescence. Gilbreth 
(Amber Wolfe) owns the company and hands 
down complex management strategies to 
plant supervisor Powell (Charles Leggett), 
who upholds them with unfailing loyalty. De-
spite Powell’s apparent hard-assedness, he 
spends his evenings listening to melancholy 
love songs and writing letters. Gray (played 
with infectious enthusiasm by Carol Louise 
Thompson) is a gung-ho newbie who makes 
art out of her surroundings during her off 
hours. Kimmel (Brandon J. Simmons) is a 
mysterious but true-blue worker who be-
lieves there’s a dragon in the ash room.

Gingerly shepherded by hard-hat-wear-
ing docents, the audience follows the trio of 
steam plant workers as they strive to achieve 
the Gilbreth Ideal: “Grace through efficiency 
and efficiency through effort.” Tasks include 
running up and down stairs to check valves 
and tighten bolts, and also performing me-
chanical movements choreographed by Alice 
Gosti, which artfully emphasize the intimacy 
between factory workers and the machines 
they operate. As a reward, the crew receives 

shiny paper clips called “happiness minutes.”
The setting works for and against the 

play. Shuffling around from scene to scene 
spurred within me the childlike urge to touch 
everything. This urge was at times more com-
pelling than the action of the play and the 
slowly developing relationships between the 
characters. The playwright, directors, and set 
designers clearly accounted for this curios-
ity, though, and they use it to create tension. 
Looking closely at certain props provides 
clues that foreshadow later scenes and deep-
ened my understanding of characters, and one 
of the play’s most moving moments centered 
on a pile of old parts I’d written off as junk.

The critique of labor conditions felt wel-
come and dated at the same time. Aldous 
Huxley’s essay “Time and the Machine” 
kept coming to mind. In that piece, Huxley 
argues that the industrialized world runs on 

factory time and not the more 
natural cosmic time. “We have 
a new consciousness, but it 
has been purchased at the 
expense of the old conscious-

ness,” he writes. What do we gain with this 
new consciousness? A wealth of things we 
may or may not need. What do we lose? Our 
chill. Our leisure is commodified, and we’re 
all trapped by a capitalist system that both 
creates and feeds off our unhappiness.

Pickers and packers at Amazon ware-
houses and the fish decapitators at canneries 
live on factory time, and this play precisely 
prefigures the sadness of that moment when 
those jobs get automated and those people 
are told to go train for the “jobs of the future” 
but without any help. But the difference be-
tween steam plant workers then and the guy 
who packs up our dildos and fungal creams 
now is that the steam plant worker could 
expect a middle-class income and could get 
another plant job. The packer will become a 
robot and will struggle to find contract jobs.

Those who have trained for what used to 
be middle-class jobs now work in the “gig 
economy,” in the high-risk boom-and-bust 
world of start-up culture, or in the high-
skill/low-pay world of necessary jobs (social 
work, teaching, etc.). They run on internet 
time, on social-media time. Their leisure isn’t 
commodified. It’s an opportunity to do the 
freelance work they need to keep their heads 
just above the poverty line. n

We Remain Prepared 
Makes an Antiquated Labor 

Critique in a Spectacular 
Industrial Space

BY RICH SMITH

We Remain Prepared
Georgetown Steam Plant

Through June 25

KELLIE TALBOT
NEW PAINTINGS

Image: Blue Moon, Kellie Talbot, oil on canvas, 36x36 in.

SAM GALLERY: ART SALES & RENTAL 
JUN 29–JUL 30, 2016 
Opening reception 
Thursday, June 30, 6–7:30 pm

visitsam.org/samgallery

http://visitsam.org/samgallery
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A ll the griefs are here in Max 
Porter’s Grief Is the Thing with 
Feathers. Grief the joker. Grief 

the jerk. Grief the pal. Grief the failed obitu-
ary. Grief the Sisyphean effort at resur-
rection. Grief the guardian against states 
darker than grief. Grief the trickster. Grief 
the mirror.

In Porter’s Grief, these facets (and many 
more) fuse to form a morbid corvid named 
Crow, who moves into a London flat with 
Dad and his Boys (two brothers, one voice) 
following the sudden death of the mother. 
Crow is a shared illusion who speaks in 
clackity-clack musical verse punctuated with 
bits of unobtrusive onomatopoeia. The bird 
interacts primarily with Dad but also occa-
sionally with Boys. Dad’s voice is dreary-hu-
morous and straightforward, and the Boys 
often provide dreamlike backstories. From 
the perspectives of these three-ish charac-
ters, Porter constructs a narrative out of 
linked first-person poems that describes 
this family’s attempt to work through the 
process of grieving.

I know this book already sounds fussy 
and overly literary! But it’s not! It reads 
like a breeze. A somber breeze, sure, but 
you get right through it without really 
questioning the seemingly wild form. The 
book’s small page count (114) helps out in 
this regard, but so does the tenderness and 
humor of the characters, and also the fact 
that the form just makes 
sense. Both grief and lyric 
poetry perform similar op-
erations. Lyric poems ren-
der the ordinary stuff of life 
in an extraordinary way. Af-
ter the death of a loved one, suddenly the 
sight of an unfinished jar of lip balm will 
precipitate a breakdown. So the idea that 
a book about grief would take the form of a 
series of linked lyric poems isn’t really such 
a wild idea.

The particularities of the characters ac-
count for the form, as well. Crow channels 
many literary allusions, but, considering the 
fact that Dad is a Ted Hughes scholar, the 
most obvious link is the Crow from Hughes’s 
mythic poetry series Crow: From the Life 
and Songs of the Crow. These poems are a 
mega-bleak riff on and critique of the Chris-
tian creation story that Hughes began writ-
ing directly after the death of his wife, Syl-
via Plath. The mythos is exposition-heavy 
but basically an argument between god and 
his own nightmare produces Crow, who was 
supposed to be better than man but who 
turned out not to be.

Dad openly discusses and bemoans the 
obviousness of his imaginary friend—of 
course the Hughes scholar with a wife who 

suddenly died would choose as his hallucina-
tory grief counselor the primary symbol of 
his subject’s poetry—but Porter’s choice to 
make the obvious choice offers his charac-
ters (and readers) a secular way of dealing 
with death.

While religious people reach for a Bible 
when bereaved, the characters in Grief, 
like nearly 40 percent of English people, 
don’t appear to subscribe to any sort of 

faith. This apparent “lack” 
of faith isn’t really a lack at 
all, but rather an opportu-
nity for the characters to 
create their own language 
and traditions regarding the 

ruins of death. As the boys say later in the 
novel: “We miss our Mum, we love our Dad, 
we/ wave at crows.// It’s not that weird.” In 
the 1860s, Matthew Arnold entertained the 
idea that literature could replace religion 
as a tool to interrogate moral questions 
and explore the unknown. This story bears 
out that idea, showing that religion doesn’t 
have a monopoly on mystery, that people 
don’t need the Bible when they’re going 
through hell.

I want to stress that this book about 
bummer stuff is not a total bummer. There’s 
a ton of dry, grim British humor that pops 
up right when you need it to. The specter 
of June gloom threatens for another week 
or so. Grief Is the Thing with Feathers is 
ideal for the odd early summer cloudy day. 
There’s enough dolor to match your dol-
drums, and enough levity to lift you up and 
out of them. ■

More breezy, somber narratives at 
THESTRANGER.COM/BOOKS

BOOKS

Grief Is the Thing 
with Feathers Finds a 
Language for Grief in 

the Craw of a Crow
BY RICH SMITH

Max Porter
Sat June 25, Elliott Bay Book 

Company, 7 pm, free

1530 FIRST AVE (1ST & PINE) 
206.467.7745

LARGEST SELECTION OF METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
      IN DOWNTOWN SEATTLE

Books, Tarot, CDs, Statues, 
Candles, Crystals, Jewelry, 

Incense, Oils, Aroma Therapy,  
and much more!

Pos Avail for Psychic-Tarot Reader

WE EVEN HAVE
 COMICS

  FOR PEOPLE WHO

    NEVER READ COMICS.
P H O EN I X

COMICS &  GA MES

113 Broadway E • next to Dick’s
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PHOEN I X
C O M I C S  &  G A M E S
Cap Hill, 113 Broadway E

G A M ES &  CO M I CS

O N L I N E
PHOENIXSEATTLE.com
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I don’t know which clever wag first coined 
the expression “style over substance,” 
but whoever it was did a great job of de-

fining a kind of aesthetic snobbery that has 
proved difficult to dislodge, even through the 
many moon phases of post- and post-post-
modernism. That particular binary has been 
especially vexing when describing the films of 
Brian De Palma, the visionary director who 
has spent nearly 50 years 
creating a body of work that 
makes a strong case that 
in cinema at least, style is 
substance.

Because of the style-
substance dialectic, De 
Palma’s movies tend to have 
a polarizing effect on audiences, and the cava-
lier—which is to say agonizingly stylized—way 
he has depicted violence, especially (though not 
exclusively) sexual violence against women, 
has drawn visceral outrage for decades. For 
many years, the films ran into constant trouble 
with the MPAA ratings board, which tried to 
put an X rating on his films Scarface (1983) and 
Body Double (1984), which look almost quaint 
by contemporary standards of gore and pruri-
ence—though both remain plenty unsettling 
for other reasons.

The new documentary De Palma is a 
feature-length interview with the man him-
self, which offers the promise that he might 
discuss his controversial reputation, the way 
his aesthetic has evolved from film to film, 
and, perhaps, how he justifies scenes like the 
one in Body Double in which a nearly naked 
woman is grotesquely murdered by a home 
invader with a three-foot-long power-drill bit.

He both does and doesn’t address these 
things in the documentary, which consists 
of exactly two elements: De Palma talking 
to the camera and clips from the films he’s 
describing. The filmmakers, who are also 
filmmakers, don’t really press their subject 
very hard, and it’s easy to see why. Contrary 
to his devilish behind-the-camera reputa-
tion, De Palma on-screen comes across as 

a gregarious, often hilarious 
narrator of his own career. 
His laugh is warm and in-
fectious, and his gift for 
showbiz anecdotes is world-
class. Hearing him trash-talk 
Cliff Robertson, or describe 
how Al Pacino bailed on an 

overlong shoot, or the little ways Sean Penn 
psyched out Michael J. Fox honestly made 
me wish the doc was five hours long.

One thing De Palma isn’t, though, is terribly 
reflective. Which you might chalk up to being 
generational—until you consider that he came 
of age in the 1960s and ’70s, when the ego deep 
dive became the dominant art form among the 
creative class. He’s fairly blunt about his pre-
occupations, his photographic attraction to the 
female form, his weird relationship with his 
father, but the insights are superficial. Still, De 
Palma’s reluctance/refusal to engage in much 
self-analysis is instructive in itself. “Your job 
as the director is to get the movie made,” he 
says late in the film. It’s no more complicated 
or semiotic than that.

When he looks back at his work, what he 
sees (or what he discusses, anyway) is how he 
designed the often breathtakingly elaborate 
set pieces that wind through his filmography, 

from the astonishing vérité of the “Be Black 
Baby” sequence in Hi, Mom! to the teleki-
netic prom-night massacre in Carrie to the 
mega-gratuitous Scarface shoot-out to the 
Eisenstein homage in The Untouchables to 
the Viet Cong tunnel hellscape in Casualties 
of War to the subway train chase in Carlito’s 
Way to the helicopter flying into the Chunnel 
in Mission: Impossible to the tidal wave end-
ing that got cut out of Snake Eyes. The story 
of De Palma is the story of everyone who pho-
tographs things: getting the shot.

Though he mentions the fact that his 
“graphic sensibilities have angered women’s 
groups in the past,” he neither apologizes nor 
explains himself. (Nor speaks ill of the women 
who took offense.) He simply says that the 
things he put on film and the way he put them 
there “seemed exactly right” to him. Because 
he’s a formalist and not a moralist. More to 
the point, he asks, “Why was the drill bit 
so long?” in Body Double’s infamous scene. 
“Well, it had to go through the floor!”

You can’t deny the mischief in his answer, 
but there’s a point in it, too. The relative 
propriety of how imaginary characters are 
treated within the fictitious landscape of the 
movie is secondary to the aesthetic reality 
he’s fabricating. If nobody is actually getting 
hurt, why should morality be applied to the 
image of a gangster getting hacked up with a 
chain saw, or a cop being riddled with bullets, 
or a woman being slashed up with a straight 
razor by her non-gender-conforming psycho-
analyst… okay, hold on.

The context of the artistic environment in 
which De Palma came of age is significant to 
this discussion. The early-to-mid-1970s, when 

the film school generation infiltrated the ves-
tiges of the pre-corporate studio system, was 
the second (and last) golden age of American 
cinema. Part of the film nerd romance that 
attaches to the period is the idea that the 
roguish young filmmakers were also friends, 
or at least confederates. De Palma was both 
at the epicenter and slightly to the left of this 
insurgency. The documentary shows a great 
photo of him flanked by Spielberg (“Steve”), 
Scorsese (“Marty”), Lucas (“George”), and 
Coppola (“Francis”), and a snippet of 8 mm 
footage from 1975 in which Spielberg calls De 
Palma from his brand-new car phone to wish 
him a happy Thanksgiving.

But where each of these peers took artistic 
high or middle roads, the formative years of De 
Palma’s artistry consisted of aestheticizing the 
lowest of genres: the horror thriller. Early films 
like Sisters and Carrie, and even experiments 
like Greetings and Phantom of the Paradise, 
abdicated all claim to being important, while 
the director’s increasingly ambitious and mas-
terful craft marked them out as flagrantly 
cinematic, and of an entirely different class 
than the drive-in schlock they would have been 
if made by less talented filmmakers. This was 
style as substance, commentary and composi-
tion all wrapped up in one garish package.

And some of them were big hits, which 
led him to an unusual double career, split be-
tween films he originated (Dressed to Kill, 
Blow Out, Raising Cain) and big-budget 
studio projects he was hired to direct (The 
Untouchables, The Bonfire of the Vanities, 
Mission: Impossible). It also made him a 
very different kind of auteur, equally visceral 
and intellectual. His work was an affront and 
a crowd-pleaser. He was the only one of his 
cohort who could make cheap entertainment 
that also satisfied Pauline Kael.

The lowness of the form and the mis-
chief of the method permitted (demanded) 
maximum outrageousness. De Palma’s strict 
fealty to the visual and dramatic grammar of 
Hitchcock, the demands of the marketplace, 
and the prefeminist consciousness of 1970s 
Hollywood meant that the female body was 
destined to be in the crosshairs of his gaze. 
His films thrive on the psychological power 
of women being threatened (and one of them, 
the surprisingly grim and underrated Blow 
Out, climaxes with the threat becoming a full-
on sacrifice). He didn’t invent this dynamic, 
but he doesn’t examine it either, which is the 
documentary’s big disappointment.

One of the film’s great laughs comes from 
De Palma gloating over the many failed stage 
and screen remakes of Carrie. It’s clear from 
the footage that the problem with the remakes 
was their failure to perceive that the source 
material is trash—but trash with good bones. 
It wants to be rendered faithfully, but it also 
wants to be made fun of just a little. Tweaked.

No filmmaker in history is better at tweak-
ing his own films than De Palma. His camera 
moves are so audacious, his bursts of vio-
lence—both visual and musical—so explosive 
that they often verge on the ridiculous. Just 
as often, they cross the line of ridiculous and 
come all the way back around to unbelievably 
wonderful. In a way, this is a commentary 
on the intrinsic ridiculousness of narrative 
filmmaking, with its fixed structures and pre-
determined arcs that stretch all the way back 
to Aristotle. But it’s also a full embrace of the 
power of narrative. The perverse elements of 
De Palma’s stories (voyeurism, forbidden de-
sire, sex, violence) all tend to be self-reflexive 
window dressing daring you to surrender 
while simultaneously daring you to look away.

The documentary De Palma won’t be of 
interest to everyone. Nor does it answer, or 
even ask, every question raised by his body 
of work. But it does do the valuable job of re-
minding you how many stunning images he 
has committed to celluloid, and it makes you 
want to go see them again. ■

De Palma
dir. Noah Baumbach, Jake Paltrow

SIFF Cinema Uptown

Obsessions:  
Classic De Palma

June 24–26, SIFF Film Center

DE PALMA Body Double… and other nasty bits.

De Palma Looks Into  
the Controversial Filmmaker’s Soul 

and Finds—What Else?—Stories
BY SEAN NELSON
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Touki Bouki Is a 
Mind-Blowing Afro-

Funk Experiment
BY CHARLES MUDEDE

H ere are two things that cannot be con-
tested: The greatest film made by a 

black American is Charles Burnett’s To Sleep 
with Anger, and the greatest film made by 
a black African is Djibril Diop Mambéty’s 
Hyenas.

These films have a lot in common. To 
begin with, they were released in the early 
1990s (the former in 1990, 
the latter in 1992), and they 
are very polished works 
with themes, philosophical 
depths, and plot struc-
tures that are more literary than cinematic. 
For example, To Sleep with Anger, which 
stars Danny Glover as a villain who visits 
and upsets the comfortable world of a black 
middle-class family (the film was certainly 
paid for with money Glover made from the 
lucrative Lethal Weapon series), draws heav-
ily from black American folklore, and it has a 
script with the density of a Harlem Renais-
sance novel (it’s closer to Jean Toomer than 
James Baldwin).

For Hyenas, the Senegalese Mambéty 
faithfully adapted, of all things, a mid-centu-
ry Swiss-German play, 
Friedrich Dürrenmatt’s 
The Visit. In this film, 
Mambéty’s second to 
last feature (he died in 
1998), the plot of the 
European modern-
ist play is packed with 
black African folklore 
and imagery. Both Anger and Hyenas are 
also longish, slowish, and end with an almost 
magical death.

It’s an interesting coincidence that the 
first features by these two black directors 
also have much in common: Mambéty’s is 
Touki Bouki (1973) and Burnett’s is Killer 
of Sheep (1978). Both are unpolished and 
very experimental works. Both feature a 
disconnected, melancholy couple, and both 
have disturbing sequences that involve the 
butchery of farm animals (cattle in the for-
mer, sheep in the latter). There is more: Both 
have great soundtracks, striking actors, and 
are set in a big city. In the way you will find 
almost nothing in common between Killer of 
Sheep and To Sleep with Anger, you will find 
nothing in common between Touki Bouki and 
Hyenas. In both cases, the second work is 

made by a master who has complete control 
of his art form (its images, language, develop-
ments, actors—and their bodies, their rooms, 
their faces). The first work is just the energy, 
the will, the madness of raw genius.

Touki Bouki is not an easy film to describe. 
It is about a young man and woman. They 
might be in love. How they met, we do not 

know. They live in a modern 
African city, and they do not 
exactly fit with the modern 
world or the traditional one. 
They spend much of the film 

on a motorcycle with cattle horns mounted on 
the handlebars. They seem to be looking for 
something but are clearly going nowhere. 
Then they meet a gay man at a posh hotel, 
steal his clothes, become local celebrities, and 
then try to flee the country.

The last act of this film will blow your 
mind. It reaches the condition of a music 
video. It has two tunes: One is Afro-funk, 
and the other is an orchestral blend of jazz 
horns, electro, funk, and Afro-pop. The sec-
ond tune steals the show. It swells and soars 
as the lovers (or whatever they are) rush to 

the seaport to catch the 
next ship to France. They 
sit in the back of a con-
vertible, passing small 
and big businesses, mod-
ernist office buildings, 
government and military 
officers. There’s an in-
dication of the genius of 

Mambéty—successor to the only other Af-
rican director to achieve world-class status, 
Ousmane Sembène—but it won’t reach full 
flower until Hyenas. The last act of Touki 
Bouki is impressive, but it’s still too messy, 
too experimental, too impatient.

There’s another, more telling difference 
between Killer of Sheep and Touki Bouki. 
Thanks to support from the Hollywood direc-
tor Steven Soderbergh, Killer of Sheep was 
revived in 2007, did well in art houses across 
the country, received a high-profile DVD and 
Blu-ray release, and, as a consequence, be-
came much better known than Burnett’s best 
film, To Sleep with Anger. In the absence of 
a famous white patron, Touki Bouki, which 
was recently restored by World Cinema Proj-
ect (you will dig the colors in this new print), 
is nowhere near as well-known. ■

The last act of  
this film will blow 

your mind.

Touki Bouki
dir. Djibril Diop Mambéty

June 22–26, Northwest Film Forum

TOUKI BOUKI  Looking for something, going nowhere.

4329 University Way NE Seattle, WA 98105
MOVIE LINE: 206-632-7218

www.farawayentertainment.com

Friday June 24 - Thursday June 30
INDEPENDENCE DAY: RESURGENCE

THE SHALLOWS
FINDING DORY

COPA AMERICA CENTENARIO FINALS
SUN. 6/26 @5PM

MET OPERA ENCORE L’ELISIR D’AMORE
WED. 6/29 @ 7PM

WILLY WONKA  WED. 6/29 @ 7PM
please visit our website for showtimes and more:

 FREE PARKING!

EVENINGS & W
EEKENDS

2D & 3D
NO 3D SURCHARGE

2D & 3D
NO 3D SURCHARGE

4500 9TH AVE NE • 206-633-0059
SEATTLE

TWO WAYS TO SAVE AT SUNDANCE SEATTLE
MONDAY IS $6 ORCA DAY SHOW YOUR ORCA CARD ALL 
SEATS ARE $6** ($7.50 FOR 3D)   NOT GOOD ON HOLIDAYS.

TUESDAY IS GIRLS NIGHT OUT! 2 or more ladies get $6 ($7.50 for 
3D) Admission ALL DAY. Tickets Available at Box O�ce Only.)  

STUDIO ADVANCE SCREENINGS THAT FALL ON A TUESDAY ARE NOT  
PART OF THE GIRLS MOVIE NIGHT OUT PROMOTION

FULL BAR & BISTRO FARE • RESERVED SEATS
+21 AT ALL TIMES

FOR SHOWTIMES VISIT:

SUNDANCECINEMAS.COM

** TIX AVAIL AT BOX OFFICE ONLY

THE MUSIC OF  
STRANGERS FREE STATE OF JONES

INDEPENDENCE DAY: 
RESURGENCE in 3D / 2D THE DUEL

THE LOBSTER THE IDOL

THE NICE GUYS MAGGIE’S PLAN

THE NEON DEMON LOVE & FRIENDSHIP 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

50% OFF

SHOP LOCAL. 
SAVE MONEY.

STRANGERPERKS.COM

Want your business in StrangerPerks? 
E-mail StrangerPerks@thestranger.com 

or call 206-323-7101

50% OFF

SHOP LOCAL. 
SAVE MONEY.

STRANGERPERKS.COM

Want your business in StrangerPerks? 
E-mail StrangerPerks@thestranger.com 

or call 206-323-7101

http://www.farawayentertainment.com/
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http://sundancecinemas.com/
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5030 ROOSEVELT WAY NE, SEATTLE  •  206-524-8554
www.scarecrow.com

NEW THIS WEEK!  Also available for rent! 

For a full list of New Releases for rent + sale, visit scarecrow.com

Three Vintage Noirs from Kino Lorber

FANTASTIC PLANET (Criterion Collection)
Legendary Psychedelic French Animation
DVD $22.95  Blu-ray $26.95
KNIGHT OF CUPS
Terrence Malick’s Latest Masterpiece
Blu-ray $20.95
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL
From the Director of MUD and TAKE SHELTER
Blu-ray $23.95

EMBRACE OF THE SERPENT
First Colombian Movie Nominated for Best Foreign Film
Blu-ray $27.95
APPOINTMENT WITH CRIME
An Ex-Con Out for Revenge
Blu-ray $23.95
THE HOLLOW CROWN -  
WARS OF THE ROSES
Adaptations of Shakespeare’s HENRY VI & RICHARD III
DVD $34.95  Blu-ray $39.95    

99 RIVER STREET
A Boxer on the Lam
Blu-ray $22.95   
HIDDEN FEAR
An American Cop in Denmark
Blu-ray $22.95  
SHIELD FOR MURDER
A Murderer Hunts a Mute Witness
Blu-ray $22.95   

Sign Up for a 

Membership for 

Discounts &  

Rental Deals!  

see our website  

for details  

2 FOR 1 
RENTAL 

WEDNESDAY

Check out our  
ONLINE STORE!
T-Shirts, Hoodies,  
Totes, Way More

blog.scarecrow.com

John Carpenter’s 
LOST THEMES II
Just $20.95 on Vinyl

This guide to Seattle’s nightlife, arts and local 
haunts will be distributed around the city and at 

tourism hot spots all summer long, including:
SEATAC AIRPORT • SEATTLE FERRY TERMINAL • 

WASHINGTON CONVENTION CENTER • AND MORE!

Summer 2016

STREET DATE:  JUL 6   AD RESERVATION DEADLINE:  JUN 21 

TO ADVERTISE:  
EMAIL adinfo@thestranger.com

or CALL (206)323-7101

http://www.scarecrow.com/
mailto:adinfo@thestranger.com
http://scarecrow.com/
http://blog.scarecrow.com/
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www.athenianseattle.com   
PIKE PLACE MARKET • 624-7166

$4.50 FROSTY MICRO MUGS • $3.75 WELLS
$1.50 PENN COVE OYSTERS

HAPPY HOUR
Monday thru Saturday 4 - 9 PM

Seattle’s Best Happy Hour View
Fantastic Happy Hour Grub!

athenian 
seafood restaurant and bar 

Since  1909

SEATTLE’S “HISTORIC”

PIKE PLACE MARKET

BEER

FEST

seattle International

BEERFEST

THE STRANGER PRESENTS

SeattleBeerFest.Com

➩ Ticket deals online! 

Seattle Center
July 8-10 2016

SeattleBeerFest.Com

http://www.athenianseattle.com/
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1424 11th Avenue, Capitol Hill 
 (206) 588-9498

www.amandineseattle.com

featuring  
DJ Bean One  

Saturday 
afternoons!

Specializing 
in regional  

French pastry. 
Featuring coffee 

drinks by  
Empire  

Espresso.

OPEN: 
Mon-Fri
 7am-7pm
Fri & Sat: 
8am-6pm

featuring  
DJ Bean One  

Saturday 
afternoons!

TheRestaurantWarehouse.com
INFO@THERESTAURANTWAREHOUSE.COM

Your 
Restaurant’s 

Missing 
Ingredient

BUY NOW 
PAY LATER 
FINANCING 
AVAILABLE

CHOW

Itto’s menu is steeped in classic Moroc-
can flavors. Harissa—a complex paste made 
from roasted red peppers, chilies, and spices 
such as cumin and caraway—abounds, as 
does chermoula, a pungent, herbaceous sauce 
made with garlic, cilantro, and parsley. Nearly 
every dish, each of them meticulously plated, 
arrives festooned with a cluster of peppery 
microgreens and drizzled with a crimson oil 
infused with smoked paprika.

Baby octopuses ($8) are braised in red wine 
until their flesh becomes soft and slippery, 

with just a hint of delicate chew. It’s a saucy 
dish—four tiny sea creatures bathing in the 
dark, musky braising liquid that’s brightened 
by a bit of garlicky chermoula. A potato cake 
called maakouda ($4)—crispy on the outside, 
dense with pillowy cumin-spiced potatoes on 
the inside—is simple and terrific. It’s served 
with a red harissa-spiked aioli, as well as one 
flavored with lemon and garlic. Stewed white 
beans—creamy and soothing—are the per-
fect counterpoint to slices of piquant merguez 
sausage ($8), gamy lamb seasoned with 

O n a Tuesday evening in the West Se-
attle Junction, the bartender at Itto’s 

Tapas began making a cocktail called the Fog-
gy Ras ($13). She joyfully employed a small 
hand-held smoke gun to fill a glass bottle with 
apple-wood smoke. In a crystal mixing glass, 
she stirred together rye, Aperol, Rabarbaro 
Zucca (an Italian amaro made with rhubarb), 
and pink pepper bitters. She then added the 
concoction to the smoke-filled bottle and 
capped it. As she swirled the bottle around, 
she chatted with two customers at the bar, 
explaining what went into Itto’s house-made 
chorizo and rhapsodizing about the delicious-
ness of the chicken tagine with preserved 
lemon.

After a few moments, she uncorked the 
bottle to pour the drink. Through whispers 
of smoke, the amber-colored liquid—spicy, 
sweet, earthy, and with a pleasant bitter 
edge—tumbled out 
into a glass and 
pooled around one 
large ice cube. Fi-
nally, from some 
corner of the crowd-
ed bar filled with various tinctures, bitters, 
and baskets of citrus fruits and fresh ginger 
root, she produced a tiny strainer filled with 
the North African spice mix ras el hanout and 
finished the drink with a fragrant dusting.

When, on my first visit to Itto’s, my hus-
band ordered the Foggy Ras, I raised my 
eyebrow at him from across the table. (I am 
against most cocktails that have more than 
three ingredients, and certainly nearly every 
drink that involves gimmicks like a smoke 
gun.) As our server, a knowledgeable straight 
shooter, walked away, my husband looked 
at me and shrugged. “She made it sound so 
good,” he explained.

And so it is at Itto’s, a charming neighbor-
hood spot where, while the small plates of 
flavorful Moroccan- and Spanish-influenced 
fare may be a little hit or miss, you’ll find 
yourself happily going along with things and 
ordering another round of food and drinks 
anyway.

Itto’s, open since November 2015, is owned 
by Khalid Agour, a longtime West Seattle 
resident who also owns Capitol Hill’s stalwart 
Toscana Pizzeria. Agour, a native of Kenitra, 
Morocco, says that even after running a pizza 
restaurant for 16 years, he has “always had 
an itch to bring the food and culture that [he] 
was raised with to Seattle.”

The restaurant is named after Agour’s 
mother, Itto, a mother of six whose home 
cooking and hospitality are woven into both 
the menu and the physical space. By coinci-
dence, Agour opened Itto’s on the one-year 
anniversary of his mother’s passing. “It was 
one of the saddest and most joyous days I 
could have experienced,” he said.

Welcome to Itto’s, West Seattle’s 
Friendly Neighborhood 

Moroccan Tapas Bar
It’s Like Cheers but with Complex Cocktails and Lots of Chermoula

BY ANGELA GARBES

JENNIFER RICHARD

ITTO’S Where West Seattle gathers for smoked cocktails and Moroccan meatballs.

Itto’s Tapas
4160 California Ave 

SW, 932-5039

http://www.amandineseattle.com/
mailto:INFO@therestaurantwarehouse.com
http://therestaurantwarehouse.com/
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2305 Eastlake Ave. E. 
206.324.1442

24 years on Eastlake!

Cafe vita coffee served

Breaking Eggs Since1977
Breakfast 

All Day 

Everyday

CREATE 
YOUR OWN 
OMLETTES
Beer & Wine

Mimosas 
The Bloody Terry 

The Hangover
GLUTEN FREE ITEMS

LIVE MUSIC MOST NIGHTS
- FOR FULL CALENDAR VISIT OUR WEBSITE -

HIGHLINESEATTLE.COM 
210 Broadway Ave E • 328.7837

DECADENT 
VEGAN FOOD

7 days •  5-11pm 
HAPPY HOUR
5-6 everyday

$3 wells
$1 off  all beers

$5 off  all pitchers.

McMenamins Entry-Level
Pub Management

Opportunities in SEATTLE!

McMenamins is now hiring 
ASSISTANT ASSISTANT MANAGERS 

(AAMs) for out Seattle Pubs in 
QUEEN ANNE and CAPITOL HILL. 

This position is a working lead server/
pub floor manager position with wage 

and tip income. Our positions are 
variable hour positions ranging from PT 
to FT hours, based on business levels. 

Qualified applicants must have an 
open & flex schedule including, days, 
evenings, weekends and holidays. We 
are looking for folks who have previous 

management experience and enjoy 
working in a busy customer service-
oriented environment. Apply online 

24/7 at www.mcmenamins.com or 
pick up a paper application at any 

McMenamins location. Mail to 430 N. 
Killingsworth, Portland OR, 97217 or 
fax: 503-221-8749. Call 503-952-0598 

for info on other ways to apply. 
Please no phone calls or emails to 

individual locations! E.O.E.

Happy Hour Daily 4-6pm
Pet Friendly Beer Garden 

NAMED 100 BEST  
BEER BARS IN AMERICA

36 Rotating Taps of  
Craft Beer and Cider

Southern Coastal Cuisine

206-547-1417 • 460 North 36th Street, In the heart of Fremont

GO 
MARINERS!

Norm’s make a damn good 
burger! Stop in and try one.

Trivia every Thursday, 8pm
Happy Hour Daily, 4pm-7pm $4 Drafts 

Bonus Happy Hour 
Sat & Sun, 10am-2pm
Full Breakfast Served
Open Sat & Sun @ 9am

cumin, paprika, and fennel.
Lamb and cumin come together again—

brilliantly—in the lamb brochette ($5), 
another straightforward dish that shines. 
Tender chunks of spice-rubbed lamb are 
threaded onto skewers and served with an 
eggplant puree. The puree is humble-looking 
but tastes luxurious on the tongue—bright 
and acidic, silky and rich. (Itto’s menu is 
filled with very reasonably priced small 
plates, but at $5, this one is an especially 
good value.)

The tapas menu is lengthy, and not all 
dishes are successful. Xerez de zetas ($6)—a 
mixture of oyster, shiitake, and cremini 
mushrooms sautéed with rosemary—were 
pleasantly earthy and woody. But they were 
doused with too much sherry and not cooked 
long enough, so the mushrooms were soggy 
and flaccid, saturated with acrid liquid.

A dish of rice cooked in squid ink is some-
what disingenuously called Spanish black 
paella ($12). While it was indeed black and 
studded with squid, octopus, tiny scallops, 
and a head-on prawn, it lacked the flavor 
of a good seafood stock and any trace of so-
carrat, the layer of crispy rice that forms 
at the bottom of true paella. It was served 
in a mini paella pan, but the dish was cold, 
indicating that the rice had been reheated 
separately then slapped into the pan solely 
for presentation.

A recent special of linguica sausage and 
house-made chorizo ($9) had tasty elements, 
but the disparate flavors didn’t come togeth-
er cohesively. Balls of fresh chorizo—smoky, 
if a bit sweet—were balanced on slices of 
cured linguica, which were set atop pools 
of a potent Dijon aioli that clashed with the 
meats. The plating was lovingly thought out 
but overwrought, including diagonal slices 

of cornichon, pickled pipara pepper, micro-
greens, chili oil, and a dousing of smoked 
paprika.

The menu at Itto’s, which includes daily 
specials, is overseen by chef Daniel Perez. 
According to Agour, Perez has experience 
with Spanish-style tapas. “Together we 
fused our unique backgrounds to create 
our ongoing rotating menu,” he said. The 
cocktail menu, created by general manager 
Devrim Ozkan and bartender Phineas Fen-
nell, aims to do the same with drinks like 
the Foggy Ras, as well as a sweet-and-spicy 
tequila-based drink called the Jaliscorissa, 
made with house-made ginger beer, harissa, 
and a candied pickled pipara.

I appreciate that the people at Itto’s are 
trying new things, but sometimes the pur-
poseful fusing feels a bit heavy-handed, 
as though they are trying too hard. At the 
same time, the convivial atmosphere—par-
ticularly in the 21-and-over bar area, which 
always seems to be filled with neighborhood 
regulars—makes it clear that, even in their 
earnestness, Agour and his staff don’t take 
themselves too seriously.

“I wanted [to bring] something unique 
and personal to the table,” Agour said. Judg-
ing by the questions diners are often asking 
staff—“Can you tell me about this Moroccan 
Syrah?” “What do you think of the chicken 
tagine?” “What’s chermoula?” “Why is this 
soooo good?”—he’s done just that. While the 
menu holds a few ups and downs, Itto’s is 
marked most by a generosity of spirit, one 
that Agour’s mother would surely be proud 
of.

“We may be small, but we are large with 
heart,” he told me. Indeed. n

The eggplant puree is 
humble-looking but tastes 
luxurious on the tongue.

SHOP LOCAL. SAVE MONEY.

50% OFF

STRANGERPERKS.COM
Want your business in StrangerPerks?

E-mail StrangerPerks@thestranger.com or call 

mailto:StrangerPerks@thestranger.com
http://highlineseattle.com/
http://www.mcmenamins.com/
http://strangerperks.com/
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For the Week of June 22
ARIES (March 21–April 19): “The past lives on in art and memory,” 
writes author Margaret Drabble, “but it is not static: It shifts and 
changes as the present throws its shadow backward.” That’s a 
fertile thought for you to meditate on during the coming weeks, 
Aries. Why? Because your history will be in a state of dramatic 
fermentation. The old days and the old ways will be mutating every 
which way. I hope you will be motivated, as a result, to rework the 
story of your life with flair and verve.

TAURUS (April 20–May 20): “Critics of text messaging are wrong 
to think it’s a regressive form of communication,” writes poet Lily 
Akerman. “It demands so much concision, subtlety, psychological 
art—in fact, it’s more like pulling puppet strings than writing.” I 
bring this thought to your attention, Taurus, because in my opinion 
the coming weeks will be an excellent time for you to apply the 
metaphor of text messaging to pretty much everything you do. You 
will create interesting ripples of success as you practice the crafts of 
concision, subtlety, and psychological art.

GEMINI (May 21–June 20): During my careers as a writer and mu-
sician, many “experts” have advised me not to be so damn faithful 
to my muse. Having artistic integrity is a foolish indulgence that 
would ensure my eternal poverty, they have warned. If I want to be 
successful, I’ve got to sell out; I must water down my unique mes-
sage and pay homage to the generic formulas favored by celebrity 
artists. Luckily for me, I have ignored the experts. As a result, my 
soul has thrived and I eventually earned enough money from my art 
to avoid starvation. But does my path apply to you? Maybe, maybe 
not. What if, in your case, it would be better to sell out a little and 
be, say, just 75 percent faithful to your muse? The next 12 months 
will be an excellent time for you to figure this out once and for all.

CANCER (June 21–July 22): My meditations have generated six meta-
phorical scenarios that will symbolize the contours of your life story 
during the next 15 months: (1) a claustrophobic tunnel that leads to 
a sparkling spa, (2) a 19th-century Victorian vase filled with 13 fresh 
wild orchids, (3) an immigrant who, after tenacious effort, receives a 
green card from her new home country, (4) an 11-year-old child capably 
playing a 315-year-old Stradivarius violin, (5) a menopausal empty 
nester who falls in love with the work of an ecstatic poet, (6) a humble 
seeker who works hard to get the help necessary to defeat an old curse.

LEO (July 23–Aug 22): Joan Wasser is a Leo singer-songwriter 
who is known by her stage name Joan As Police Woman. In her 
song “The Magic,” she repeats one of the lyric lines 14 times: “I’m 
looking for the magic.” For two reasons, I propose that we make 
that your mantra in the coming weeks. First, practical business as 
usual will not provide the uncanny transformative power you need. 
Nor will rational analysis or habitual formulas. You will have to 
conjure, dig up, or track down some real magic. My second reason 
for suggesting “I’m looking for the magic” as your mantra is this: 
You’re not yet ripe enough to secure the magic, but you can be-
come ripe enough by being dogged in your pursuit of it.

VIRGO (Aug 23–Sept 22): Renowned martial artist Bruce Lee de-
scribed the opponent he was most wary of: “I fear not the man who 
has practiced 10,000 kicks once, but I fear the man who has prac-
ticed one kick 10,000 times.” In my astrological opinion, you should 
regard that as one of your keystone principles during the next 12 
months. Your power and glory will come from honing one specific 
skill, not experimenting restlessly with many different skills. And 
the coming weeks will be en excellent time to set your intention.

LIBRA (Sept 23–Oct 22): For this horoscope, I’m borrowing some 
of the BOLD Laws of author Dianna Kokoszka. They are in sweet 
alignment with your astrological omens for the next 13 months.  (1) 
Focus on the solution, not the problem. (2) Complaining is a garbage 
magnet. (3) What you focus on expands. (4) Do what you have always 
done, and you will get what you have always gotten. (5) Don’t com-
pare your insides to other people’s outsides. (6) Success is simple but 
not easy. (7) Don’t listen to your drunk monkey. (8) Clarity is power. 
(9) Don’t mistake movement for achievement. (10) Spontaneity is 
a conditioned reflex. (11) People will grow into the conversations 
you create around them. (12) How you participate here is how you 
participate everywhere. (13) Live your life by design, not by default.

SCORPIO (Oct 23–Nov 21): No pressure, no diamond. No grit, no 
pearl. No cocoon, no butterfly. All these clichés will be featured 
themes for you during the next 12 months. But I hope you will also 
come up with fresher ways to think about the power and value that 
can be generated by tough assignments. If you face your exotic di-
lemmas and unprecedented riddles armed with nothing more than 
your culture’s platitudes, you won’t be able to tap into the untamed 
creativity necessary to turn problems into opportunities. Here’s an 
example of the kind of original thinking you’ll thrive on: The more 
the growing chamomile plant is trodden upon, the faster it grows.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22–Dec 21): The royal courts of Renaissance 
England often employed professional fools whose job it was to 
speak raw or controversial truths with comedic effect. According to 
the Royal Shakespeare Company, Queen Elizabeth once castigated 
her fool for being “insufficiently severe with her.” The modern-day 
ombudsman has some similarities to the fool’s function. He or she 
is hired by an organization to investigate complaints lodged by the 
public against the organization. Now would be an excellent time 
for you to have a fool or ombudsman in your own sphere, Sagit-
tarius. You’ve got a lot of good inklings, but some of them need to 
be edited, critiqued, or perhaps even satirized.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22–Jan 19): Capricorn journalist Katie Couric is a 
best-selling author who has interviewed five American presidents and 
had prominent jobs at three major TV networks. What’s her secret 
to success? She has testified that her goal is to be as ingratiating and 
charming as she can be without causing herself to throw up. I don’t 
often recommend this strategy for you, but I do now. The coming 
weeks will be prime time for you to expand your web of connections 
and energize your relationships with existing allies by being almost 
too nice. To get what you want, use politeness as your secret weapon.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20–Feb 18): “The water cannot talk without the 
rocks,” says aphorist James Richardson. Does that sound like a meta-
phor you’d like to celebrate in the coming weeks? I hope so. From 
what I can tell, you will be like a clean, clear stream rippling over a 
rocky patch of riverbed. The not-really-all-that-bad news is that your 
flow may feel erratic and jerky. The really good news is that you 
will be inspired to speak freely, articulately, and with creative zing.

PISCES (Feb 19–March 20): Every now and then, you may benefit 
from being a bit juvenile, even childlike. You can release your dor-
mant creativity by losing your adult composure and indulging in 
free-form play. In my astrological opinion, this is one of those phases 
for you. It’s high time to lose your cool in the best possible ways. You 
have a duty to explore the frontiers of spontaneity and indulge in 
I-don’t-give-a-cluck exuberance. For the sake of your peace-of-soul 
and your physical health, you need to wriggle free of at least some of 
your grown-up responsibilities so you can romp, cavort, and frolic. ■

FREE WILL ASTROLOGY
BY ROB BREZSNY

HOURS: 7am-7pm Mon.-Fri., Sat.&Sun. 8am-6pm

Lunch- Dinner-Full Bar
Happy Hour 4-6 & 9-close 

727 East Pike St   206-324-8833   
www.ayutthayathai.com

Delicious,  
Authentic  
Thai Food Proudly Serving Capitol Hill 

for over 25 years!

PATIO!

WWW.ELCHUPACABRASEATTLE.COM 

Happy 
HouR

7 days a week: 

4-6pm & 

10-12am

Kitchen Open Late Weekends til Midnight. 

Weekend Brunch! Sat & Sun, 11-3

ALKI BEACH:  
2620 Alki Ave. SW

206-933-7344

PHINNEY RIDGE:  
6711 Greenwood Ave. N

206-706-4889 

SOUTH LAKE UNION:  
901 Fairview Ave N Ste C100  

206-739-5996

Bar open until 2am
206.682.3049 • ilbistro.net

Bar open until 2amBar open until 2am
206.682.3049 • ilbistro.net

Pike Place Market

206.682.3049 • ilbistro.net
Happy Hour Daily

Seattle’s Best Fish & Chips
Now Showing NHL Hockey!

Near the Center of the Universe
at the Corner of 35th. and Stone Way N.

206-547-2967

Pacific Inn Pub

DECK WITH PING PONG 
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS

$1 TACOS & BEERS
WEDNESDAYS 

2409 10th Ave E 
Seattle, WA 98102 

206-325-5882 
ROANOKESEATTLE.COM

SEATTLE

601 Summit Ave. E. • Capitol Hill • 206-325-0877  
GOURMET Pizza & Pasta, Beer & Wine

Order online at toscanapizzeria.com
Happy Hour Specials Mon-Thu, 3-6

Rainbow Pizza
Pizza of the Month!  18” - $20

Fri & Sat: Delivery til 3AM Pick-Up til 2AM
GLUTEN-FREE OPTIONS!

Fresh FRESH
Alaskan
Halibut!

FRESH FRESH
Alaskan
Halibut!

ALASKAN
HALIBUT!

FRESH FRESH
ALASKA TROLL CAUGHT

KING SALMON
WE SHIP

SEAFOOD OVERNIGHT
ANYWHERE IN THE USA

OR WE PACK FOR 
AIR TRAVEL

Where Philly “Meats” Seattle

ON  3 R D  BE T WEEN  M A RION  &  COLUMBI A
OPEN MON - FRI,  1 1A M -3PM

206 -765 - 6605

Chicken P ar m • Eggplant Par m 
Br aised Br isket •  Meat ball  Sub 

Chicken Cu t let •  Roast ed Veget able 
 Her b Roast ed P or k •  I t alian Roast Beef

Roast ed Chicken •  Fr esh - Cu t Fr ies
Gr av y Fr ies & Cheese Fr ies •  Onion Rings 

Roasted Meats & 
Ita lian Sandwiches , 

Gravy Fries , Tiram isu 
& More!!

http://www.ayutthayathai.com/
http://www.elchupacabraseattle.com/
http://ilbistro.net/
http://roanokeseattle.com/
http://toscanapizzeria.com/
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TEXT BY CHARLES MUDEDE / PHOTO BY KELLY O

Sandy Cioffi!
In a very short period of time, Sandy Cioffi, a highly regarded film-
maker and educator, has become an expert in a field that is new 
and will certainly revolutionize not just entertainment but journal-
ism and the arts: virtual reality.

It takes only a brief conversation with her about VR to see her 
mind is ahead of the pack—thinking and communicating things that 
will sound totally normal in the future. “Moving through 3-D space 
is a whole other leap of language. For example, movement artists 
are absolutely suited for the HTC Vive,” she says, referring to a 
high-end VR headset. (The one that’s in her hand in this photograph 
is not a Vive but a Samsung Gear VR, which at this very moment con-
tains many of the films that were shown at Seattle International Film 
Festival’s ambitious SIFFX program, which Cioffi helped organize.)

Cioffi has a reputation for not only thinking big but also getting 
involved in groundbreaking projects. She and a film team once got 

arrested and detained by the Nigerian government for making a 
documentary about the oil-rich and oil-destroyed Niger Delta. She 
lived to tell that story. She also produced one of Seattle’s first gay 
independent films, Crocodile Tears, which celebrated its 20th an-
niversary during the Twist of Pride Film Festival.

What are Cioffi’s plans for Pride weekend? “I’ll be attending ev-
erything, including Trans Pride, which feels like real Pride in some 
ways—plus it’s on Capitol Hill, which feels more important than 
ever. And just like every year since 1989 in New York, I’ll cry when 
PFLAG marches by in the Pride Parade, and I’ll feel the amount of 
self-hatred STILL lingering in my body, and I’ll feel the simultane-
ous joy that they and I are still here and a whole hell of a lot of 
young people are queer in a slightly more loving world!” Amen.

Sandy Cioffi’s work will be celebrated at the free Stranger Genius 
Awards party on September 24 at the Moore Theatre. Five artists 
will go home with $5,000 each, no strings attached. To see all 15 
nominees, go to thestranger.com/genius2016.

STRANGER                     AWARD NOMINEE…20
16

  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

WWW.TOWNHALLSEATTLE.ORG

  SCIENCE   ARTS & CULTURE   COMMUNITY  CIVICSTOWN HALL

(6/22) Fred Hutch presents: 
Rock Star Women in Science

Inspiring the 
Next Generation

(6/22) Saru Jayaraman
The Secret Truths 

of the 
Restaurant Industry

(6/23) Rinker Buck
21st Century Adventures 

on the 
Old Oregon Trail

(6/23) ACLU of Washington:
Racial Justice, Accountability, 

and the 
Flint Water Crisis

(6/23) Scottie Jeanette 
& Marcy Madden 

with Status Causey
‘Getting Back to Me’

(6/24) David Daley 
Dirty Politics and 

Gerrymandering in the GOP

(6/25)  Wonder of Women 
presents: 

My Story is a Wonder
Love, Light, & Liberation

(6/26) Virginia Hefferman
How the Internet 

Changed Everything

(6/27) Mychal Denzel Smith 
with Marcus Harrison Green

‘Invisible Man, 
Got the Whole World 

Watching’

(6/28) Ed Boland
Inside America’s 
School Systems

(6/29)  Orca & Salmon Alliance
Orca and Salmon 

An Evening of Storytelling

(6/30)  Sophia Health Institute
Demystifying Lyme

(7/2)  Alan Cumming 
Sings Sappy Songs

(7/30)  Eunice Nahon presents
Mozart for a Cure

http://thestranger.com/genius2016
http://www.townhallseattle.org/
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“My life is 
complete, I 
can die happy 
now…”  

— Acro-Cats  
audience member

Tickets 
available at 

Stranger 
tickets 

.com!

July 2nd - 5th, 21+July 2nd - 5th, 21+Special All Ages Show on July 4th at 3pm
Columbia City Theatre  •  4916 Rainier Ave S - Seattle

Ever see a 
cat walk a 

tightrope? 
Meow you 

can!

Real  
cats 

purrforming 
with Real 

instruments!

OMFG  

WHUT? a  

cat riding 

a skate-

board??!!
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Your sex life demands it.

WWW.SAVAGELOVECAST.COM

SEATTLE’S ORIGINAL 
CANNABIS SHOP

This product has intoxicating effects and may be habit forming. Marijuana can impair 
concentraion, coordination, and judgement. Do not operate a vehicle or machinery under the 
influence of this drug. There may be healthrisks asociated with consumption of this product. 

For use only by adults twenty-one and older. Keep out of the reach of children.

2733 4th Ave South • Seattle WA
www.CannabisCity.us

4 BLOCKS FROM THE PARADE ROUTE!

DO YOU HAVE  
PTSD AND  
ALCOHOL 

PROBLEMS?
Seeking free treatment? 

Paid research opportunity.

Call the APT study at 
206-543-0584

http://www.cannabiscity.us/

